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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

In June 1946 the British For~ign Office and the United States 
Department. of State agreed to publish jointly documents froin cap
tured archives of the German Foreign :Ministry and the Reich Chan
cellery. Although the captured archives go back to the year 1867, 
it was decided to limit the present publication to papers relating to 
the years after 1918, since the object of the publication was "to estab
lish the record of German foreign policy preceding and during World 
War II." The editorial work was to be performed "on the basis of 
the highest scholarly objectivity." The editors were to have complete 
independence in the selection and editing of the documents. Publica
tion was to begin and be concluded as soon as possible. Each Gov
ernment was "free to publish separately any portion of the docu
ments." 1 In Aprill947 the French Government, having requested 
the right to participate in the project, accepted the terms of this 
agreement. 

The three Governments realized the unique nature of the enter
prise. Captured enemy documents had been published in the past, 
and especially by the Germans themselves, but only documents which 
supported a propaganda thesis. Never had three victorious powers 
set out to establish the full record of the diplomacy of a vanquished 
power from captured archives "on the basis of the highest scholarly 
objectivity." 

The editors wish to state at the outset-that they have not only been 
permitted, but enjoined, to make their selection on this basis alone~ 
In the selection of documents for publication, and in the editing of 
the documents, the editors have had complete freedom. No effort 
has been made at any time by any of the participating Governments to 
influence their work. The editors, therefore, accept complete respo:ll
sibility for the volumes as published. 

II 

The archives of the German Foreign Ministry came into Anglo
American custody partly as a result of planning, partly by accident, 
but chiefly through the incomplete execution of orders to destroy the 
most important portions. During hostilities, the Allied military 
forces were instructed to keep close watch for -~nemy archives, and 

1 It was in accordance with this provision that the Department of State, In 
January 1948, published the volume of documents entitled NaZi-Soviet Belati0ft8, 
19S9-1941. -
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teams of experts were assembled behind the lines so that the examina
tion of captured documents migl?.t begin without delay. In April 
1945 units of the United States First Army discovered more than 300 
tons of Foreign Ministry papers in various storage places in the Harz 
liountains. The Anglo-American experts were immediately sum
moned. They located other parts of the archives in the Harz Moun
tains and Thuringia. Their most important discoveries were a box 
containing memoranda summarizing conversations of Hitler and Rib
bentrop with foreign statesmen, and a quantity of German microfilm 
which, when made into continuous rolls and printed at the Air Min
istry in London, was found to record some 10,000 pages of the work
ing files of the Foreign :Minister ( Buro RAM). 

Under the supervision of the Anglo-American experts, the captured 
archives were assembled at Marburg Castle, in the American zone of 
Germany. Later the collection was moved to Berlin. Finally, in the 
summer of 1948, the archives were moved to England, where they are 
to remain until conditions in Germany become more stable. Between 
1945 and 1948 the collection was augmented by many tons of Reich 
Chancellery documents and other smaller collections. 

m 
When the Foreign Ministry archives were captured in April 1945, 

the question was considered whether they had been deliberately placed 
in the path of the Anglo-American armies and spurious documents 
added to the collection, with the purpose of sowing discord among 
the enemies of Germany. Documentary evidence and interrogation 
of surviving German officials have completely dispelled these suspi
cions. Actually, the German Government made efforts to prevent the 
capture of the documents, both by moving them from place to place 
and by ordering the destruction of the files for the Nazi period only 
a few days before the arrival of the American First Army. 

The di..c:persal of the archives began in 1943, when the air attacks 
on German cities had become intense. It was then decided to keep 
only a skeleton sta:ff and the current files of the Foreign Ministry in 
Berlin; the rest of the sta:ff with their files were moved to less vulner
able parts of Germany. l!ost went to Krummhiibel, a resort in the 
Riesengebirge, but some branch offices were sent as far away as Lake 
Constance. The archives were also dispersed to castles in the Harz 
and south and east of Berlin. In the summer and autumn of 1944 
the Soviet advance enforced the transfer of those archives which had 
been stored south and east of Berlin to the Harz region. Orders were 
given for the destruction of the non-essential secret documents at 
Krummhiibel and for the removal of the remainder to Thuringia. It 
is impossible to determine with precision what was destroyed by acci-
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dent or design in the hurried movement which followed. It is known 
that these transfers were not entirely completed before the arrival 
of Soviet troops. Only in the early months of 1945, therefore, 'Were 
the Foreign Ministry archives concentrated in the west. . 

By spring the German armies were in full retreat. Early in April 
1945 the evacuation center at :Meisdorf received a list of categories 
of documents which were to be prepared for destruction. These in- · 
eluded all important files for the Nazi period. On AprillO a.n order 
was received by telephone to commence immediately the destruction · 
of these categories. When the American troops arrived a few days 
later, only a small fraction had actually been destroyed. 

IV 

Including the accessions received since April 1945, the captured 
documents now in the joint custody of the United States Department 
of State and the British Foreign Office weigh about 400 tons. ·The 
tens of thousands of bundles of papers have been repeatedly packed, 
moved by train, truck, or plane, and then unpacked and shelved. · The 
packing, the moving, the unpacking, and the shelving were done hur
riedly, under war conditions. Until the contents of every bundle in 
the collection have been examined, therefore, it will not be possible 
to be certain that the selection for publication has been made from 
all the surviving documents on a particular problem or year. 

An analysis of the files in Anglo-American custody is appended to 
volumes! (p.l177) andii (p.1021) ofthisseries. A summary of this 
analysis reveals the following situation: For the yea.rs from 1867 
to 1920 the collection seems complete; there are gaps in the files deal
ing with 1920-1936, but they appear to be relatively unimportant. 
Thereafter, the gaps become increasingly a problem. Fortunately 
many copies were made of most documents, and it is possible to find· 
enough papers in other .files to fill in the significant lines of the picture. 
This or that document may be lost completely, but other documents 
give the essential material. That is not always true, but until 1940 
it is usually true,. After 1940, and until 1943, one is continually re
minded of a half-finished picture: the outlines are obvious; some 
parts are completed with minute detail; other parts are only sketched 
in; there are blank spaces. From 1943 the materials are fragmentary, 
but peculiarly valuable because there is so little other evidence on 
these years. 

The most important defect of the captured archives for the period 
from 1936 is the absence of the registers and journals in which were 
recorded the departmental file number and the distribution of each 
paper, with a summary of its contents. The captured Foreign Min
istry archives are not a single, coherently organized file of the :Min-
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istry as a whole. They are the working files of official~ such as the 
Foreign Minister and the State Secretary; of parts of the Ministry, 
such as those of the Political Department and the Legal Department. 
The documents in these captured files are arranged so as to facilitate 
the work of these individual departments and officials : .sometimes the 
arrangement is alphabetical (by countries, by subjects, or by individ
uals), sometimes it is chronological, sometimes it is topical. Some
times secret papers are segregated; sometimes they are not. The cap
tured documents do not, therefore, constitute a central :1\Iinisterial 
file, and there is no uniform filing system. There is no place where, 
for instance, all the telegrams :from the Embassy in London may be 
found. Ten or twenty copies of one telegram may be found in vari
ous files; the only surviving copy of another telegram may be found 
in the file of another mission abroad to which it was sent for informa
tion (bearing· the departmental file number, and not the telegram 
number given in London) ; occasionally no copy can be found. 

Theoretically, the registers and journals could be reconstructed by 
collating the surviving files, but the resources for this gigantic task 
are· not available. As their work in the Foreign Ministry archives 
progresses, the editors are learning from experience which depart
ments, individuals, and missions abroad were likely to receive copies 
of papers, and where the papers were likely to be filed. Beginning 

. with series D, volume III, it is possible to make a clear distinction 
between papers which are not printed because unimportant, and papers 
not printed because not found. In volumes I and II of. series D it 
was not possible to make this distinction with confidence, so the :foot
.note "Not printed" was used for both categories of omission. 
. Some of the documents missing from the Foreign Ministry archives 
are in the possession of the Soviet Government, but the extent of its 
·collection is not known. Beginning in June 1946 the Soviet Govern
ment published several volumes of German Foreign Ministry docu
ments. Usually, but not always, other copies of these documents 
are in the Foreign Ministry files, together with other much more 
. voluminous material on the same subject. 

v 
The~ditors learned only by trial and error the limitations of the 

available material and the difficulties inherent in exploiting disor
dered and incomplete archives.. The filming of the Foreign Ministry 
archives, begun in 1945 by American and British experts for intelli
gence purposes, and continued by historians representing the three 
Governments participating in the publication of these records, will 
.facilitate scholarly investigation in the future. More than a million 
pages of the most important documents for the years from 1914 to 
1945 have by now been preserved on microfilm. 
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At the outset, the selection of documents for publication was made 
from these microfilms by historians working in London, Paris~ and 
Washington. It was found, however, that this method was too cum
bersome, and all except the final selection is now made by an inter
national team of American, British, and French historians working 
on the original files. In the work of the tripartite team, and in the 
periodic conferences of the editors-in-chief, the international charac
ter of historical scholarship is convincingly demonstrated. 

VI 

In selecting documents for publication the fundamental test has 
been their value for an understanding of German foreign policy. 
Since the German estimate of the policy of other powers was one of 
the most important factors shaping German policy, these estimates 
have been included. They should, of course, be viewed with caution. 
Very often German diplomats wrote what they thought would please 
Hitler. Even those who wished to convey unpleasant truths used 
language which would carry conviction to the Nazi Party leaders. 
_ Even so far as German foreign policy is concerned it is necessary 
to remember the peculiar characteristics of Nazi diplomacy. A large 
proportion of the officials in the Foreign Ministry and of the German 
representatives abroad were career diplomats who were kept at their-· 
posts only because Hitler found them indispensable. He did not trust 
them, sometimes with reason, and he often kept them in ignorance 
of his intentions. The attentive reader will frequently see evidence 
of this situation and will realize that their reports and instructions 
do not always reflect the actual policy of the Reich. · 

Two categories of evidence which bulk large in the archives of the 
German Foreign Ministry find little place in these volumes: the press 
summary and the intelligence report. Undoubtedly a minute exami
nation of the material in the press summaries and of the rumor and 
gossip set down in tens of thousands of reports by confidential agents 
will some day yield results of significance for an understanding Qf 
German policy. But such an examination requires study of all the 
evidence, and all the evidence would fill hundreds of· volumes. This 
is true also of the analyses produced by the prolific and imaginative 
members of Ribbentrop's private information service, the Dienatstelle 
Ribbentrop. The editors have agreed, therefore, that press sum
maries, intelligence reports, and the analyses prepared in the Dienst
stelle Ribbentrop will be included only where there is clear evidence 
that they directly influenced German policy. · 

Even after excluding all but a few examples.from this material, 
the sheer mass of evidence presents baftling problems. In this age of 
shorthand and the typewriter, documents grow in number and length. 
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Bismarck's conversations were usually summarized in a few hundred 
words; the summaries of Hitler's conversations often run to thou
sands of words. When Embassy reports are dictated, a lengthy 
report requires less thought and time than a brief report. The editors 
have often been tempted to summarize, or to print excerpts, but they 
have decided to do neither. Except in a few cases, which are clearly 
indicated, every document has been printed without omissions or 
alterations. In every case, too, significant material such as file num
bers and marginal comments have been included. Where there is no 
important difference between the preliminary draft and the dispatch 
as sent, the latter has been preferred; where there are differences, 
they have been described. To save space the telegraphic summary 
has been used if it includes all essential points; otherwise, the detailed 
report has been used; if the telegraphic summary is not complete, 
but action was taken before the report was received, both the telegram 
and the report are printed. 

The order In which documents should be presented in a collection 
such as this has long been a disputed subject among historians. The 
editors agreed that documents should be grouped by topics, but within 
each topic they are presented in the chronological order in which they 
originated. In this volume the Spanish Civil War is considered a 
single topic, and the chronological order of the documents has been 
followed. It should be borne in mind that a report from a mission 
abroad might be received after action had been taken in Berlin, 
although the report bears an earlier date than the document recording 
the action. Where the date of receipt in Berlin can be determined, it 
is given. Each document is preceded by an editorial heading and b.Y 
reference to the serial number of the film and the frame number on the 
film.11 A list of film serial numbers is appended to each volume, show
ing th,e description of the corresponding German Foreign Ministry 
file; this permits identification of the location in the archives of the 
copy of the document published. As each volume is published, the 
pertinent films will be made available for study by scholars so that the 
specialist may be able to fill in the details of the record. 

Because the immediate origins of the Second World War, and the 
_ course of the war, are of most immediate interest and of most obvious 
importance, the editors have decided to begin their work with the 
fourth series (D). This series will include documents dating from 
1936 or 1937, the starting point depending on the topic, and continuing 
through the war. The three series of volumes to be published subse
quently will include the documents for the earlier years. 

• For an explanation of these terms, see appendix IL 
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VII 

After the joint selection of documents to be included in a vol~e 
is completed, the task of preparing the editorial notes is entrusted 
to the editors in one of the three capitals, subject to review by the 
other editors. Similarly, the task of preparing the English transla
tion is divided by volumes, or sections of a volume. Each volume will 
contain a statement on responsibility for the notes and translations. 

TranSlation from the German presents peculiar difficulties, particu
larly since, under Hitler, there was no one style of diplomatic Ger
man, as there had been under Bismarck. Some of the writers use 
"Nazi German," which conveys only a foggy impression in German 
and translates into completely opaque English. The translation is 
therefore often inelegant, but the editors believe that where the mean
ing is clear in German the English can be understood. In general, 
they have preferred to sacrifice grace to precision. Paraphrase has 
been used only where the German is clear but exact translation re
sulted in ambiguity. 

The parallel series in German, giving the original text of the docu
ments, will enable those interested to check the translation. 

In printing the translated version of the documents the editors 
have not aimed at giving a facsimile reproduction of the German 
original as regards arrangement and spacing. All important notes 
and marginalia are, however, included either in the text or as foot
notes, the only exception being purely routine notations. 

The editorial notes have been kept to the minimum necessary for 
the factual elucidation of the text. They do not attempt interpreta.: 
tio~ except .where this is necessary to establish the date or identity 
of a document. No a~tempt is made to correct German reports by 
reference to other sources, even when the German reports present a 
false or one-sided picture. It is as a source-book for the study of 
history, and not as a finished interpretation of history, that these 
documents are presented. 
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· The documents printed in thiS volume have been selected by the 
British, French, and United States editors acting jointly. The trans
lations were made in the Division of Language Services of the Depart
ment of State and reviewed by the British and United States editors, 
who are also responsible jointly for the editorial notes and footnotes. 

Although series D of this publication is, in general, intended to 
provide knowledge of German foreign policy from the autumn of 
1937 to the end of World War II in 1945, a volume dealing with 
the policy pursued by Germany during the Spanish Civil War logi
cally begins in July 1936, when the Civil War broke out. It extends 
to July 1939. 

The documents first make clear the German attitude toward the 
· revolt against the Spanish Government by certain generals, pass on 
to the appeal of General Franco to Hitler for assistance, which was 
conveyed by a German businessman, Johannes Bernhardt, and then 
indicate Hitler's reply; they also describe the organization of the 
Spanish trading company Hisma, and its German counterpart Rowak, 
to promote the exchange of German military supplies for Spanish 
raw materials and concessions. Other subjects illustrated are the 
beginnings of German military aid to the Franco regime, the recog
nition of that Government by Germany, and the proposals for secur
ing the non-intervention of the powers in the Spanish conffict. After 
these issues, the documents deal with the alleged attacks on German 
naval vessels oft the coasts of Spain and with the Nyon conference 
of September 1937, which met to consider the attacks on merchant 
vessels by submarines. 

It is clear from the documents that relations were not always smooth 
between the Germans and their Italian allies in Spain and that the 
Germans exerted extreme pressure on the Franco regime in ·order 
to be assured of economic advantages, especially mining concessions, 
in Spain after a Franco victory. The documents also indicate that 
the Germans were not always satisfied with General Franco's attitude, 
particularly during the Munich crisis of September 1938, and that 
they did not feel fully assured of Franco's victory until the final 
Catalonian oftensive of the Nationalists which began late in December 
1938. 

For the final period of the Civil War, the docfunents are concerned 
1Vith German eiforts to secure repayment for assistance, Spanish ad-

XVII 
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herence to the Anti-Comintern Pact, the victory celebration of the 
Condor Legion, and the failure of arrangements for the widely 
heralded meeting of Goring and Franco. 

In spite of its obvious interest it has not been possible, from lack 
of space, to cover fully the extended negotiations in which Germany 
had a part by reason of membership in the Non-Intervention Com

. mittee, though numerous documents have been printed. Some further 
information on these negotiations has been supplied in editorial notes. 



ANALYTICAL LIST OF DOCUMENTS 

CHAPTEB I. THE FIBST PHASE: JULY 19-NOVEMBEB 18, 1936 

Date and . Subject Page 
Doc. No. 

Editors' Note 
Outbreak of the revolt, July 18 and 19, 1936; the question or 

German participation in the conspiracy; the organization of 

1936 
German aid in response to Franco's appeal. 

July 19 The Charg~ d' Affaire& in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 3 
1 The expected military revolts broke out yesterday over all 

Spain, beginning in Morocco; the Government claims to be in 
control of the situation. 

July 22 The Consul at Tetuan to the Foreign Ministry 3 
2 Franco directs a request for transport planes to the German 

Military Attache. 

July 23 Th• Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 4: 
3 France has promised to deliver arins to the Spanish Govem-

ment; the offer of bombers particularly endangers Franco. 

July 23 The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 5 
4: A summary of the military assets of both parties in Spain 

leads to the conclusion that the struggle will be prolonged; 
victory for the Government will menace German interests in 
Spain. 

July 24 The Foreign Minist'J' to the War Ministry, Foreign Department 7 
5 It is recommende that Franco's request for transport planes 

be refused. 

July 24: The Consulate at Tetuan to the ForetS:: Ministry 7 
6 The Lufthansa plane seized by t e Nationalists will bring 

two German nationals to Berlin with a letter from Franco to 
Hitler. 

July 24 The Consulate at Tetuan to the Foreign Ministry . 8 
7 In an interview with the German Consul Franco says the 

uprising was necessary to forestall a Soviet dictatorship; the • Consul protests agains~ seizure of German planes. 

July 24 The Charg~ d' Affaire• in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 8 
8 An agent of the Burgos military regime has inquired of a 

representative of the German airplane industry whether the 
latter would be willing to make early deliveries of mat6riel. 

July 25 The Conaul at Tetuan to the Foreign Ministry . 9 
9 In an account of the uprising in Morocco it is stated that a 

military revolt had been planned for some time, but action was 
begun when Russian ships carrying arins for a Communist in-
surrection arrived in Spanish ports. 

July 25 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 10 
10 Dieckhoff urges that no official negotiations be undertaken 

by either party or governmental authorities with the two 
Spanish rebel officers who have arrived in Berlin and that no 
&rins shipments to the rebels be considered. 

XIX 
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CHAPTER I. THE FIRST PHAsE: JuLY 19-NovEMBER 18, 193!i-'-Continued 

Date and 
Doe. No. 

1936 
July 25· 

11 

July 26 
12 

July 28 
13 

July 28 
14 

July 29 
15 

July 29 
16 

July 30 
17 

July 31 
18 

July 31 
19 

Subject 

The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The military successes and more effective propaganda of 

the Government make it appear doubtful that the military 
revolt can succeed. - · 

The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 
The Provisional Government at Burgos requests delivery of 

10 transport planes and up to 20 bombers, the transaction to 
be under a private Portuguese sales contract. 

Memorandum by ths Head of Political Division III 
The Airplane Industry Association is given a "modified 

version" of the telegrains of its representative in Lisbon and 
told that the Foreign Ministry does not favor deliveries of 
planes. · 

The Charg~ d' Aifaires in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 
General Queipo de Llano requests 15 planes; for camouflage 

they should be flown in singly by Lufthansa on its regular mail 
service to Seville, where they would then be confiscated. 

The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The Spanish Government requests an explanation of the 

delivery of German planes to the rebels. 

The Consulate at Tetuan to the Foreign Ministry 
The local Nazi leader convE!ys to Goring, after a conversation 

with Franco, that the latter is to head a provisional govern
ment in the form of a Inilitary directorate and that he fully 
shares the German view on future German-Spanish relations. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
Inquiry at the Quai d'Orsay brought a firm denial of any 

arms shipments to the Spanish Government, but the Ambas
sador has no doubt that shipments were made and that more 
maybe made. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
Press reports that the Italian planes which crashed in 

French Morocco were military planes are confirmed from a 
reliable source. 

The Embassy in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 
British opinion reflects growing uneasiness over events in 

Spain; a crisis between France and Italy is feared; concern is 
felt that a Spanish Government victory would mean gains for 
Communism, while a rebel victory would menace British 
Mediterranean interests. 

July 31 Memorandum by the Head of the European Section of the Politi-
20 cal Department 

Aug. 1 
21 

To a query by the Portuguese Minister W oermann replied 
that the German standpoint was strictly that of non-interven
tion in Spain. 

The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The ~panish Foreign Minister has asked the representative 

of the German airplane industry in Madrid to transmit a re
quest for purchase of bombing and pursuit planes and aerial 
bombs, payment to be made in gold. 

Page 

11 

14 

14 

15 

15 

16 

16 

17 

17 

19 

20 
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CHAPTER I. Tm: FIRST PHAsE: JuLY 19-NOVEMBER 18, 1936-Continued 

I 

Date and Subject I Page 
Doc. No. 

1936 
.Aug. 1 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 20 

22 Acknowledgment of a letter from General Mola containing 
notification of the formation of a military government at 
Burgos was refused on the ground that Germany still main-
tains relations with the Spanish Government at Madrid. 

Aug. 2 The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry • 21 
23 The military situation has developed further in favor of the 

rebels; the Government's appeals to Germany for arms should 
be handled in a dilatory manner as there is no German interest 
in a Government victory. 

Aug. 2 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 22 
24 The French Government is increasingly concerned that the 

Spanish struggle may involve the Great Powers; victory for the 
rebels appears possible if they are supplied with planes, but 
Germany should consider mediation at an appropriate mo-
ment. 

Aug. 2 The Ambassador in France to the Director of the PolitU;al Depart- 24 
25 ment 

W elczeck gives an account of the contacts established by 
the Embassy with the Spanish rebels in Paris; to hold out, 
the rebel forces need at least as many planes as are being sent 
by the French to the Spanish Government. 

Aug. 3 The Charge d'Affaires in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 26 
26 Franco's brother Nicolas is in Lisbon under a cover-name 

and asks that prices and delivery dates on gas masks be quoted 
him. 

Aug. 3 The Consul at Tetu4n to the Foreign Ministry 26 
27 The surprise visit of a German naval squadron to Morocco 

was received with enthusiasm; Franco expressed to its com-
mander his gratitude for Germany's moral support. 

Aug. 4 The Charge d' Affaire& in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 28 
28 Reprisals are threatened by the Spanish Government unless 

a reply is made to their request for planes. 

Aug. 4 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister · 29 
29 Neurath told the French Ambassador that, since Germany 

was not intervening in Spain, she did not need to enter into 
the joint declaration of non-intervention which France pro-
posed; Germany was willing to enter discussions to prevent 
the extension of the Civil War if the Soviet Union was included. ~ 

Aug. 6 The "Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry - 30 
30 From a conversation with Foreign Minister Ciano it is clear 

that the Italian response to the French initiative is similar to 
the German; Ciano says French-Soviet action in Spain threat-
ens to divide Europe and that Italy is prepared to take joint 
defense measures with Germany. 

Aug. 6 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department for the 31 
31 Foreign Minister 

No information is available to confirm reports that there 
was a secret agreement between Italy and Primo de Rivera for 
the contingency of a French-Italian war or that it is Italy's 
aim to revive this arrangement with the rel]els. 
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CHAPTER I. THE FIRST PHAsE: JuLY 19-NovEMBER 18, 1936-Continued 
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1936 
Aug. 7 

32 

Aug. 8 
33 

Aug. 8 
34: 

Aug. 10 
35 

Aug. 11 
36 

Aug. 12 
37 

Aug. 13 
38 

Aug. 14: 
39 

Aug. 14: 
40 

Aug. 15 
41 -

Aug. 15 
42 

Aug. 16 
43 

. . 

Subject 

MemorGndum by U&e Foreign Minister 
Neurath agrees to study a draft declaration for non-inter

vention in Spain submitted by the French Ambassador but 
points out the difficulties of enforcement, especially in view of 
the activities of the Comintern. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
An agent's report for Admiral Canaris states that General 

Mola is optimistic but would like supplies of rifie ammunition 
shipped at once. 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 
Urged by the British Ambassador to give a favorable reply 

to the French non-intervention proposal, Neurath stated that 
Germany was studying the proposal but repeated the objec
tions expressed to the French Ambassador. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
Foreign Minister Delbos expressed the hope that German

French collaboration in isolating the Spanish conftagration 
was a favorable omen for the future; he gave assurances that 
France would be able to prevent arms smuggling across her 
frontier with Spain. 

The Ambassador in the United States to the Foreign Ministry 
American opinion has reacted unfavorably against alleged 

German intervention in Spa,in. 

Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 
The French Ambassador has been told that Germany's fail

ure to reply to the French arms embargo proposal is due not 
to dilatory tactics but to the incident provoked by the Spanish 

-Government in seizing a German plane. 

Editors' Note 
Confiscation of a German plane by the Spanish Govern

ment; the German threat to break off relations. 

Note from the Embassy in Spain to the Spa.,.,ish Foreign Minister 
Germany demands release of the plane and crew being de

tained by the Spanish Government. 

The Consul at Seville to the Foreign Ministry 
The wearing of their own uniforms by Germans delivering 

planes makes it impossible to keep the enterprise secret. 

The Charg' d' Af!aires in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Italy is trying to delay a non-intervention agreement as long 

as possible in order to deliver additional arms to the rebels. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
General Mola's agent reports for transmission to Admiral 

Canaris that planes and ammunition are urgently needed on 
the northern front, which has no contact with Franco. 

The Clw.rg' rr Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
Intervention by the French has persuaded the Spanish Gov

ernment to release the crew but not the seized plane; the Ger
man deinand has been maintained. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
An agent transmits for Admiral Canaris the information that 

Franco is clearly head of the rebel forces; aid both for him and 
for General Mota should be directed from Paris. 

Page 

32 

34: 

34: 

35 

36 

36 

37 

38 

38 

40 

4:1 

42 
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The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 44 Aug. 17 

44 Admiral Canaris is to be informed that French volunteers 
are being dispatched to join the Spanish Red Militia. 

Aug. 17 Note to the French Embassy 44 
45 Germany is willing to join in a ban on shipment of arms to 

Spain provided that the German transport plane detained by 
the Spanish Government is released and provided that all 
states possessing arms industries join the ban. 

Aug. 19 Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary . 45 
46 Dieckhoff refuses an appeal by the French Ambassador 

that Germany abandon its demand for release of the transport 
plane in order to place the arms embargo in effect. 

Aug. 20 The Charg' d' Ajfaires in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 47-
47 Germany's reply to the French embargo proposal pleases 

Italy since it will aelay further the conclusion of a non-inter-
vention agreement. 

Aug. 20 The Acting State Secretary to Various German Missions Abroad 47 
48 Germany will insist on its demand in the plane incident as a 

condition of adherence to an embargo; interference by the 
Spanish Government with German shipping imposes a further 
obstacle. 

Aug. 21 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 49 
49 Blum and Delbos believe only an arms embargo can prevent 

an open struggle of Fascist and anti-Fascist powers in Spain; 
W elczeck argues that delay of the embargo will encourage 
French interventionists and work to the disadvantage of the 
Spanish rebels. 

Aug. 22 Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary 50 
50 Admiral Raeder informs Dieckhoff that he has asked the 

Fuhrer for a decision on Spanish policy; he has urged the view 
that the military prospects of the rebels are unfavorable and 
that Germany cannot assume the risks of a major intervention. 

Aug. 22 The Ambassador in the Soviet Union to the Foreign Ministry 52 
51 Schulenburg has protested to Litvinov against the Russian 

propaganda attacks on German officials in Spain. 

Aug. 22 The Char~ d' Ajfaires in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 53 
52 Prime inister Salazar has given every assistance in the 

moving of mat6riel for Spain which arrived in Lisbon on • German ships. 

Aug. 22 The Charg' d' Ajfaires in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 54 
53 Believing that a Spanish Government victory would bring 

Communism to Portugal in a matter of months, the Salazar 
Government, despite British pressure, has given full support 
to the rebels; an opportunity for German intluence is evident. 

Aug. 24 Note to the French Embassy 56 
54 Germany in the interest of an early international agreement 

has decided to adhere to the French embargo declaration. 
Aug. 24 The Foreign Minister to the Acting State Secretary (Euerpt) 56 

55 Neurath had convinced the Fii.hrer it was necessary to 
adhere to the neutrality declaration on Spai.n before announce-
ment of the 2-year military service plan in order to avoid the 
suspicion of an intention to sabotage the entire action. 
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1936 
Aug. 25 TM CMrg• d: Affairu in Great. Britain to the Foreign Ministry 57 

56 Cadogan says that England will agree to a commission to 
supervise enforcement of the embargo; the British have no 
clear picture of the military prospects in Spain. 

Aug. 27 TM CMrg• d: Affaires in Spain to the Foreign lllinistry 58 
57 The use of Junkers planes to attack Madrid should not be 

repeated, at least as long as Lufthansa traffic continues. 

Aug. 27 Memorandum by the Charg~ d'Affaires in Portugal 59 
58 An NSDAP representative proposes that aerial bombs be 

delivered to the rebels through Holland, which is not a party 
to the neutrality declarati?n. 

Aug. 27 TM Acting Stale Secretary to the Ambassador in France 59 
59 To insure secrecy the reports from Spain for the War Min-

istry should be transmitted by courier rather than telegraph. 

Aug. 28 TM CMrg• d' Affairu in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 60 
60 Italy's acceptance of non-intervention . was occasioned by 

fear that delay would aid the Spanish Government; there is 
no intention to abide by the declaration in any case. 

Aug. 28 TM CMrg• d' Affairu in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 61 
61 The Legation has assisted the representative of the Export 

Cartel for War Materiel to get to Seville. 

Aug. 29 TM CMrg• d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 61 
62 The feeling aroused in Madrid by the presence of German 

planes in the air forces attacking the city threatens to endanger 
the security of the mission and the German colony. 

Aug. 29 TM Ambassador in the Soviet Union to the Foreign Ministry 62 
63 Schulenburg has again protested against Russian pro£iaganda 

attacks on Germans in Spain; Foreign Commissar "tvinov 
replied that Russia would be glad to cease the propaganda 
warfare, which had been provoked by Germany. 

Aug. 29 TM Acting Stale Secretary to the Foreign Minister 63 
64 Dieckhoff advises that, since it appears the London com-

mittee on non-intervention is to serve only for exchange of 
information and not for control, Germany could participate 
without embarrassment. 

Aug. 31 TM Acting Director of the Political Department to Various 65 
65 German Missions Abroad 

Germany has ~roposed that the missions in London form a 
committee for t e exchange of information under the neu-
trality declaration; this is to forestall the development of a 
separate agency with control functions. 

Sept. 1 Memorandum by the Acting Stale Secretary 66 
66 The French Ambassador expressed disafpointment at the 

German insistence on limiting the work o the London com-
mittee; he also urged that in the forthcoming discussion of a 
Western Pact Germany not insist on denunciation of the 
French-Soviet pact. 

Sept. 2 TM Ambassador in France to the Acting Stat.e Secretary 68 
67 Only British pressure can halt French deliveries to the 

Spanish Government; England might bring such pressure if 
Franco gave assurances against concessions to Italy in the 
Mediterranean. 
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68 Sept. 2 Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary . 

68 The British Charg~ d'Affaires argued that the proposed 
London committee must be separate from the missions but 
would not become a control agency; Dieckhoff promised re-
consideration of the German position. . 

Sept. 3 Memorandum by the Acting Director of the Political Department 69 
69 The French Charg~ d'Affaires stated that France was con-

cerned primarily to effect a speedy exchange of information on 
embargo enforcement and was not interested in any precise 
procedure for the London committee. 

Sept. 4 The Minister in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 70 
70 Foreign Minister Monteiro stated that Portugal has refused 

to participate in arms embargo enforcement on British terms 
and regrets the failure of the German press to understand the 
Portuguese attitude. 

Sept. 4 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 72 
71 The British Charg~ d'Affaires presented a copy of his in-

structions intended to assure Germany that the work of the 
London committee would not expand in an undesirable manner. 

Sept. 5 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 74 
72 Acting on the Foreign Minister's instructions, Gaus informed 

the British Charg6 d' Atfaires that Germany would participate 
in the London committee on the terms set forth in the British 
explanation of the previous day. 

Sept. 5 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 75 
73 Gaus informed the Italian Charged' Atfaires that the German 

representative on the London committee would keep in touch 
with Ambassador Grandi; Magistrati replied that Grandi was 
instructed to keep the committee activities on a platonic level. 

Sept. 5 The Director of the Legal Department to the Embassy in Great 75 
74 Britain 

Instructions are sent to participate in the London committee, 
but within the strict limits that no decisions are to be taken 
and no questions other than the embargo are to be discussed. 

Sept. 6 Memorandum by the Head of the European Section of the Political 77 
75 De~rtment 

The ench Charg~ d'Affaires reported that France ac-
cepts the British formula for the functioning of the London • committee. 

Sept. 7 Memorandum by the Head of the European Section of the Political - 77 
76 Department 

The Portuguese Minister stated that Portugal will not join 
the London committee· until its demands for restrictions 
against volunteers and collection of funds are met. 

Sept. 7 The Director of the Legal Department to the Legation in Portugal 78 
77 Does the refusal of Portugal to permit the unloading of "cer-

tain" carf.o at Lisbon, reportedly under British pressure, mean 
that the ortuguese attitude has changed? 

Sept. 8 The Head of the European Section of the Political Department 78 
78 to the Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britai" --

The German representative on the London committee is to 
play a reserved role, to resist any develo~ments in the direction 
of controls, and to refer all matters to erlin. 
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Editors' N ou 

1936 
. Initial proceedings in the Non-Intervention Committee. 

Sept. 9 TM ClaargE tl' AJ!airea in Great Britain lo the Foreip Ministry 82 
79 At the organizing session of the Non-Intervention Com-

mittee the impression left was that France and England would 
not a,ropose any immediate action; their aim appears to be to 
pac" y their Leftist parties. 

Sept. 11 The Minister in Portugal to the Foreip Ministry 84 
80 On an exploratory mission to Spain the AGK representative, 

Messerschmidt, concluded that Franco is politically sound but 
that the Falange is an uncertain quantity; he critici:&es failure 
of Hisma to obtain economic concessions for economic aid 
given. 

Sept. 16 The Comul General at BarcelOAa to the Foreign Mini8try 89 
81 Russian and French planes and Russian pilots have arrived 

to aid the Government; the latter is removing gold to France. 

Sept. 18 The Acting State Secretary to the Embaasy in Great Britain 90 
82 Any discussion in the committee of the inclusion of Portugal 

in the embargo is to be rejected; British and French pressure 
in Lisbon has thus far failed. 

Sept. 21 The War Minister lo the Foreip .MinistrKI 91 
83 Intelligence requests all copies of the esserschmidt report 

of September 8, which is to be removed from circulation. 

Sept.21 
84 

The Acting Director of the Political Department to the Embaasy 91 
in Italy 

The Italian Government is to be requested to have Grandi 
conform to the German line that the refusal of Portugal to join 
the embargo should not be discussed in the committee. 

Sept.22 
85 

Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary 
The Italian Charg6 d'Affaires explained that Italy's in-

sistence on strict enforcement of the embargo was due to the 

92 

fact that the Nationalists now had arms superiority over the 
Spanish Government. 

Sept. 22 The Claarg' tl' AJ!airea in Italy lo the Foreign Ministry 93 
86 Grandi has been given instructions to follow the line that no 

pressure is to be applied to Portugal to participate in the com-
mittee and the embargo. 

Sept. 23 The Claarg4 tl' AJ!aires in Spain to the Head of the European 94 
87 Section of the Political Department 

Although its troops are poorly trained, the Government is 
massing large quantities of arms for an offensive; Franco's 
slowness to act after the initial disorgani:&ation of the revolt 
leaves the issue in doubt. 

Sept. 28 The Claarg4 d'Affaires in the Soviet Union lo the Foreign 97 
88 Ministry 

An intense propaganda campaign has mobili:&ed "human-
itarian" assistance for Spain in the Soviet Union; evidence of 
arms shipments has thus far not been found. 

Sept. 29 TAe Claarg4 tl' AJ!aires in Spain lo the Foreign J'.finistry 100 
89 A Russian vessel announced as a food ship actually deliv-

ered arms and ammunition, according to a port official. 
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Sept. 30 

90 

Oct. 1 
91 

Oct. 3 
92 

Oct. 3 
93 

Oct. 8 
94 

Oct. 8 
95 

Oct. 10 
96 

Oct. 12 
97 

Oct. 13 
98 

Oct. 15 
99 

Oct. 16 
100 

Subject 

The Chargl d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
Encirclement by four rebel columns makes the fall of Ma

drid certain; the Government is badly split over the decision 
to defend the city and some ministers have fled. 

The Charg6 d'Affaires in France to the Foreign Ministry 
The Burgos Government conveys for transmission to Ber

lin its concern that the removal of Spanish gold to France 
endangers the economic future of Spain. 

The Acting State Secretary to the Legation in Portugal 
A member of the Legation is to deliver orally to Franco the 

Fuhrer's congratulations on the Generalissimo's assumption 
of power; to avoid the charge of having extended recognition, 
which would compromise German activities in Spain, no 
written message is sent. 

An Ojficial of Political Division I to the Minister in Portugal 
All copies of the Messerschmidt report of September 8 and 

related papers are to be -sent to Berlin as they have been 
placed in an especially secret category. 

The Minister in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 
On receiving the Fuhrer's oral message, Franco expressed 

his complete admiration for him and the new Germany and 
sent his thanks for Germany's material and moral aid. 

The Acting Director of the Political Department to the Embassy 
in France 

Mussolini has agreed to a German suggestion that Italy 
and Germany grant de facto recognition to Nationalist Spain 
after the capture of Madrid. 

The Minister in Portugal to the Foreign Ministry 
As the first foreign diplomat to be received since Franco's 

elevation to Chief of State, the German emissary found 
Franco optimistic about the military situation and concerned 
to develop a common ideology for the various groups support
ing the revolt. . 

The Ambassador in the Soviet Union to the Foreign Ministry 
The Russian threat to withdraw from the Non-Intervention 

Committee arises from concern for the desperate position of 
the Madrid Government and is an attempt to force England 
and France to a more active policy. 

Minute by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 
The Burgos Government has indicated a desire for eco

nomic talks, and the Economics Ministry believes a repre
sentative should be sent. 

Minute by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 
A large staff has been assembled from the AO and is work

ing on economic relations with Spain under Goring's direction. 

The Chargl d'Affaires in Spain to the Acting Director of the 
Political Department 

The increase in deliveries of arms by the Russians is accom
panied by full political control; the indicated increase of the 
German military commitment raises the question of more 
decisive influence by Germans on military matters. 

Page 

101 

102 

103 

104 

104 

105 

105 

108 

• 
.110 

111. 

111 
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1936 
Oct. 16 Minute by an Ojficial of the &onomU; PolU;y Department 113 

101 The Economies Ministry has abandoned its plans for trade 
promotion in Spain on discovering that the monopoly firms 
Rowak and Hisma are- already operating under Goring's 
direction. · 

Oct. 17 The Charg' d' Affaire/! in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 114 
102 Plans for the forcible liberation of Primo de Rivera on the 

ground that his leadership is essential to give the revolt a 
National Socialist character are ill-advised; they will com-
promise the Embassy and endanger his life. 

Oct. 17 Minute by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 116 
103 In War Minister Blomberg's view a "quasi" charge d'af-

faires of sufficient rank should be sent to Burgos to relieve 
General Warlimont of the full responsibility of representing 
Germany there. 

Oct. 19 The Acting Director of the PolitU;al Department to the Emb011sy 116 
104 in Spain (at Alicante) 

The attitude of the Embassy on action to free Primo de 
Rivera forcibly is approved. 

Editors' Note 
Ciano's conversations with Neurath and Hitler, October 

21 and 24, on the subject o~ aid to Franco. 

Oct. 22 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 117 
105 Internal divisions in France are likely to prevent recogni-

tion of the Nationalist Government in Spain despite the de-
sire of the Quai d'Orsay to protect French interests. 

Oct. 23 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 119 
106 In a conversation with Ciano it was agreed that no hasty 

steps should be taken if Russia withdraws from the London 
committee; French and British reaction should be awaited. 

Oct. 26 The Ambassador in the Sot>iet Union to the Foreign Ministry 120 
107 The Consulate at Odessa reports movements of ships with 

camouflaged cargoes of arms for Spain. 

Oct. 26 The Acting Director of the Political Department to the Embassy 120 
108 in Spain 

No authorization has been given by the Party to work for 
a National Socialist revolution in Spain. 

Oct. 27 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Italy 121 
109 Preparatory discussions are to be undertaken with Italy 

for coordination of action on de facto recognition of Franco 
after the fall of Madrid. 

Oct. 28 The Amb01111ador in Italy to the fi'_oreign Ministry 122 
110 Ciano would prefer full recogliition at once but willkroceed 

only in agreement with Germany; Italy is observing ussian 
shipping in the Mediterranean and has provided two sub-
marines for Franco. 

Oct. 29 The Amb011sador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 122 
111 The Italians argue that diplomatic representation should 

be sent to Burgos immediately, since the fall of Madrid may 
be delayed; full recognition could follow that event. 
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The Consul General at Barcelona to the Foreign Ministry 123 Oct. 29 

112 A reliable agent reports that the Russians have brought in 
additional planes and crews but their operations are conducted 
without collaboration with the Spanish Government. 

Oct. 30 The Foreign Minister to the Ambassador in Italy 123 
113 Germany will insist that no steps be taken toward recogni-

tion of Franco before Madrid is captured; Canaris will convey 
a warning to Franco against further delay of offensive action. 

Nov.- The Foreign Minister to the Spanish Chargl d' Ajfaires (Draft 125 
114 Note) 

With the capture of Madrid General Franco bas been ac-
corded diplomatic recognition by the German Government; 
relations with the Spanish Inission in Berlin are terminated. 

Nov. 6 The Ambassador in Turke~ to the Foreign Ministry 126 
115 A list of Russian and panish vessels carrying arms from 

Odessa to Spanish Government ports is submitted. 

Nov. 10 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 127 
116 It is unlikely that France would allow herself to be drawn in 

if the Spanish Government or Russia declares war on Germany, 
but there are signs of increased material aid to the Spanish 
Government. 

Nov. 11 The Head of Political Division III to the Embassy in France 128 
117 Spanish Government purchases of war materiel from Russia 

are arranged through the Soviet Embassy in Paris. 

Nov. 13 The Chargl d' Ajfaires in the Soviet Union to the Foreign Minis- 128 
118 try . 

The nationality of camouflaged ships loading at Odessa is 
probably Spanish; Greek vessels are also carrying Russian war 
materiel. · 

[Nov. 16] The Foreign Ministry to the Embassy in Italy · 128 
119 In view of the Spanish Government's blockade of German 

shipping to White ports, it is proposed to recognize Franco at 
once without awaiting the fall of Madrid; parallel action. by 
Italy is sought. 

Nov. 16 The Consul at Odessa to the Embassy in the Soviet Union 129 
120 Although the Soviet press no longer carries accounts of 

"food" ships for Spain, the movement of ships carrying arms 
from Black Sea ports to Spain continues undiininished. • 

Nov. 17 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III .131 
121 The Embassy in Italy telephoned Mussolini's approval of 

immediate joint recognition of Franco; Italy will act as soon as 
the German decision is final. 

Nov. 17 The Foreign Minister to the Legation in Portugal 132 
122 A member of the Legation is to be dispatched to Franco at 

once to inform him that recognition will be announced on 
November 18 and that a charge d'affaires will be sent shortly. 

Nov.17 The Acting State Secretary to German Diplomatic Missiona (ez- 132 
123 cept the Embassies in Italy and Spain and the Legation in 

Portugal) and the Conaulate at GeneiJa __ 
In explanation of the recognition of the Franco Government 

it is to be stated that no other authority any longer exists in 
Spain capable of protecting the lives and interests of German 
citizens. 
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Nov. 18 

124 

SubJect 

Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 
Ambassador Hassell conveyed by telephone from Rome that 

Ciano had promised to follow in every respect the German pro
cedure on recognition of Franco. 

Page 

133 

CHAPTER II. GERMAN RECOGNITION oF THE F'BA.Nco REGIME, AND ITs REsULTs; 
NoVEMBER 18, 1936-MARCH 20, 1937 

1936 
Nov. 18 

125 

Nov. 21 
126 

Nov. 23 
127 

Nov. 24 
128 

Nov. 25 
129 

Nov. 27 
130 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 
General Faupel bas been designated as Germany's repre

sentative to Franco; his staff will include experts on propa-
ganda and on the Falange, but be will have no military au-
thority. · 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
German and Italian recognition of Franco was expected in 

France but bas increased uneasiness, the Left now predicting 
undisguised intervention by the two countries; but public 
opinion wants no war over Spain. 

Memorandum by the Director of the Press Department 
The FUhrer has ordered that the Spanish belligerents shall be 

referred to in German propaganda as the Spanish Nationalist 
Government and the Spanish Bolshevists. 

The Embassy in Spain (at Seville) to the Foreign Ministry 
First impressions of White Spain indicate that there is a 

frivolous optimism, inadequate military mobilization, and fac-
tional disunity; steps must be taken to safeguard German 
econoinic interests for the future. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Mussolini expressed dissatisfaction with the Nationalists' 

lack of offensive spirit and personal bravery; he indicated the 
next step for Germany and Italy would be to provide naval 
assistance in the Mediterranean. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Ciano said that, in view of the situation in Spain, Italy would 

send an entire Black Shirt division but a guaranty would be 
deiD&nded from Franco that in the future Spain would coordi-
nate, her policy with Italy in the Mediterranean. 

134-

13S. 

136-

13T 

139· 

139 

Nov. 27 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 140· 
131 It is the primary aim of British policy to use the embargo 

cominittee to effect a settlement in Spain; refusal to grant bel
ligerent rights on the high seas is a part of the effort to prevent 

_ the conflict from spreading. 

Nov. 27 Minute by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 14Z 
132 Faupel stated that Hitler's instructions to him were to use 

the present favorable moment to develop German-Spanish 
economic relations; later on, British capital might capture the 
Spanish market. 

Nov. 28 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 143 
13:1. · On receiving the text of a comprehensive political agree-

ment which would be proposed to Franco in return for Italian 
aid, Hassell was told that it would not preclude a similar 
Spanish agreement with Germany. 
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Nov. 28 

134 

Nov. 28 
135 

Dec. 1 
136 

Dec. 1 
137 

Dec. 2 
138 

Dec. 2 
139 

Dec. 3 
140 

Dec. 5 
141 

Subject 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the CuUural Policy De
partment 

To Protestant leaders who asked German intervention with 
Franco against mistreatment of Protestants in White Spain, 
it was suggested that an approach be made to the Spanish mis
sion in Berlin. 

Minute by the Acting Director of the Political Department . 
The Italian Charg~ d'Affaires expressed doubt of Germany's 

full enthusiasm for the Spanish venture; Weizsicker replied 
that Germany shared Mussolini's view that Franco would need 
more aid but would also have to move more rapidly. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Mussolini will review the Spanish problem in a conference 

with his military chiefs on December 6 and would like to have 
German military observers present. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Hassell transmits the text of the secret Spanish-Italian agree-

ment which provides for continued Italian aid, coop,eration in 
the western Mediterranean, "benevolent neutrality ' in case of 
collective action against one of the parties under article 16 of 
the League Covenant, and development of economic relations. 

The Chief of the Armed Forces Office in the War Ministry to the 
Acting Director of the Political Department 

Keitel prefers that coordination of military strategy and di
plomacy be achieved by conferences of the Foreign Ministry 
with OKW only, rather than with all three service branches. 

The Acting State Secretary to the Embassy in Italy 
Canaris will be sent to participate in the Italian military 

discussion on Spain; Germany reserves comment on the Span
ish-Italian agreement. 

Editors' Note . 
Action of the Non-Intervention Committee to establish con

trols over shipment of arms and volunteers to Spain. 

The Acting Director of the Political Department to the Embasay 
in Great Britain 

Germany would be willing to participate in preventing access 
of volunteers to Spain provided effective supervised control 
was set up; the number of German volunteers in Spain is 
unknown. 

The ~cting Director:of the Political Department to the Emba11y 
sn Italy 

To British and French d~marches, made also to Portugal, 
Italy, and Russia, that a joint mediation be attempted in Spain, 
Neurath has replied provisionally that Franco could not be ex
pected to negotiate on an equal footing with the Anarchists 
and Bolshevists. 

Page 

144 

145 

146 

147 

149 

149 

150 

• 
"151 

Dec. 5 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Italy 152 
142 Although Italy has greater interests in Spain than Germany, 

the Spanish-Italian agreement is so comprehensive and exclu- l.i 
sive that Germany should have been consulted beforehand{•)."' 
the light of i~ Italy will have to bear a larger part of aid · 'l 
Franco than uermany. · • "'. 
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Dec. 5 Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary 153 

143 Dieckhoff told the American Ambassador that new disarms-
ment proposals arising out of concern over the Spanish crisis 
would not find much response in Germany; he denied knowl-
edge of a secret Spanish-Italian agreement. 

Dec. 5 The Charg' d' A;ffaires in Spain w the Foreign Ministry 154 
144 Franco's forces are unable to take Madrid against the rein-

forced Reds; one division each sent by Italy and Germany 
might insure an early Franco victory; at a later date a larger 
commitment would be required. 

Undated Undated Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary 155 
145 The sending of the German and Italian troops Faupel advises 

would not insure a Franco victory and would arouse the Span-
ish people and world opinion against Germany. 

Dec. 7 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 156 
146 The Fiihrer havin~ declined, Neurath received the French 

and British Ambassa ors, who presented proposals for tighten-
ing non-intervention; he told them fran)dy that Germany 
favored Franco and that neither control of volunteers nor 
mediation was any longer practical. 

Dec. 8 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry · 158 
147 Ribbentrop expressed skepticism to Foreign Secretary Eden 

CC?ncerning the mediation plan which the latter outlined to him. 

Dec. 10 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Minister 159 
148 Despite Franco's frivolous optimism, the military position 

is perilous; the Reds' build-up for an offensive is more rapid; 
German and Italian troops and training officers are desperately 
needed. 

Dec. 11 The Ambassador in Ita~ to the Foreign Ministry 163 
149 Italy has declined a ritish proposal that the Spanish prob-

lem be settled by France, Italy, and England alone. 

Dec. 11 The Charg~ d' A;ffaires in France to the Foreign Ministry 163 
150 Delbos urged that steps toward mediation in Spain, begin-

ning with strict prohibition of all intervention~ould crovide 
a favorable atmosphere for the development of ench- erman 
collaboration. 

Dec. 11 Memorandum by the Acting State Secretary 165 
151 To the Italian Ambassador's query whether Franco had re-

drested Italian and German divisions, Dieckhoff evaded a 
rect reply, saying that the upshot of Canaris' conversations 

in Rome was that no complete units would be sent. 

Dec. 12 Memorandum to the British and French Embassies 165 
152 In reply to the British and French memoranda of December 

5 the German Government states that, contrary to its earlier 
view, it no longer considers control of volunteers in Spain 
feasible; Franco cannot be expected to accept a mediated peace 
with Anarchist elements; Germany remains ready to continue 
discussions. however. 
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1936 
Dec. 14 

153 

Dec. 15 
154 

Dec. 15 
155 

Dec. 17 
156 

Dec. 18 
157...,: 

Dec. 20 
158 

Dec. 21 
159 

Dec. 22 
160 

Dec. 23 
161 

Subject 

The Acting Director of the Political Department to the BmbaBsy 
in Italy ' 

Germany will insist in the embargo committee that the ques
tion of volunteers not be discussed separately but only in con
junction with other forms of indirect intervention, including 
financial aid. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
Premier Blum stated that, if effective international control 

against outside aid was established promptly and the French 
frontier was included, there was good hope that the conflagra-
tion in Spain would die out of its own accord. 

The Foreign Minister to the War Minister 
Neurath informs Blomberg that he would not favor sending 

a German division to Spain while the Great Powers are 
attempting to limit the conflict and bring about mediation, 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
While understanding German reluctance, Mussolini stated 

that he believed more troops were needed in Spain and that 
he was sending 3,000; they would fight as a separate unit; he 
stressed the need for naval action against Russian deliveries, 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
U Italy is allowed to take the lead in guiding the course of 

the Spanish revolt while obtaining every German aid to 
prevent a stalemate in Spain, the danger of an Italian recon
ciliation with the Western powers can be overcome. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Italy will send a group of bombers, 3,000 additional troops, 

and another division later if necessary to force a victory in 
Spain; despite British concern, the Balearics would not be 
evacuated until the Nationalist victory was secure. 

The Ambassador in the Swiet Union to the Foreign Ministry 
Russian domestic propaganda, while promoting humani

tarian aid and bitterly attacking the Fascist states for their 
role in Spain, has never mentioned any Russian military aid. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry -
A French staff officer has conveyed the hint that the land

ings of German troops in Spain, if continued, would in the 
Cabinet's view surely lead to a general war. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Ciano believes the situation in Spain is improving; naval 

action has decreased Soviet deliveries; in his view neither 
Italy nor Germany can reach an understanding with the 
present French Government. 

' 
Page 

167 

167 

168 

169 

170 

173 

174 

177 

178 

Dec. 23 The Head of the Extra-European Section of the Political Depart- 178 
162 ment to the Embassy in France 

On the Fuhrer's instructions, any accusations Delbos may 
make as to the sending of German troops to Spain are to be 
rejected as completely unjustified. 

875667~50--VOL. III--, 3 
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Dec. 23 The Director of the Economic Policy Departmml to the Embassy 179 

163 in Spain 
A 3-month extension of the March 9, 1936, German-Spanish 

trade agreement, together with negotiations for a new agree-
ment, is to be proposed; a reciprocal preferential arrangement 
similar to that between Spain and Italy will be sought. 

Dee. 24 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 180 
164 Delbos pleaded France's desire for an understanding with 

Germany; she could not tolerate a third power in control of 
Spain; she would like to proceed from a Spanish settlement 
to a general political truce under which Germany's claitns for 
colonies and loans could also be considered. 

Dec." 26 Note from the British Embassy 183 
165 In a. note presented also to Italy, Portugal, and Russia the 

British Government urges each Government separately to ban 
movement of volunteers to Spain without awaiting prolonged 
negotiations in the London committee. 

Dec. 26 Aide-M~moire from the French Embassy 185 
166 France is prepared to impose an immediate ban on vol-

unteers before discussion of other control measures if other 
governments do likewise. 

Dec. 26 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 186 
167 Althou~h the French Amba.ssador urged that acceptance of 

the Frenc proposal would permit resumption of the Schacht-
Blum talks for German-French collaboration, Gaus implied 
that the proposal w~ an affront to Germany. 

Dec. 27 The Embassy in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 189 
168 Franco has complained of the refusal of the Pope to condemn 

the Basque Catholics for opposing his cause. 

Dec. 28 The AmbaSBador in France to the Head of the Extra-European 190 
169 Section of the Political Department 

Welczeck regrets that there has been no German response 
to the French<f:oposal to make a Spanish settlement the basis 
for a general rman-French understanding. 

Dec. 29 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 191 
170 At a staff conference on January 10 Mussolini intends to 

adopt measures to effect a final decision in Spain; he would 
like to have present a German representative with authority 
to a.ct. . 

Dec. 29 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 191 
171 Ciano wishes to draft an identical German-Italian reply 

to the Anglo-French proposal on volunteers, its sense to be 
positive in principle but allowing for delaying tactics. 

Dec. 30 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 192 
172 The 3,000 Black Shirts who have arrived in Cadiz are 

being sent into action under Italian officers but in uniforms of 
the Spanish Foreign Legion. 

Dec. 30 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 193 
173 Failure to respond to French overtures for a general settle-

ment beginning with Spain will undermine Blum and Delbos, 
who have shown themselves sincere advocates of German-
French understanding. 
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194 Dec. 30 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy .in France 

174 An instruction on the hysterical Delbos overtures is bein~ 
prepared; it may be pointed out that the FUhrer's repeate 
offers for a German-French understanding have hitherto had 
no reply. 

Dec. 30 The Director of the Legal Department to the Embassy in Italy 194 
175 The draft of a reply to the British proposal for a ban on 

volunteers is submitted for Italian approval. 

Dec. 31 The Ambassador in Ita~ to the Foreign Ministry 196 
176 Ciano approves the rman draft in substance but thinks 

it might be more conciliatory in tone; he also thinks it might 
prove embarrassing if the proposal for removal of non-Span-
iards from Spain should be taken seriously. 

Dec. 31 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 197 
177 Neurath in a preliminary oral reply told the British and 

French Ambassadors that their proposals to control volunteers 
seemed designed to preserve an advantage for the Spanish 
Reds; Germany was willing to help to localize the condict but 
would never tolerate a Communist Spain. 

Dec. 31 Memorandum by the Head of the Extra-European Section of the 198 
178 Political Department 

A communication from the United States Government 
regrets that no legal basis existed for preventing a shipment of 
planes to Bilbao by the one American firm which has violated 
the spirit of the non-intervention policy. 

·Dec. 31 The Head of the Extra-European Section of the Political Depart- 198 
179 ment to the Ambassador in France · 

The inclination in Berlin seems to be not to exceed the aid 
already given to Franco and to let Italy take the lead. 

Editors' Note 
The Anglo-Italian declaration of January 2, 1937, "concern:. 

ing assurances with regard to the Mediterranean." . 
1937 

Jan. 1 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Fore~n Ministry 199 180 The Nationalist Government wishes a erman commission 
sent to Spain to carry out the protocol of December 31, 1936, for 
negotiation of a new trade agreement. 

Jan. 2 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 200 181 Franco's diplomatic chief, Sangroniz, stated that he is in 
regular diplomatic contact with the British; he does not believe 
they are serious about a ban on volunteers, which was a French 
idea. 

Jan. 3 Memorandum of Political Division I 201 182 The Navy is considering measures of retaliation for seizure 
of a German ship by the Spanish Government; a note by 
Neurath rejects bombardment of a Spanish port. 

Jan. 4 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department . 203 183 General Keitel and the Navy agreed with the Foreign Minis-
ter's view that retaliation should not exceed intensified raids 
on Spanish ships. 
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Jan. 6 Note from the British Embassy 203 

184 Takin§ "the gravest view" of the continued flow of volun-
teers to paint:he British Government requests an early reply 
to its note of ecember 26. · 

Jan. 6 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 204 
185 Gaus told the British Ambassador that the new British note 

was a "superfluous reminder'' and regrettable, since it gave 
the appearance of British pressure on GeTmany. 

Jan. 7 The Charg~ d' Af!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 205 
186 Eden pointed out that the Anglo-Italian pact did not mean 

that England was any the less interested in stopping the flow of 
volunteers to Spain, as was apparently inferred in Germany. 

Jan. 7 The Chargl d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 206 
187 The military situation has improved with the arrival of 

Italian troops and German instructors and arms; the moment 
is favorable for pressing political and economic agreements 
with Spain. 

Jan. 7 The Chargl d' Affairu in the United States to the Foreign Minis- 208 
188 try 

The American ban on the export of arms to Spain has been 
ineffective. 

Jan. 7 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 210 
189 Magistrati stated that Ciano frankly told the British Am-

bassador that Italian volunteers, who were going to Spain with-
out pressure from the Government, would not be halted unless 
all countries took similar action. 

Jan. 7 Memorandum to the British Embassy 210 
190 While questioning the motives of the British and French 

Governments and protesting against the pressure applied to 
Germany, the German Government consents to the ban on 
volunteers proposed in the note of December 26, provided effec-
tive guaranties are given. 

Jan. 8 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Minister 212 
191 Because of his long experience in Spain, Welczeck is accepted 

by the French as an expert and can exercise a moderating in-
:fluence in France, but he needs fuller information on German 
activity in Spain. 

Jan. 9 The Charg~ rf Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 214 
192 There are no German troops in Spanish Morocco to justify 

the French charge of violation of the French-Spanish conven-
tion of 1912. 

Jan. 9 The Ambassador in France to the Head of the Extra-European 215 
193 Section of the Political Department 

Secretarx-General Uger of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
complaine of the unconciliato1v:tone of the German reply to 
the proposal to ban volunteers; elczeck replied that the note 
was positive in spirit but that plain speaking was necessary. 

Jan. 10 Note from the British Embassy 216 
194 England proposes that each power take measures to ban 

volunteering for Spain, in advance of the control measures to 
be elaborated in the London committee. 
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Jan. 11 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 218 

195 Neurath acceded to the French Ambassador's wish to pub-
Iish the FUhrer's statement to him that. Germany had no de-
signs on Spanish Morocco. 

Jan. 12 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 219 
196 Since, with the imminent commitment of large Italian units 

in Spain, Italian political influence will tend to displace Ger-
many's, it would be well to speed the pending economic nego-
tiations. 

Jan. 12 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Italy · 220 
197 Germany will accept the British proposal that each power act 

separately to ban volunteers, provided that all states do so on 
the same terms and that there is no delay in the introduction 
of collective controlmeasures. 

Jan. 13 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 221 
198 Ciano has told England that Italy would not take separate 

measures to ban volunteers; he would like to reply to the 
British note jointly with Germany but only after some delay, 
as further large contingents will soon be shipped to Spain. 

Jan. 13 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 222 
199 A large body of Italian troops with heavy equipment has 

arrived in Cl1diz and will be formed into a division under an 
Italian general. 

Jan. 13 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 222 
200 Neurath told Attolico that Germany had agreed to the plan 

for controlling volunteers because she did not wish to send more 
troops to Spain and run the risk of a European war. 

Jan. 14 The Charg~ d'Affaires in France to th6 Foreign Minist~ 223 
201 While it is the concern of French policy to show ermany 

that no more fa·its accomplis will be acceMted, responsible men 
feel that the press threats over Spanish orocco went too far. 

Jan. 14 The Foreifl_n Minister to the Embassy in Italy · 225 
202 Franco s intention to reject a control system will compro-

mise Germany and Italy; it would be better if he accepted in 
principle and then imposed delaying conditions. 

Jan. 15 Memorandum of the Dienststelle Ribbentrop 225 
203 Weizsli.cker is reJ:orted to have said that the Spanish enter- .. 

prise will be aban oned, but an intimate of. Goring reported 
that the latter in his Rome talks stated that Germany would 
not tolerate a Red Spain. 

Jan. 15 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 226 
204 It was agreed in Goring's Rome talks that a final effort to 

aid Franco should be completed by January 31 and that dila-
tory tactics should be applied to the British control proposals 
until then. 

Jan. 15 The Director of the Political Department to the Embassy in Spain 227 
205 Information is requested as to the division of the output of 

the Rio Tinto mines between Germany and England. 
··•. 
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Jan. 16 The Director of the Economic Policy Department to the Embassy 228 

206 in Spain 
Dlscussion of a political agreement with Spain is not desired 

for the present, but the sending of an economic delegation will 
be hastened. 

Jan. 18 The Charg~ (!.' Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 229 
207 About 20,000 Italians will go into action shortly and the 

military outlook is improved; although Italy- has spent 800 
million lire, Germany has won more concessions. 

Jan. 20 The Charg~ d' Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 230 
208 The Nationalist Government rejected a British plan for divi-

sion of Rio Tinto output and retains full freedom of action; 
Hisma has been promised 60 percent. 

Editors' Note 
The understanding on Spanish policy arranged in Goring's 

conversations in Rome, January 23, 1937. 

Jan. 25 The Charg~ d: Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 230 
209 Franco has received the memorandum agreed on in Rome as 

to the extent and duration of German and Italian assistance. 

Jan. 25 The Charg~ d' Af!aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 231 
210 The Nationalist reply to the German-Italian memorandum 

presents a list of arms required, chiefly from Germany, which 
exceeds those promised in the memorandum. 

Jan. 26 The Charg' d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 231 
211 The text of thejNationalist reply to the German-Italian mem-

orandum argues that a control system against aid sent to 
Spain will work to the Nationalists' disadvantage and bring 
the danger of incidents. 

Jan. 26 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 232 
212 Germany and Italy are prepared to agree in the London 

committee to an effective control plan but do not wish it to 
take effect before the middle of February. 

Jan. 26 Memorandum by an Official of Political Division I 233 
213 A misunderstanding has arisen over the demand put to 

Franco by Bernhardt of Hisma that Spain apply all available 
foreign exchange to payment on the arms delivered by Ger-
many. 

Jan. 27 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 236 
214 Franco stated that the German and Italian experts had set 

his supply re~irements too low; he agreed to the plan for a 
joint German- talian general staff. 

Jan. 28 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Spain 237 
215 Germany and Italy are in full agreement on supporting an 

effective control plan, though not within Spain; Franco's 
negative reply was a surprise after the advice Italy gave him. 

Jan. 30 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 238 
216 The Nationalist Government denies that it rejected the 

control plan entirely; it is evident that its reply was framed in 
the knowledge that continuing arms aid would be necessary. 
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Feb. 2 The Acting State Secretary to .the Legation in Portugal 238 

217 Portugal is to be informed that Germany, while not wishing 
to bring any pressure, would like to see Portugal abandon its 
objections to the British-proposed control measures. 

Feb. 4 Memorandum by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 240 
218 The British Embassy interceded for return of or compensa-

tion for quantities of copper seized by the Spanish Nationalist 
Government from the British-owned Rio Tinto Company and 
sold to Germany. 

Feb. 6 The Acting State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 241 
219 The German position in the London committee will be to 

insist on simultaneous implementation of control ~ for 
land and sea traffic to Spain, since closing of the nees 
frontier is essential. 

Feb. 8 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 242 
220 Ciano is optimistic about the military prospects in Spain 

after the success at Malaga with only nine Italian battalions; 
Italy will support the control plans in London, but the earlier 
proposal for withdrawal of all non-Spaniards must be evaded. 

Feb. 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 243 
221 Franco reported an offer by France to take up commercial 

relations but said he had refused; Faupel urged that the return 
of Spanish gold now in France be made a condition in reply to 
any future overtures. 

Feb. 23 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Miniatry 244 
222 Franco insisted on the necessity of all promised mat6riel 

arriving by March 6. 

Feb. 23 Memorandum by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 245 
223 In connection with the projected negotiation of a payments 

agreement it will be necessary to decide whether the monopoly 
position of the Rowak-Hisma firms is to be continued or Span-
ish trade opened to others. 

Feb. 27 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 247 
224 The Soviet reversal in withdrawing from naval patrol plans 

is due to the fear that their forces are inadequate for the Biscay 
zone and to the unwillingness of the powers to assign another 
zone. 

• 
Mar. 2 The Charg' d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 248 

225 Tactics for delaying the proposals in the London committee 
for withdrawal of volunteers from Spain have ·been agreed 
upon with the Italian representative. 

Mar. 4 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 249 
226 The Italian representative is to be allowed to take the lead 

in delaying plans for withdrawal of volunteers; also, practical 
difficulties will be relied on to prevent a "premature solution." 

Mar. 5 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 250 
227 Ciano implied concern over the role of the German represen-

tative on the London committee and asked that he be in-
structed to sabotage the plans on volunteers; he said England'& 
main concern waa to get Italian troops out after the war ended. 
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Mar. 6 The Acting State Secretary to the Emba8sy in Great Britain 251 

228 Franco states that the expected 2-week delay in applying 
control measures will be a disadvantage to him; an early appli-
cation of controls should be sought. 

Mar. 10 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 251 
229 Ciano expressed satisfaction with the military situation in 

Spain, of which he is now in direct charge; but he reported that 
Red resistance is stiffening and there have been some losses. 

Mar. 17 The Amba8sador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 252 
230 Ciano showed concern over the strong Red resistance and the 

Spanish failure at Guadalajara, though he believed there was 
no cause for alarm; he mentioned the possibility that further 
supplies might be needed. 

Mar. 17 Minute by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 252' 
231 It has been decided not to negotiate a general trade and 

clearing agreement with Spain which would permit resumption 
of the activity of private traders. 

Mar. 18 The Amba8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 254-
232 Mussolini is quoted as saying that Italy would abide by a 

ban on volunteers but, if there were violations, would send 
100 Italians for every man.reaching the Red side. 

Mar. 20 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 254, 
233 Neurath told the British Ambassador that Germany would 

proceed with the discussions on volunteers only if the Russians 
would agree to discuss the question of the Spanish gold. 

CHAPTER III. GERMAN-NATIONALIST TIES STRENGTHENED; TBE MARCH AND JULT 
PROTOCOLS: MARcH 20-JULY 16, 1937 

1937 
Mar. 20 

234 

Mar. 25 
235 

Mar. 25' 
236 

Mar. 27 
237 

Protocol Signed at Salamanca March eo, 1997 
By secret agreement "guiding principles" are laid down for 

future German-Spanish relations: cooperation against Com
munism; no agreements with or aid to a third power directed 
against one of the parties; intensification of economic relations. 

The Amba8sador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
Delbos warned that France would not tolerate the flagrant 

Italian violations of the non-intervention agreement; Italy 
would not be ·allowed to determine the fate of Spain in dis
regard of France. 

The Amba8sador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Mussolini was greatly agitated over the Italian reverse at 

Guadalajara but insisted it was of no military consequence; he 
would send no more troops, and the Spaniards would have to 
do their share in the future. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Grandi exceeded his instructions in the London committee 

in stating Italian volunteers would remain in Spain; Italy will 
.not flatly oppose withdrawal but wants a delay until the set
back at Guadalajara has been made good. 

25~ 

251 

25S: 

26() 
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Mar. 29 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 261 

238 Ciano informed Hassell of Grandi's instructions to obtain 
technical delays on withdrawal of volunteers; after the mili-
tary situation had been restored, withdrawal might be to the 
advantage of the Whites; antiforeign sentiment in Spain 
might develop. 

:Mar. 30 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 262 
239 The Italian refusal to consider withdrawal of volunteers 

should be supported in the London committee only if Franco 
cannot win without foreign troops; England would restrain 
France from sending her own troops. 

.Apr. 1 The Acting State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 265 
240 Italy will not refuse to discuss the withdrawal of volunteers 

but will delay the matter until she has won a military victory 
in Spain to wipe out the recent defeat. 

.Apr. 9 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Minist1 _ 266 
241 Ciano stated that the Italian commander in pain was being 

replaced and Italian fighter planes were being sent; 50 German 
bombers were needed. 

.Apr. 9 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 267 
242 Hassell complained to Ciano of the Vatican's sharp J>Olicy 

against Germany and its ineffectual policy in Spain; Ciano 
said he had already had a discussion with the Nuncio on this. 

.Apr. 14 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 267 
243 Franco stated that he will form a unity party to bring to-

gether the divergent elements on the Nationalist side, but the 
question of the monarchy will be set aside indefinitely; he 
stressed the usefulness of the German military instructors. 

.Apr. 14 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry · 270 
244 Laval is reported to have sought contact with Franco and 

offered his support; he is said to believe France can be saved 
from Communism by a Nationalist government under P~tain. 

.Apr. 16 Memorandum b71 an OJ!U;ial of the Eronomic Policy Department 27l 
245 British claims against Germany in connection with the con-

fiscation of copper ores in Spain having been rejected, nego-
tiations have been taken up between the British and German 
firms concerned. -.Apr. 21 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 273 

246 There is agreement with Italy to delay discussion of the 
withdrawal of volunteers until the Italian military position in 
Spain is restored; in order to forestall attacks, evidence on 
violations by other states after the effective date of the control 
plan, Aprill9, should be compiled. 

Apr. 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry ' · 274 
247 Faupel and General Mancini of the Italian command have 

agreed that it is necessary to tell Franco plainly that he must 
act on German and Italian military advice if he is to receive 
further help. 

May 1 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 277 
248 Following Franco's forcible intervention against the· Falange 

and arrest of its leadersh Faupel urged him to proclaim a social 
program to conciliate t e recalcitrants. 
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May 4 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 279 

249 Franco is to be requested to issue a strong denial that Ger-
man :fliers were responsible for the bombing of Guernica; the 
German press has offered proof that it was done by Bolshevists. 

May 5 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 280 
250. While not wishing to oppose an a~al against the bomb~ 

of open cities, Germany will insist t t no precedent be impli 
and that there be no mention of the Guernica episode. 

May 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 281 
251 No additional denial has been issued by Franco since the 

Nationalist press has already absolved German :fliers and 
attributed the destruction of Guernica to Basque Reds. 

May 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 281 
252 Franco stated that his disciplining of the Falange had 

restored its loyalty; he denied any ~ossibility of a compromise 
peace and expressed the view that n§land aimed to separate 
Germany and Italy from Nationalist pain. 

May 6 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreifti Ministry 283 
253 Eden refused to issue a communiqu6 on ibbentrop's repre-

sentations against the false reports concerning Guernica, but 
the Ambassador had a statement published in the British 
press; Eden may propose "&n international investigation. 

May 11 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 284 
254 A compromise settlement is rejected by both parties in 

Spain; elections would result in defeat for Franco's supporters; 
Serrano Sufi.er appears to be the coming leader in the Falange 
and the Government. 

May .13 The State Secretary to the Embassy in France . 286 
255 Mussolini has told Neurath that he intends to warn Franco 

soon that unless the war is prosecuted more energetically the 
Italian troops will be withdrawn. 

May 13 The Director of the Economic Policy Department to the Embassy 287 
256 in Spain 

Franco is to be asked whether he supports his economic 
experts' insistence on a clearing agreement which would open 
up German-Spanish trade to private operators; Germany 
prefers to retain the .monopoly position of the Rowak-Hisma 
firms. 

May 15 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 289 
257 Eden told Ribbentrop and Blomberg that he was preparing 

a plan for cessation of hostilities in Spain and would circulate 
it through diplomatic channels. 

May 15 Memorandum by the State Secretary 290 
258 The FUhrer has expressed the view that Germany could not 

consider an investigation of the Guernica incident. 

May 16 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 290 
259 Ciano's reaction to a British approach to arrange a kind of 

truce in Spain seemed to be conciliatory. 

May 17 The British Ambassador to the Foreign Minister 290 
260 England suggests that the parties in ~in be induced to 

agree to an armistice to facilitate the with wal of volunteers 
from both sides. 
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May 19 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry . 291 

261 Italy is disposed to reject the British suggestion for an armis-
tice on the ground that it is a maneuver to forestall a Fascist 
victory in Spain. 

May 21 Memorandum by the Forei(ln Minister 292 
262 Neurath told the BritiSh Ambassador that there was no 

chance the Spanish parties would agree to an armistice, and 
it would be preferable to continue discussion in the London 
committee on withdrawal of volunteers. 

May 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 293 
263 Franco said his delegates had exceeded instructions in in-

sisting on a clearing agreement in the economic negotiations; 
he was greatly concerned to promote economic ties with Ger-
many. 

May 23 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 293 
264 Franco stated that he would reject the British armistice 

proposa!h:'hich was inspired by the Red side; he agreed with 
Faupel t Vatican interference in Spain should be resisted~ 

May 24 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 295 
265 Neurath assured the S~anish Charg6 d'Affaires that Ger-

many had refused the BritiSh armistice proposal; he urged that 
the attack on Bilbao be continued energetically. 

May 26 The Director of the Economic Policy Department to the Embassy 295 
266 in Spain · • 

Since Franco abandoned the Spanish demand for a clearing 
agreement, it has been decided to make certain concessions in 
the economic negotiations. 

May 30 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 296 
267 The German Government intends to take countermeasures 

in view of the attack by Red planes on the Deutschland off 
Iviza. 

May 30 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain · 297 
268 The Non-Intervention Committee is to be informed that 

Germany will not participate in the committee or the naval 
patrol until guaranties are obtained against attacks on German 
vessels. 

May 31 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister . 297 
269 Neurath told the Italian Ambassador that Germany did not 

wish Italy to join her in withdrawing from the Non-Interven-
tion Committee; he did not tell him what reprisals would be 
taken for the attack on the Deutschland. 

May 31 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 298 
270 N eurath told the French Ambassador that Germany con-

sidered the Deutschland incident closed with the retaliatory 
bombardment of Almeria, but energetic steps by the other 
powers to prevent other such incidents would be expected. 

May 31 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister · 299 
271 To the British Ambassador, who expressed concern that the 

Almeria bombardment might lead to the widening of the Civil 
War into a general war, Neurath replied that would depend on 
England: she could revise her benevolent attitude toward the 
Valencia Reds. 
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May 31 Memorandum by an Official of the Foreign Minister's Secretariat 299 

272 The Italian Ambassador reported that, contrary to the Ger-
man wish, Mussolini thought it better for Italy to follow Ger-
many out of the Non-Intervention Committee and the naval 
patrol. 

May 31 Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Political Department 300 
273 Woermann teleLhoned from London that in Eden's view the 

reprisal at Almer a was too extreme; he had stated that the 
.situation was dangerous and he hoped Germany would not go 
further. 

May 31 The Ambaasador in the United States to the Foreign Ministry · 302 
274 Secretary of State Hull expressed to Dieckhoff the hope that 

Germany would take no further action after the Almeria hom-
bardment but would continue to do everything possible to 
preserve peace. 

June 1 ·The Consul at Geneva to the Foreign Ministry 303 
275 Anglo-French opposition has defeated an attempt of Litvinov 

and Spanish Fore'fn Minister del Vayo to summon the League 
Council over the lmerla incident. 

June 2 The Ambassador in the United States to the Foreign Ministry 304 
276 The German Military Attache, who enjoys the confidence of 

the American armed forces, has found a friendly reception for 
his explanations of the German action at Almerra. 

June 3 The British Ambassador to the Foreign Minister 305 
277 As a basis for German and Italian return to the Non-Inter-

vention Committee and the naval patrol, England proposes 
assurances by the Spanish parties against further armed at-
tacks and the provision of safety zones in Spanish harbors. 

June 4 The Su~eme Command of the Na111J to the Foreign Ministry 306 
278 The avy proposes changes in the British formula permit-

ting separate action prior to consultation by any power which 
may be the victim of an attack. 

June 4 Memorandum 7 the Foreign Minister 307 
279 The British mbassador stated that he believed the revised 

German draft providing for freedom of action would be accept-
able in London. 

June 7 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 307 
280 The Italian Ambassador complained that in accepting British 

revisions Germany had abandoned her basic stand in the AI-
meria incident. 

June -s The State Secretary to the Legation in Yugoslavia 308 
281 Neurath, on a visit to Belgrade, is informed of a British in-

vitation to visit London; there would be no "negotiations," 
only an "exchange of views." 

June 8 Memorandum by the Head of Political Diviaion III 309 
282 In the War Ministry the belief is held that in accepting the 

British formula for guaranties against attacks on patrol ships 
Germany has . abandoned the right to take reprisals for such 
attacks. 
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310 June 8 Jlemorandum by the State Secretary 

283 It wa.s arranged with the British Ambassador that agreement 
on the final text of the statement to be made to the Spanish 
parties, calling for guaranties against attacks on patrol ships, 
will be worked out between Eden and the German, Italian, and 
French Ambassadors in London. 

June 9 'I"ke British Ambassador to the StaJ,e Secretary 311 
28-l Henderson asks that no advance hints be given out on the 

proposed N eurath visit to London. 

June 9 Memorandum by the Director of the Legal Department 311 
285 Gaus explained to Ribbentrop that the formula tentatively 

agreed upon with England for guaranties against attacks on 
patrol ships would not prevent but only delay reprisals. 

June 9 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 312 
286 Faupel suggests that Germany advise Franco against execut-

ing the Falange leaders; their trial wa.s of doubtful fairness and 
is a victory for the elements around Franco which oppose all 
social reforms. 

June 9 The Foreign Minister to the State Secretary 313 
287 Neurath approves a London visit for June 23, but the 

announcement must omit reference to the Spanish problem 
and the guaranty question must first be settled in a manner 
satisfactory to Germany. 

June 10 Mem6randum by the State Secretary 314 
288 The British Ambassador accepted the German revisions in 

the text of the announcement of Neurath's London visit and 
again urged an early release to avoid indiscretions. 

June 10 Memorandum by the State Secretary 314 
289 Mackensen agreed with the British Ambassador that Ger-

many and Italy would return to the London committee im-
mediately after the note on guaranties against attacks on 
patrol ships had been delivered to the Spanish parties. 

June 10 'I"ke British Ambassador to the Stal~ Secretary 315 . 290 Henderson asks whether Neurath could be induced to aban-
don his conditions for the London visit a.s he fears a bad im-
pression if they are communicated to London. 

June 10 .Memorandum by the StaJ,e Secretary 318' 
291 1\lackensen confirms that N eurath shares his view that the 

Iviza incident must be settled before the London visit. 

June 10 'I"ke St4le Secret.ary to the Foreign .Minister 316 
292 Mackensen finds Henderson's request "incomprehensible," 

since it would be awkward to cancel the visit after its announce-
ment should the Iviza incident not be settled. 

June 10 The Ambassador in Great B~itain to the Foreign Mini&try 317 
293 Eden said that the Spanish question and the general inter-

national situation were the topics intended for discussion 
during the Keurath visit; when Ribbentrop suggested the 
colonial question, he hesitated but promised to consider it. 
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June 10 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 317 

294 Ribbentrop explained to Eden that Germany's agreement to 
consult in the event of attacks on patrol ships meant only that 
the right to independent reprisals would be placed in abeyance 
for a "reasonable time." 

June 10 The Ambaasador in the Souid Union to the Forei,ti Ministry 318 
295 Russia bas condemned British efforts to settle the Almeria 

incident outside the London committee and without Russia as 
an attempt to revive the idea of a four-power pact. 

June 10 The StotB Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 319 
296 The idea of a formal intervention by Germany on behalf of 

the condemned Falangist leader, Hedilla, is considered politi-
cally inadvisable. 

-
June 10 Memorandum by the Director of the Economic Policy Departrnenl 320 

297 According to General Wilberg of OKW, Germany's claims 
against Spain for deliveries of arms amount to 150 million RM 
to the end of May. 

June 11 The Stare Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 320 
298 The British Ambassador in Berlin has been informed that 

Neurath will come to London on June 23 but only on condition 
that the I viza incident is sat!sfactorily settled. 

June 11 The Minislllr CovMelor of Embassy in Great Britain to the 321 
299 Foreign Ministry 

The text of a formula for guaranties against attacks on ships 
of the naval patrol is virtually completed in talks with Eden; 
by its terms Germany and Italy retain freedom of action in 
case consultation fails. 

June 11 Memorandum by theStotB Secretary 321 
300 Neurath assented to l\Iackensen's view that Germany should 

return to the Non-Intervention Committee as soon as the joint 
note to the Spanish parties on guaranty of naval patrol vessels 
had been dispatched. 

June 11 Memorandum by the Director of the Economic Policy Departrnenl 322 
301 Goring reaffirmed his view that the monopoly position of 

the Rowak-Hisma firms in Spanish trade should be retained for 
the present; it will insure a stronger bargaining position with 
Franco, particularly with a view to iron ore at Bilbao. 

June 12 The Stote Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 323 
302 Germany will return to the Non-Intervention Committee as 

soon as the guaranty formula is accepted by all four naval 
patrol powers. 

June 12 The Stote Secretary to the Legation in Hungary 323 
303 Neurath is informed that Eden considers that making settle-

ment of the I viza incident a condition for the London visit is 
incompatible with the friendly spirit in which the visit was 
proposed; he also wants the Spanish question mentioned in 
the announcement. 
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The Minister Counselor of Emba68y in GTeat Britain to 1M 324 June 12 

304 Foreign Ministry 
The statement of guaranties for the safety of patrol vessels 

having been approved by the four naval powers, the German 
Ambassador stated that Germany would return to the Non-
.Intervention Committee only when the Spanish parties notified 
acceptance. 

June 12 The Minister Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain to the 326 
305 Foreign Ministry 

The text of the four-power agreement on guaranties for naval 
patrol vessels is transmitted. 

June 12 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 327 
306 Mussolini told Hassell that, with France and Russia inter-

nally weakened, England was the principal antagonist; he 
wanted a political settlement, not war; the firm solidarity of 
Berlin and Rome was necessary to gain their ends vis-A-vis 
England. 

June 13 The Foreign Minister to the State Secretary 329 
307 Neurath approves a reference to discussions on Spain in the 

announcement of his London visit but wishes the Iviza inci-
dent settled in principle before his final acceptance. 

June 13 The Foreign Minister to the State Secretary 330 
308 Neurath will confer with the Fuhrer on his way back from 

Budapest. 

June 13 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Italy . 330 
309 The Italians are to be informed confi.dentiallth that Neurath 

intends to visit London and that he believes e visit will be 
useful for Anglo-Italian relations also. 

June 13 Memorandum by the State Secretary 330 
310 Mackensen informed the British Ambassador that Spain 

could be mentioned in the announcement of the London visit; 
he omitted mention of settlement of the I viza incident as a con-
dition in the hope agreement would be reached before filial 
acceptance. 

June 14 The Ambassador in GTeat Britain to 1M Foreign Ministry _ 331 
311 Ribbentrop argues against the instructions to retum to the 

Non-Intervention Committee on approval of the guaranty pro- • Vosal by the four powers; he favors awaiting acceptance by the 
alencia Government. 

June 14 The Director of the Political Department to 1M Embassy in Spain 332 
312 Franco is to be requested to respond favorably to the London 

proposals for guaranteeing the safety of naval patrol vessels. 

June 14 Memorandum by the State Secretary 332 
313 Neurath agrees that the completion of the guaranty under-

standing among the four naval powers in London fulfills his 
condition for the London visit, and the British Ambassador 
may be told to present the official invitation. 
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June 14: Memorandum by the State Secretary 33~ 

314: Neurath disapproves Ribbentrop's failure to follow instruc-
tions and return to the Non-Intervention Committee after 
agreement amon" the four powers on naval guaranties; the 
matter may be re erred t~ the Fuhrer. 

June 14: Memorandum by the State Secretary 33~ 
315 Mackensen informed the British Ambassador of Neurath's 

final acceptance of the London invitation; they agreed on the 
earliest possible announcement to avoid further indiscretions. 

June 14: Memorandum bx;::e State Secretary 334 
316 . The British bassador has been unable to reach Eden by 

telephone but will let Mackensen know about release of the 
announcement the following morning. 

June 14: Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 335-
317 Weizsii.cker outlines a possible course to be followed in 

Neurath's London conversations which would inaugurate a 
gradual improvement in Anglo-German relations without do-
ing injury to relations with Italy. 

June 14 Memora~dum by the State Secretary 336 
318 The Italian Ambassador received with good grace the news of 

Neurath's London visit; he said he favored a rapprochement 
with England, although he admitted that Mussolini was not so 
favorably disposed. 

June 14 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Italy 338 
319 An effort is to be made to convince Mussolini that no Anglo-

German understanding is in the makin'tf Neurath assents to 
Mussolini's princ!fle that there should e no agreements be-
tween London an Berlin without Rome and between London 
and Rome without Berlin. 

June 14: The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 339 
320 Ciano was taken aback at the news of the London visit; he 

thought it would be interpreted as a weakening of the Axis. 

June 15 Memorandum by the State Secretary · 340 
321 Mackensen told the Italian Ambassador that Ribbentrop 

would be told to alter his view and return to the Non-Interven-
vention Committee on acceptance of the guarantlJ agreement 
by the naval powers; A ttolico said this was also the talian posi-
tion. 

June 15 Memorandum by the State Secretary 341 
322 The British Ambassador telephoned his agreement to release 

the following morning of the press announcement on Neurath's 
London visit. 

June 15 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministr~ 341 
323 Ribbentrop complains to Neurath after a talk with den that 

- he has been insufficiently informed concerning the London visit 
and the discussions which are planned. 

June 15 Memorandum by the State Secretary 
324 Mackensen told Ribbentrop by telephone that the decision to 342 

return to the Non-Intervention Committee at once would be 
held to, and that the press announcement of this should not 
appear simultaneously with the announcement of Neurath'& 
visit. 
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June 15 

325 

June 15 
326 

June 15 
327 
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June 16 
329 

June 16 
330 

June 16 
331 

June 16 
332 

[ca. 
June 16] 

333 

Subject 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
Ribbentrop telephoned that the British planned to release the 

news of the Neurath visit the same evening; he was told to per-
suade them to conform to the agreement for release the next 
morning. 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
Mackensen arranged with Ribbentrop by telephone the 

announcement of the German representative's return to the 
Non-Intervention Committee. 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Political Department 
Clarifying by telephone a confused exchange of telegrams, 

Bismarck stressed to the Rome Embassy the importance of 
giving the Italians an immediate explanation of the London 
visit. 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
The Italian Ambassador complained of the "shock" felt in 

Rome over Germany's failure to inform Italy earlier of the 
London visit; he stressed also the concern felt in Rome about 
separate Anglo-German discussion of Spain. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Ciano suggested that Neurath stress in London Italy's 

desire for an understanding .with England~ which would have 
to begin, however, with recognition of t.ne Italian Empire. 

The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 
It should be made clear to Eden that no commitments have 

been made as to the agenda for Neurath's discussions in 
London; there can be no "negotiations" on a Western Pact. 

Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 
Admiral Raeder is reluctant to allow German ships to rejoin 

the naval patrol until Red Spain has .confirmed the guaranties 
for their safety agreed by the four naval powers in London. 

Memorandum by the State Secretary · 
Mackensen told General Keitel that on legal grounds and 

for reasons of prestige the return of German ships to the naval 
patrol could not be long delayed. 

Memorandum for the Foreign Minister 
A preliminary opinion is rendered that, if the British press 

for the withdrawal of volunteers from Spain during Neurath's 
London visit, Germany will be able to go along with such a 
plan. 

I 

Page 

343 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

35~ 

June 16 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 351 
334 Eden told Ribbentrop that it was understood in London 

that the program for Neurath's London talks was not final, but 
he would like to include the question of a Western Pact, at 
least in general outline, and withdrawal of volunteers; he would 
not object to discussing colonies. 

June 17 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 352 
335 The Franco government intends to give its approval to the 

guaranty proposals for naval patrol vessels agreed in London. 
875667--fiG--VOL.~----4 
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June 17 Merrwrandum by an Official of the Eoonomic Policy Department 352 

336 At an interministerial conference it was agreed that goods 
might be sold to Red Spain provided they did not strengthen 
the powers of :resistance there and provided payment was in 
foreign exchange. 

June 17 Merrwrandum by the Slate Secretary 353 
337 Mackensen conferred with the British Ambassador on the 

Foreign Minister's social program during his London visit. 

June 18 The Miniater Counseler of Embll8sy in Great Britain eo the 353 
338 Forei(lfl Ministry 

The British chairman, Lord Plymouth, managed the retum 
of the German and Italian Ambassadors to the Non-Inter--
vention Committee without an outbreak of recriminations 
by other members. 

[June 19] The Forei(lfl Minister eo the Embaaaiu in Great Britain, France, 354 
339 and llaly 

Announcin~ submarine attacks on the German shifu, 
Leipzig, the rman Government demands convening of t e 
representatives of the naval powers in London at once. 

June 19 Merrwrandum by the Director of the Political Department 356 
340 Informed of the Leipzig ipcident, the Italian Ambassador 

agreed that his view that Italian ships should rejoin the naval 
patrol immediately was no longer pertinent. 

June 19 The Ambll8sador in Great Britain eo the Forei(lfl Ministry 356 . 
341 Ribbentrop proposed as a reply to the alleged attack on the 

Leipzig that the four naval powers stage a joint naval demon-
stration off Valencia and demand surrender of the Valencia 
Government's submarines; French and British reaction was 
reserved. 

June 20 The Forei(lfl Minister eo the Embll8BY in Great Britain 358 
342 A proposal for surrender of Nationalist submarines should 

be made; a naval demonstration off Valencia will be insisted 
upon; if doubt is raised as to the veracity of the report con-
ceming the attempt on the Leipzig, the Ambassador is to 
withdraw from the discussions. · 

June 21 The Ambll8sador in Great Britain eo the Forei(lfl Ministry 359 
343 Britain and France reject an immediate naval demonstra-

tion but propose an inquiry as to the identity of the submarines 
which attacked the Leipzig, also a warning to both Spanish 
parties. · 

June 21 Merrwrandum by the Forei(lfl Minister 360 
344 At a FUhrer conference it was decided to reject the proposal 

for an inquiry and to stand on the demand for a naval demon-
stration. 

June 21 Merrwrandum by the Head of Political Division III 361 
345 The Paris Embassy telephoned that the French press is 

making much of a German radio report of June 15 which denied 
that the Leipzig had been involved in an incident. 
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June 21 

346 

June 21 
347 

June 22 
348 
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349 

June 22 
350 

June 22 
351 
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353 
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June 23 
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The State Secretary to the EmbasllieB in Great Britain France, 361 
Italy, Spain, Poland, the United States, and the Soviet 
Union 

The Foreign Minister has had to postpone his planned 
visit to London because the situation arising from Red Spanish 
attacks on German warships requires his presence in Berlin. 

The Embassy in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 362 
The Italians request abandonment of the demand for 

surrender of Spanish submarines; they fear a precedent author
izing an international commission to demobilize single units 
might apply to volunteer forces. 

The Minister Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain to the 362 
Forei~ Ministry 

The Bntish have proposed to the Non-Intervention Com
mittee that they be empowered to negotiate with the Spanish 
parties the withdrawal of an equal number of volunteers from 
both sides. 

The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 364. 
France and England refuse to agree to a naval demonstra

tion in the wake of the Leipzig incident without a prior inves
tigation; the discussions ended in a stalemate. 

The Amba"ssador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 365 
During a private talk between the Ambassador and Eden 

the possibility of a compromise on the demand for a naval 
demonstration appeared; the demonstration might take place 
along the Franco-held Spanish coast as well as off Valencia. 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister , 366 
At a FUhrer conference it was decided that no simultaneous 

demonstration off the coast of White Spain would be accepted; 
foreign observers on patrol vessels and any linking of the 
Leipzig case with evacuation of volunteers are to be rejected. 

The Foreign Minister to the Fuhrer and Chancellor 367 
The demand for a naval demonstration having been finally 

refused, Ribbentrop was informed that Germany had recovered 
freedom of action, would withdraw from the committee of the 
naval powers, and would inform them of the unilateral meas
ures planned. 

The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry · 36t 
It was evident in the final session of the naval powers that 

France and England were impervious to the moderate German 
demands; the question of the continuing validity of the June 
12 agreement will require settlement. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain • 369 
A note is to be P-resented to the British Government 

announcing Germany s wi'thdrawal from the control system; 
therewith, the June 12 agreement is rendered invalid. 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 369 
The British Ambassador urged that Germany take no in

dependent measures against the Valencia Government; 
N eurath stated to Henderson's visible relief that withdrawal 
from the control system was the only action intended. 
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June 23 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 370 

356 The War Ministry notified that after withdrawal of the 
patrol vessels certain German ships would cruise in the 
Mediterranean for the protection of merchant shipping. 

June 23 The British Ambasaador eo the Foreign Minister 370 
357 Henderson asks for confirmation that Germany will take no 

action other than withdrawal from the naval patrol, since 
Eden intends to make a statement to Commons in this sense. 

June 23 The Foreign Minister to the British Ambassador 371 
358 Neurath informs Henderson that Germany has recovered 

freedom of action and the measures taken to protect its naval 
forces are its own concern. 

June 26 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 371 
359 Franco's views are solicited on the British proposal to with-

draw, as a first step, an equal number of volunteers from both 
sides in Spain. 

June 26 The Ambasaador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 37Z 
360 Ciano stated that withdrawal of volunteers from Spain was 

out of the question and that obstructive tactics would have to 
be pursued in the London committee; also, Franco was at a 
disadvantage if England .and France continued the naval· 
patrol. · · 

June 26 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Miniatry 374 
361 In Mussolini's view, to avoid leaving France and England in 

charge of the naval patrol and blockading Franco, a new sys-
tem would have to be proposed permitting German and Italian 
participation. 

June 27 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 375 
362 Mussolini's view might be supported if an entirely new con-

trol formula were found; France and England would inspire 
more confidence as control powers if Franco had belligerent 
rights; a decision on withdrawing volunteers must be left to the 
Spanish parties. 

June 27 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Miniatry 375 
363 While not opposed in principle to withdrawal of volunteers, 

Franco is skeptical of a guaranty to close the French border; 
in view of their low combat value, he would not object to with-
drawal of the Italians but insists on keeping his Moroccans. 

June 27 The Foreign Minister to the British Ambassador 376 
364 Germany is unable to accept a new British proposal on 

reorganizing the naval patrol; German personnel are being 
withdrawn from the patrol service. 

June 28 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister · · 377 
365 Neurath told the British Ambassador that Germany would 

have no confidence in a naval patrol conducted by England and 
France alone; in view of the British attitude in the Leipzig 
incident he had no new proposals to make. 

June 28 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 378 
366 The German line in the Non-Intervention Committee is to 

be reserved, with the lead left to Italy and Portugal; with-
drawal of volunteers is to be termed premature and a con-
tinuation of the naval patrol by France and England rejected 
as not an impartial solution. 
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June 29 Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Political Department 380 

367 W oermann telephoned from London that it is now proposed 
to have England patrol the coast of Red :r,ain, France that of 
White Spain, with neutral observers aboa the ships. 

June 29 Memorandum by the Ambassador in Great Britain 381 
368 Ribbentrop suggests for consideration as a possible counter-

proposal the granting of belligerent rights to the Spanish 
parties; this would presumably work out favorably for Franco. 

July .1 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 384 
369 Eden told Ribbentrop that he did not believe the British 

would consider granting belligerent rights for the present, as 
they wished to preserve the principle of non-intervention. 

July 1 Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Political Department 385 
370 Hassell telephoned from Rome that Mussolini considers the 

possibility of granting belligerent rights should be explored, 
but he believes that some sort of supervision by the London 
committee should be continued. 

July 1 
371 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 
Neurath rejected an appeal by the French Ambassador to 

385 

approved temporary continuation of the· naval patrol by 
France and England; the Ambassador said his Government 
was unlikely to concede belligerent rights to Franco. 

July 1 
372 

Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 
Neurath pointed out to the British Ambassador that the 

386 

plan to extend belligerent rights included a pledge to continue 
a non-intervention policy; Henderson said he approved per-
sonally but did not think his Government would. 

July 1 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 387 
373 There appear to be no military or other objections to the 

granting of belligerent rights to the srnish parties; the pro-
posal can be brought forward in the ondon committee but 
without a commitment on details. 

Editors' Note 
The German and Italian proposals in the Non-Intervention 

Committee on July 2, 1937, for granting of belligerent rights 
and continuation of a system of supervision. 

July The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
. 

2 390 
374 Although the Italian press gives that impression, Hassell 

does not believe Italian policy aims to sharpen the conflict 
with England. 

[July 4) Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 391 
375 A diplomatic alinement against Germany has developed from 

the Spanish crisis; German policy should now be to prevent 
a general conflict rather than to work for an unconditional 
Franco victory. 

July 4 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Fuhrer and Chancellor 392 
376 Ribbentrop does not believe that England and France will 

risk a general war over Spain, but a complete break-down of 
non-intervention and shipment of more Germans and Italians 
to Spain would bring a dangerous situation; a compromise on 
non-intervention controls may become necessary. 
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1937 
July 5 Tile Ambasador in FraJ&Ce to the Foreign Ministry 396 

377 France considered opening the frontier to full aid for Red 
Spain in the recent break-down of the patrol system but was 
restrained by England; the present disposition is to discuss 
some plan for the withdrawal of volunteers. 

July 5 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 397 
378 Neurath told the British Ambassador that Germant would 

withdraw from the Non-Intervention Committee if ngland 
attempted to operate an Anglo-French naval patrol on the 
authority of only a majority vote in the committee. 

July 6 Tile Foreign Minister to the Embasy in Great Britain 397 
379 Any British proposals for a compromise solution should be 

received and forwarded to Berlin; it remains German policy 
to have non-intervention obligations continued in ·some form. 

July 6 Tile Amblllsador in FraJ&CB to the Foreign Ministry . 398 
380 Premier Chautemps is quoted to the effect that France would 

not refuse a rapprochement on ideological grounds; her policy 
on Spain was determined by vital interests, not ideological 
motives. 

July 7 Note from the British Embassy 399 
381 A more conciliatory attitude is. urged on the part of the 

German representatives in London discussing distribution of 
the products of the Rio Tinto Company. 

July 7 The Ambasador in FraJ&Ce to the Foreign Ministry 400 
382 The Quai d'Orsay entertains the belief that England stands 

a good chance of weaning Franco away from Italian influence. 

July 7 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 401 
383 Neurath again rejected an appeal by the British Ambassador 

for Germany to return to the na,·al patrol or to approve 
Anglo-French continuation of it; he also refused any discus-
sion of the withdrawal of volunteers until the Spanish parties 
were consulted. 

July 7 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 402 
384 Franco is to be asked to explain his aims in connection with 

various recent evidences that he is developing a rapprochement 
with England. 

July 7 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 403 
385 Ciano said Italy was standing firm on its refusal to discuss 

the question of volunteers for the present; there was no sign 
that Franco wanted withdrawal, and military gains were 
imminent. 

July 7 The Ambasador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 404 
386 General Sander's tactless utterances against Hisma and 

derogatory remarks on Spanish conduct of the war have become 
known among Spaniards and undermine the German position 
in Spain. 

July 8 The Deputy Director of the Political Department to the Embassy 406 
387 in Spain. 

The instruction Ribbentrop has received for the next session 
of the Non-Intervention Committee is to gain time and make 
no proposals himself. 
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July 9 Memorandum by an Ojficio.l of the State Secretary'• Secretariat 406 

388 The Foreign Minister's instructions are that any new British. 
proposals in the Non-Intervention Committee are to be wei-
corned, but Germany is to remain non-committal for the 
present. 

July 9 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 407 
389 Faupel received assurances that Franco did not intend to 

alter his policy toward Germany or make an approach to 
England; such reports were an attempt .to drive a wedge 
between them; withdrawal of volunteers would not be con-
sidered seriously. 

July 9 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 408 
390 An advance of 40 kilometers and capture of Bilbao required 

11 weeks despite superiority in planes .and artillern ~uarrels 
over the use of Italian troops are partly responsible; panish 
assault divisions must be trained to speed operations. 

July 10 Memorandum by an OtJ:al of the Economic Policy Department 412 
391 It is expected that ermany can obtain almost the full out-

put of the iron mines around Bilbao for the foreseeable future, 
although it is not intended to exclude the British in the long 
run. 

July 12 Protocol Signed at Burgos on July 12, 1937 · 413 
392 A comprehensive trade treaty is postponed, but Germany is 

to be the first state considered for such a treaty; Spain will 
inform Germany of any comprehensive economic negotiations 
with third states. 

[July 14] The Minister Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain to the 414 
393 Foreign Ministry 

New British proposals are transmitted covering termination 
of the naval patrol, ·stationing of control officers in Spanish 
ports, limited recognition of belligerency rights, and commis-
sions to supervise withdrawal of volunteers. 

July 15 Protocol Signed at Burgos on July 15, 1937 · 417 
394 Although Germany and Nationalist Spain refrain for the 

present from concluding any new trade agreement, they 
affirm their intention to expand their mutual trade to the 
maximum extent and particularly to facilitate private trading. 

July 15 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 418 
395 The new British proposals for reestablishing a control system 

around Spain seem to provide a suitable basis for discussion, 
but the linking of this scheme with one for withdrawal of 
volunteers should be opposed. 

July 15 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in London 420 
396 While the British proposals may be accepted as a basis for 

discussion, the German line on details must be reserved; Italy 
is unlikely to accept withdrawal of volunteers, but blame for a 
failure must be avoided. 

Editors' Note 
The rejection in the Non-Intervention Committee, July 16-

20, 1937, of British proposals for reestablishing a non-inter-
vention control system around Spain. 
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July 16 

397 

Subject 

Protocol Signed_ at Burgos on July 16, 1997 · 
Nationalist Spain's debt to Germany for special deliveries 

will be met by the assumption of 4-percent obligations in 
reichsmarks, periodic delivery of raw materials, and provision 
of funds for German investment in Spain. 

CHAPTER IV. TBE PoWERs AND NoN-INTERVENTION: JuLY 19-
NOVEMBER 1, 1937 

1937 
July 19 

398 

July 20 
399 

July 22 
400 

July 22 
401 

July 24 
402 

July 24 
403 

July 29 
404 

July 31 
405 

The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 
Germany would prefer to continue the present situation 

rather than permit a tightening of the naval controls without 
simultaneously getting a strict land control. 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
Ambassador Faupel told Mackensen that his relations 

with General Sander had become intolerable; from another 
source Mackensen notes that Faupel is no longer acceptable 
to Franco and that the War Ministry may withdraw Sander. 

TM Ambll3sador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
French opinion regards chances for an effective control 

scheme as slight, is convinced Germany and Italy overestimate 
Franco's strength, and is disposed to take a firmer stand. 

TM Foreign Mini&try to the Embll3sie8 in Spain and Great 
Britain and to the &onomics Ministry 

Following_ negotiations with British representatives of the 
Rio Tinto Company, the British Embassy was informed that 
Germany stood on her rejection of any claims based on con
fiscation of copper ores by the Franco government and de
livery to German firms. 

Minute by the Director of the Political Department 
. The Propaganda Ministry's use of an unverified report of 

the presence of French Foreign Legion troops in Red Spain 
has brought an embarrassing reaction which shows the need to 
consult the Foreign Ministry on press policy. 

TM Director of the Political Department to the Embll381/ in Great 
Britain 

From a confidential source it is learned that Italy would be 
willing to withdraw volunteers from Spain but wishes Franco 
to make the first move in this direction. 

TM Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Mini&try 
Ciano said the stalemate in the London committee was not 

unfavorable, and be ~~eemed at least resigned to the military 
stalemate in Spain; Italian troops there were not being used, 
he said. 

TM Head of Political Diflision III to Secretary of Legation 
Brlkklmeier of the EmbiJIJsy in Great Britain 

The relations of the Italian troops in Spain with the Franco 
forces are at a low ebb because of the unwillingness of the 
Italians to engage in offensive actions. 

Page 

421 

423 

423 

425 

426 

429 

430 

430 

431 
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Aug. 3 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 431 

406 Franco's diplomatic chief, Sangroniz, stated that the Vatican 
had asked the Spanish Nationalists to give their mission in 
Rome official status, which would imply recognition, and 
England had promised to accord belligerent status. 

Aug. 4 The Director of the Political Department to the Embas1rin Italy 432 
407 The German Embassy at Salamanca reports that anco has 

appealed to Rome for naval assistance against a large convoy 
of reinforcements alleged to be en route from Russia to Red 
Spain. 

Aug. 5 The Ambassador in [tal'!/ to the Foreign Ministry 433 
408 Ciano said Mussoliru was inclined to dispatch Italian sub-

marines against the Russian tran:forts; they would raise a 
Spanish Nationalist Hag if they ha to surface. 

Aug. 13 The Director of the Political Department to the Embassy in Italy 433 
409 The Embassy at Salamanca reports that Franco has been 

promised by Mussolini that the Russian supply ships will be 
intercepted. 

Aug. 16 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 434 
410 Ciano was optimistic over military developments; a promis-

ing operation against Santander was in progress, and seven 
ships had been sunk off the Spanish coast; he thought the Far 
Eastern conflict would divert England and Russia from Spain. 

Aug. 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 434 
411 Franco told Faupel on the latter's farewell visit that France 

and Russia were internally weakened, implying that Germany 
would run no risks in aiding him on a larger scale; he also 
showed great interest in an Anglo-German rapprochement. 

Editors' Note 
Action of the Non-Intervention Committee on August 27, 

1937, recommending replacement of the naval patrol with 
observers in Spanish ports. 

Sept. 2 The Charg~ d' 1/r:aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 437 
412 The Quai d' rsay hesitates in the face of French opinion to 

renew the law banning volunteers for Spain; a German and 
Italian threat to annul their own regulations might constitute 
effective pressure. 

Editors' Note 
f ,. 

Action of the British Government on September 2, 1937, to 
deal with submarine piracy in the Mediterranean. 

Sept. 3 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 438 
413 Eden explained to W oermann that the projected conference 

of Mediterranean powers was intended to consider only 
practical measures to deal with the dangerous incidents which 
had occurred there; there was no desire to exclude Germany. 

Editors' Note 
The British and French summoning of the Nyon conference 

on September 6, 1937. 
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Sept. 6 Memorandum by the Director of the Personnel Department 440 

414 The British Embassy presented the invitation to a conference 
at Nyon with the explanation that it would deal only with the 
problem of unidentified submarine and plane attacks in the 
Mediterranean. 

Sept. 6 Memorandum by the Director of the Personnel Department 440 
415 The Italian Charg~ d'Affaires said that Italian participation 

in the Nyon conference was unlikely in view of the charge 
made by Russia in an official note that Italy was responsible 
for the sinking of a Russian ship off Greece. 

Sept. 6 Memorandum by an Official of Political Diviaion I 441 
416 The War Ministry has ruled that the Foreign Ministry 

should have responsibility for German representation at 
Nyon, with only technical advice to be provided by the Navy. 

Sept. 9 Memorandum to tM British and French Embaaaies 442 
417 The German Government proposes that the Non-lnterven-

tion Committee rather than a special conference at Nyon deal 
with the problem of security in the Mediterranean. 

Sept. 12 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Italy 443 
418 Ciano is to be informed that the British appear to have 

intercepted radio message.s of Italian submarines operating in 
the Mediterranean. 

Editora' Note 
The agreement signed at Nyon on September 14, 1937. 

Sept. 16 The Charg~ d' Al_aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 443 
419 The Italian mbassador in Nationalist Spain said that the 

N yon agreement would make interference with Russian de-
liveries to Red Spain extremely difficult; Germany and Italy 
might have to increase their aid to Franco. 

Sept. 18 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 444 
420 Weizsicker told the Spanish Ambassador that German 

warships would not help to enforce the Nyon agreement; Italy 
would be allowed to take the lead in coping with the problems 
raised. 

Sept. 23 The Consul at Gene11a to the Foreign Ministry 444 
421 Sensational reports of negotiations between Delbos and the 

Italian delegate in Geneva are fabrications intended to disturb 
the atmosphere during Mussolini's visit to Berlin. 

Sept.25 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in France to the Foreign Ministry 445 
422 The permanent concern of French policy is to prevent Italy - from developin~ close ties with Germany; Nyon was an at-

tempt to check taly in the Mediterranean without alienating 
her; an Anglo-French-Italian understanding with economic 
features may be attempted. 

Sept.-28 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 449 
423 France and England are preparing an approach to Italy on 

the Spanish problem. Neurath's marginal comment quotes 
Mussolini and Ciano to the effect that they rejected the sound-
ings for a conference. 
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Sept.29 The Cb.arg~ d' Affair68 in GreaJ. Britain to the Foreign Ministry 449 

424 Chamberlain is rey,orted to take a lively interest in an Anglo-
French' approach to tall; the Counselor of the Italian Embassh 
in London has advise the British to exchange views wit 
Rome before sending a formal note. 

Sept. 30 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 450 
425 If German advice is asked, the British should be told that 

diplomatic preparation in Rome would be advisable before a 
note is dispatched. 

Oct. 2 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 450 
426 Russia's reaction to the London committee's decision to end 

the naval patrol implies she may denounce non-intervention; 
the kosition Germany has taken will deposit blame for the 
brea -down clearly at Russia's door. 

Editors' Note 
The Anglo-French note to Italy of October 2, 1937, propos-

ing examination of the Spanish problem by the three powers. 

Oct. 4 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division III 451 
427 The French Ambassador stated that the initiative for Anglo-

French-Italian talks on Spain had come from Italy. 

Oct. 4 Memorandum by the State Secretary 452 
428 Asking for German advice on the reply to be made to the 

Anglo-French note, the Italian Ambassador said that Italy 
would answer that Germant must be included in such discus-
sions and that the Non- ntervention Committee was the 
proper forum. 

Oct. 5 Memorandum by an Official of the Foreign Minister's Secretariat 453 
429 The Foreign Minister has no further suggestions for the 

Italian reply to the Anglo-French note beyond reaffirming that 
the Spanish parties must be consulted before withdrawal of 
volunteers is discussed. . · 

Oct. 5 The Foreil,n Ministry to the Embassies in Great Britain, Italy, 453 
430 and pain 

The French Ambassador has told the State Secretary that, 
in representing the proAosed three-power conference as an 
attempt to undermine xis solidarity, the Italians reversed 
themselves, for they originated the idea in the first place. .. 

Oct. 7 The Cb.arg~ d'Affaires in Grea!. Britain to the Foreign Ministry 454 
431 It is reported that a negative Italian reply to the Anglo-

French note will lead, after one further a~eal,. to counter-
measures beginning with the opening of the rench frontier. 

Oct. 7 The Charg~ d' AjJaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 455 
432 En~and has a§reed to admit semiofficial consular agents 

from ationalist pain in return for release of certain British 
ships and settlement of some economic questions. 

Oct. 8 Memorandum by ths State Secretary 455 
433 Mackensen conveyed to the Italian Ambassador German 

approval of the Italian reply to the Anglo-French note. 
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Oct. 8 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 456 

434 Ciano said that the reaction to the Italian reply would show 
whether France and England wanted an agreement or were 
trying to end non-intervention; to avoid aggravating the situa-
tion, submarine activity was suspended and no more troops 
were being sent to Spain. 

Oct. 9 Spanish Decree of October 9, 1937, on Mining Concessions 457 
435 All transactions involving the transfer of mining property 

are suspended, and all titles to such property acquired after 
July 18, 1936, are declared null and void. · 

Oct. 13 The Charg4 d' AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 457 
436 Woermann asks instructions in the event the question of 

volunteers is again raised in the Non-Intervention Committee; 
diplomatic preparations should be made to avoid dangerous 
developments in the committee. 

Oct. 13 The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 458 
437 French policy, motivated principally by a concern for the 

territorial integrity of Spain, shows signs of retreating from the 
sharp measures against Italy recently contemplated. 

Oct. 14 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 459 
438 Italy should be allowed .to take the lead when the question 

of volunteers comes up again in the Non-Intervention Com-
mittee; Germany would insist only on consulting the Spanish 
parties as a first step. · 

Oct. 15 The Minister Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain to the For- 460 
439 eign Ministry 

Grandi bas learned from Eden that England would approach 
the problem of volunteers by proposing a symbolic withdrawal 
to start with and a renewed pledge not to send any more; be 
agreed in principle pending instructions. 

Oct. 16 The Foreign Ministry to the Embassy in Spain 461 
440 The pending Anglo-Spanish economic talks will bear close 

watchinf to preserve Germany's preeminent position as con-
sumer o Spanish raw materials and to insure Franco's adher-
ence to the secret protocol of July 12, 1937. 

Oct. 17 The Charg' d' AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 463 
441 Various conditions may need to be attached to acceptance 

of the plan for symbolic withdrawal of volunteers; reslStance 
. by Franco or Russia can be counted on in any case to cause 
difficulties. • 

Oct. 18 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 465 
44T There is no reason why full support should not be given to 

a symbolic withdrawal of volunteers; an equal number should 
be taken from each side, belligerent rights extended immedi-
ately thereafter, and the consent of the Spanish parties ob-
tained. 

Oct. 18 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 467 
443 Franco has indicated that be would not be interested in only 

limited belligerent rights and in no case would be permit the 
Moroccans to be classed as volunteers. 
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Oct. 19 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 468 

444 Mussolini said that he had reluctantly dispatched another 
division to Spain at Franco's request; he does not believe the 
Spaniards understand modern warfare. 

Oct. 19 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 468 
445 Progress in the Non-Intervention Committee was blocked 

by disagreement as to which of alternative plans for withdraw-
ing volunteers should be discussed; the unyielding Italian 
attitude was tactically unwise. 

Oct. 19 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 470 
446 It is learned reliably that the British are not so much con-

cerned about territorial concessions by Franco to Italy as they 
are about possible lease of bases or an alliance which would be 
a strategic menace to England. 

Oct. 20 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 471 
447 The Franco Government has stated that in an extreme case 

it would consent to withdrawal of volunteers but only under 
certain conditions including full recognition as a belligerent. 

Oct. 20 Minute by the Director of the Political Department 472 
448 The Italian Ambassador said an Italian division had been 

transferred from the Arag6n to the Asturias fron~ but he 
knew nothing about sending another division to pain, as 
Hassell had reported. 

Oct. 20 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 472 
449 Neurath told. Ambassador Attolico a more conciliatory line 

by Italy on procedural matters in the London committee was 
desirable; the Russians could be counted on to sabotage any 
serious treatment of the volunteer question. 

Oct. 21 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 472 
450 Italy's more conciliatory line in the Non-Intervention Com-

mittee resulted in agreement to send a commission to Spain to 
determine how and in what ratio volunteers could be with-
drawn. 

Oct. 21 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 474 
451 Russian participation in any plan for withdrawal of volun-

teers from Spain must be insisted upon. 

Oct. 22 The Charg~ d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 474 
452 Ambassador Maisky stated that Russia wished to continue in 

the Non-Intervention Committee, would not object to a policy 
of non-intervention pursued by other members, but would 
assume no responsibility for it. 

Oct. 23 The Chargt d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 476 
453 It has been agreed with the Italian and Portuguese repre-

sentatives that the question of Russian participation rather 
than details of the withdrawal scheme should be made an issue 
in the Non-Intervention Committee. 

Oct. 24 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry. 478 
454 Assurances have been obtained that the consular agreement 

negotiated between England and Nationalist Spain was not 
accompanied by any new economic concessions. 
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Oct. 25 
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Oct. 26 
457 

Oct. 26 
458 

Oct. 27 
459 

Oct. 28 
460 

Oct. 30 
461 

Nov. 1 
462 

Subject 

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain 
Stohrer finds the military situation favorable but no pros

pects of an early Franco victory; factional divisions on the 
White side remain a danger; the German standing in Spanish 
opinion is good; steps should be taken to restore the German 
community in Spain and give freer play to its economic 
activities. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 
No obstacles should be placed in the way of a symbolical 

withdrawal of volunteers, since Germany does not desire an 
early collapse of non-intervention; a further gain of time will 
aid Franco. 

The Mini8ter Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain to the For
eign Ministry 

W oermann rejected Eden's plea that the other powers should 
continue to work out a non-intervention policy even if Russia 
withdrew. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in France 
The attention of the French Government should be called to 

the fact that the renewed commitment to send no volunteers 
to Spain, which is under considemtion in London, cannot be 
undertaken unless the expired French law banning volunteers 
is renewed. 

The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 
The Italian and German representatives having accepted 

the British control and volunteer-withdrawal plan of July 14, 
it remains to clarify the question of Russian participation; 
possibilities for technical delays remain open. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 
It is not desired to bring abo:ut a collapse of non-intervention 

over Russian non-participation; safeguards will have to be 
provided if all powers except Russia grant Franco belligerent 
rights. 

The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 
Ribbentrop recommends either that all discussion of the 

British plan be dropped or that consent not be given to its ex
ecution until the Russian attitude is clarified. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Great Britain 
No pressure which would isolate Germany in the London 

committee is to be undertaken in an attempt to clarify the 
Russian attitude; if they refuse to grant belligerent rights, 
they should at least be denied protection of the Nyon agree
ment. 

Edit.ors' Note 
Adoption of the British control plan of July 14, 1937, in the 

Non-Intervention Committee on November 4, 1937. 
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496 Nov. 4 Memorandum of the German Embassy in Spain 

463 German mining interests have encountered difficulties with 
the Spanish authorities, who interpret the decree of October 9, 
1937, as permitting only a minority interest by foreigners in 
such enterprises. 

Nov. 4 Memorandum of the German Embassy in Spain 499 
464 The director of Hisma argues that every pressure must be 

brought to bear to overcome Spanish resistance to German 
acquisition of a permanent ownership interest in Spanish 
mines; only this result would justify the aid given to Franco. 

Editors' Note 
Hitler's views on the implications of the Spanish Civil War 

for German policy as stated on November 5, 1937. 

Nov. 8 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 503 
465 Franco is to be urged to respond affirmatively to the London 

committee plan for withdrawal of volunteers but to impose 
certain conditions. 

Nov. 9 The Foreign Ministry to l"arious German Diplomatic Missions 504 
466 and the Consulate at Geneva 

In a review of recent developments in the Non-Intervention 
Committee for guidance in conversations, it is stated that Ger-
many has given full support to non-intervention despite Rus-
sian obstructionism. 

Nov. 13 The Charg~ d' A~aires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 507 
467 Franco agree to follow German advice in his reply to the 

Non-Intervention Committee proposals; he does not attach 
importance to the Soviet refusal to grant belligerent rights. 

Nov. 17 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 507 
468 Franco doubts whether the granting of belligerent rights will 

bring him any advantages. 

Nov. 17 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 508 
469 Franco promised that German interests would be protected 

under the recent mining decree; its purpose had been to fore-
stall a sell-out of mining rights by the Red Government. 

Nov. 25 Memorandum by the State Secretary 508 
470 Gorin~ under the impression that Franco is granting rights .. 

to the ritish and that German mining interests are en-
dangered, wishes to "hold a pistol to General Franco's breast"; 
a more moderate approach is to be urged on him. 

Nov. 27 Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Economic Policy 511 471 Department 
It was agreed with Goring's subordinates that the Am.bassa-

dor in Spain should undertake a d~marche in the interest of the 
mining concessions and against Anglo-Spanish agreements det-
rimental to Germany. 

Nov. 27 The Foreign Ministry to the Embassy in Spain 511 472 To overcome skepticism concerning the t:neral assurances 
given by Franco on mining rights, he is to asked to give a 
binding fledge of protection for a list of concessions already 
held by isma. 
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Nov. 27 The Ambll8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 512 

473 The increasing number of recognitions extended to National-
ist Spain means that other countries are getting into the Spanish 
market; Germany will have to decide shortly on a credit and 
trade policy if she is not to lose ground. 

Nov. 30 Memorandum by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 516 
474 GOring's special representative, whose task is to secure the 

German economic position in Spain, should not be authorized 
to negotiate with the Nationalist Government in matters which 
are the concern of the Embassy. 

Nov. 30 The Foreign Minister to the Embll8sy in Spain 518 
475 Franco's concessions to England appear to exceed those he 

has admitted; he is to be told that unless guaranties are given 
for certain vital economic interests Germany will reconsider her 
policy. 

Dec. 3 The Ambll8aador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 519 
476 Informal negotiations between the Spanish t.arties for endin~ 

the Civil War have broken down because of anco's deman 
for unconditional surrender; they explain the delay in military 
operations. 

Dec. 3 The Ambassador in Spaiv. to the Foreign Ministry 521 
477 Conduct of Italians both at and behind the front has given 

the Spaniards "their fill of the entire Italian military aid"; the 
reputation of the Germans for soldierly conduct remains good. 

Dec. 3 The State Secretary to the State Secretary in the Office of the Com- 522 
478 mi88ioner for the Four Year Plan 

In response to the query of the German Ambassador, 
Franco has stated emphatically that all reports of economic 
concessions by him to England are "pure fabrications." 

Dec. 3 The State Secretary to the Ambassador in Spain 522 
479 Mackensen gives Stohrer an account of Goring's suspicions 

of Franco's dealings with England which led to the instruction 
that Franco be asked to give assurances on German economic 
interests. 

Dec. 4 The Ambll8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 524 
480 Franco appeared entirely sincere in his denial that economic 

concessions had been made to England; he promised friendly 
consideration for the list of mining concessions demanded by 
Germany • . 

Dec. 10 The Ambll8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 525 
4S1 Despite the earlier failure, representatives of Red Spain have 

continued to seek contacts for discussion of a negotiated peace. 

Dec. 13 The Foreign Mini8try to the Embll88Y in Spain 525 
482 Although mutual trust has been the rule followed hitherto, 

Franco's delay in approving German mining rights justifies an 
appeal to the specific obligations of the July 16 secret protocol. 

Dec. 16 Memorandum by the State Secretary (Euerpt) 527 
483 The Italian Ambassador stated that concern was also felt in 

Rome over Franco's dealings with England. 
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Dec. 16 

484 

Dec. 18 
485j 

Dec. 18 
486 

Dec. 19 
487 

Dec. 19 
488 

Dee. 20 
489 

Dec. 21 
490 

Undated 
491 

Dec. 22 
492 

Dec. 22 
493 

Dec. 29 
494 

Subject 

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain 
The demand for approval of 73 mining concessions listed by 

Germany has continued to be met with delay on grounds of old 
Spanish laws and the provisional character of the regime. 

The Director of the Political Departmem tO the Embassy in Italy 
Germany would be prepared to withdraw 5,000 volunteers 

from Spain at once provided Franco agreed. · 

The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The Spanish attitude appears cooperative, but legal delays 

continue to interfere with granting of approval for German 
mining rights; no special pressure is recommended for the 
present. · 

The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 
Spanish business interests have made known their desire 

for a freeing of German-Spanish trade from the Hisma 
monopoly; the alternative for Spanish enterprise would be to 
turn to other countries. · 

The Ambassador in .Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The Duke of Alba, Spanish Nationalist representative in 

London, is working for closer ties with England and a lessening 
of German and Italian influence in Spain. 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Ciano stated that Franco bas been told that, if operations 

continued slow, troops would be withdrawn; under such con
ditions the 40,000 Italians there could not indefinitely serve a 
cause in which they bad little interest. 

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain 
In a discussion with representatives of the Hisma firm of 

the Spanish resistance to granting German mining rights, it was 
decided to clarify the legal situation and to make a direct 
appeal to Franco. 

Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain . 
Franco admitted annoyance at what be thought was the 

secret acquisition of mining rights by Hisma and insisted he 
was limited by Spanish law; he agreed to a conference of experts 
to examine the legal situation. 

Memorandum of the Embassy in Spain 
In summary, the Spanish position is that the;Y do not deny 

Germans the right to acquire ownership of rmnes, but they 
object to these being bought up without consulting the au
thorities and without conforming with the law. 

Memorandum by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 
A study of the Hisma monopoly and the conditions under 

which German-Spanish trade operates shows that it is still too 
early to restore private trade. 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
Mussolini bas informed Franco that Italian troops could 

remain in Spain for the present, but a military decision had to 
be sought at an early date and a unified command must be set 
up. 

873867-oc.--voL. m---6 

Page 

527 

529 

530 

530 

532 

533 

534 

538 

541 

543 
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Jan. 2 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Deportmem 544 

495 Weizsicker told Italian Charg6 d'Affaires Magistrati that 
Germany would not favor a unified command in Spain; it would 
involve too much responsibility for operations; direct personal 
influence on Franco was preferable. 

Jan. 5 Minute by ths Director of the Economic Policy Department 545 
496 It was agreed at a conference of interested officials to press 

further for recognition of German mining rights in Spain, 
arguing that Germany's moral claims should be taken into 
account; an ultimatum will be delivered only as a last resort. 

Jan. 5 Memorandum by the State Secretary 547 
497 Magistrati gave more details on Mussolini's latest message 

to Franco in which he insisted that operations must be speeded 
and Italians must be used in decisive actions, not in battles of 
attrition. 

Jan. 10 Memorandum by the State Secretary· 548 
498 Keitel stated that Blomberg had also told Magistrati that 

Germany was not interested in the unified command in Spain 
which Mussolini advocated. 

Jan. 10 Memorandum ofths Embassy in Spain 549 
499 The Ambassador urged the Hisma representatives to speed 

the rreparation of their case on mining rights for the pending 
lega discussions with the Spaniards. 

Jan. 13 The Charg' d' Af!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 550 
500 It is likely that the British and French will not consent to 

granting of belligerent rights until at least half of the volun-
teers in Spain have been withdrawn. 

Jan. 13 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 551 
501 The Red victory at Teruel confirms reports of their improved 

organization and mat6riel situation; the additional aid Franco 
will need if he is to break the stalemate should be given only 
if greater influence on the conduct of the war is obtained. 

Jan. 15 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division Ilia 554 
502 An end to the Civil War is put off indefinitely by the Red 

victory at Teruel; a mediated peace would ultimately mean a 
Red victory; Franco must mobilize his largely unta.pped man-
power reserves and receive more equipment. 

Jan. 15 The Ambassador in Spain to the State Secretary 557 
503 German and. Italian military opin.ion believes that only by 

greatly increased aid can Franco's victory be assured. 

Jan. 17: Minute by an Official of ths Economic Policy Departmem 559 
504 The &ossibility of developing agricultural enterprises in Spain 

under rman ownership or control is being studied by several 
ministries. 

Jan. 18 The Director of the Political Departmem to ths Embassy in Italy 561 
505 Germany and Italy should reach agreement on the question 

about to be debated in the London committee as to what per-
centage of volunteers is to be withdrawn before belligerent 
rights are accorded. . · 
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Jan. 20 The Ckarg~ d' Ajfairea in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 562 

506 Axis solidarity in the London committee has been effective 
against the divergent policies of other powers; Russian ob-
structionism has been a help; the question of volunteers can 
be protracted further if necessary. 

Jan. 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 565 
507 Ore shipments from Spain to Germany reached a record total 

of 260,000 tons in December; Hisma bas supplied data to cor-
rect misleading figures of other agencies. 

Jan. 28 Memorandum of the Embassy in Spain 567 
508 General Jordana told the Ambassador that be was unable to 

fix a date by which German mining rights would be approved; 
Stohrer warned that sentiment in Berlin toward Nationalist 
Spain might undergo a change. 

Jan. 26 Memorandum of the Embassy in Spain 569 
509 Sangroniz told Stohrer that it was Germany's hasty and tact-

less amassing of mining concessions which had aroused Spanish 
resistance. 

Jan. 26 The Ambassador in Spain to the President of the Junta T~cnica 571 
510 Stohrer requests Jordana to confirm that, despite legalistic 

delays, the question of German mining rights in Spain will be 
handled in terms of the spirit of cooperation envisaged in the 
July protocol. 

Jan. 28 The Foreign Ministry to the Embassy in Great Britain 572 
511 Since Franco's defeat at Teruel sets back his prospects of 

an early military victory, German policy in the London com-
mittee should seek to delay further an agreement on with-
drawal of volunteers. 

Jan. 28 The Charg~ d' Ajfaires in Great Britain to the Director of the 573 
512 Political Department 

Altering his optimistic view of a week earlier, Woermann sees 
prospects of trouble in the London committee, partly in view of 
reports of new Italian troop shipments to Spain. · 

Jan. 28 .lllinute by the llead of Political Division lila 574 
513 The Navy refused to endorse the British plan for control offi-

cers in Spanish ports but agreed not to oppose acceptance of it 
in the London committee. . 

= ,. 
Jan. 29 The Director of the Political Department to the Embassy in 575 

514 Great Britain 
The British plan for control officers in Spanish ports may 

be accepted but on the basis that they are to inspect only 
ships flying flags of treaty powers. 

Feb. 1 The Ambassador in Spain to the State Secretary 575 
515 Stohrer wishes to know whether Germany will follow Italy 

and give Franco more aid following the Teruel reverse; if so, 
counterdemands with respect to the conduct of the war should 
be put, fo! Franco will continue to shrink from the risk of any 
m&Jor action. 
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Feb. 2 The Director of the Political Department to the Amb08sodor in 577 

516 
N:ae!ision has yet been made on military policy in Spain, 

pending a judgment on how Franco recovers from the Teruel 
defeat. 

Feb. 2 The Clw.rgl d' .AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 578 
517 Following the sinking of a British patrol vessel, Eden in-

formed Italy and France that England would "reserve the 
right" to sink any submerged submarine in her patrol zone. 

Feb. 4 The Direclor of the Political Department to the Embasay in Gre~ 579 
518 Britain 

Italy will argue in the London eommittee that belligerent 
rights should be granted after 20 percent of the volunteers are 
withdrawn but will bargain up to 30 percent; the German 
line should eonform. 

Feb. 4 The Clw.rgl if Affaire• in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 580 
519 According to Grandi, Italian volunteers in ~ain numbered 

60,000 to 70,000 in March 1937 but had been re uced to 30,000. 

Feb. 7 Minute by the Head of Political Division lila 581 
520 The Na'ln advises that German submarines will not be af-

fected by glo-French measures since they have orders to 
operate only in the Atlantic. · 

Feb. 7 The .AmbiJ8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 581 
521 A letter of Mussolini to Franco demanding more energetic 

military action was not delivered in view of the Nationalist 
offensive near Teruel. 

Feb. 8 The State Secretary to the Emb08sy in Great Britain 582 
522 A legal reservation is to be registered with the British Gov-

ernment against its intention to attack submerged subm&-
riDes; unilateral measures in the open sea have no legal force. 

Feb. 9 The CluJrgl if .AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 582 
523 Progress in the Non-Intervention Committee remains 

blocked over the question as to whether the investigating 
commissions should be empowered to fix dates for withdrawal 
of volunteers. 

Feb. 10 The CluJrgl d' .AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 584 
524 Identical instructions from Berlin and Rome are required 

to insure a common front on various proposals before the 
London committee as to the date for withdrawal and the 
number of volunteers to be withdrawn. 

Feb. let The CluJrgl if .AJ!aires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 586 
525 Eden has persuaded Grandi that a new proposal for with-

drawal of a minimum fixed number of volunteers might be 
considered. 

Feb. 10 The .Amb08sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 586 
526 Although delay in the reeognition of German mining rights 

in Spain continues, it has been possible to get written assur-
ances of "economic collaboration" in accordance with the 
agreements of July 1937. 
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Feb. 11 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 588 

527 Attolico was not able to offer any clear account of Italian 
intentions in view of Franco's confused conduct of the war; 
he thought that, in the absence of an early victory, a new 
policy would be needed to remove Spain as a source of tension. 

Feb. 14 The AmbtJBsador in Spain to the Foreign Minis~ 589 
528 Franco has presented extensive requests to taly for new 

war materiel, but the Italian Ambassador has no instructions 
on future Italian policy in Spain. 

Feb.- .Memorandum by the AmbtJBsador in Spain 590 
529 A review of agreements with Nationalist Spain reveals that 

Germany has received promises but few concrete advantages 
in return for aid given; a list of German demands should be 
negotiated but undue pressure would result in later repudia-
tion. 

Feb. 17 The Charg' d'Affaires in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 599 
530 The German Naval Attache in Rome was told that Italy 

had to go along with the Anglo-French measures against sub-
marine piracy to avoid suspicion, but it was thought no serious 
damage would be done. 

Feb. 17 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 600 
531 There are reports of new efforts at a negotiated peace in 

Spain; England is said to be involved, with the hope of per-
suading Germany and Italy that their aims could be met by 
such a peace. 

Feb. 17 The Ambassador in ~ain to the Foreign Ministry 601 
532 The Minister for ommerce and Industry in the new Na-

tionalist Government takes a cautious view on mining rights 
for Germany; he stresses the danger that charges of aliena-
tion of national property might be made. 

Feb. 21 The Ckarg~ d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 603 
533 Grandi intends to take advantage of Eden's resignation; 

he will see Chamberlain at once and begin by offering· to 
accept one of the compromise proposals on volunteers. 

Feb. 21 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 603 
534 Ribbentrop assured the Spanish Ambassador that Germany 

would continue her policy of support to Nationalist Spain; 
! • the Ambassador presented a note denying any differences 

between Italy and Spain on withdrawal of volunteers. 

Feb. 24 The Charg' d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 604 
535 W oermann has supported Italian acceptance of the British 

compromise on withdrawal of volunteers; belligerent rights 
are to be conceded after withdrawal of 10,000 men. 

Feb. 26 Minute by the Director of the Political Department 606 
536 In part to facilitate results from Stohrer's next talk with 

Franco, W eizsacker did not entirely allay the fears of the 
Spanish Ambassador that the new agreement in London on 
withdrawal of volunteers might move too rapidly to execution. 
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Feb. 28 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 607 

537 Magistrati notified that Italian troops in SP-ain were stand-
ing inactive until Franco replied to Mussolini s letter demand-
ing more energetic military action. 

Feb. 28 Memorandum by the Head of Politic4l Diflirion Ilia 608 
538 The German and Italian troops in Spain could hardly be 

exposed to any process for sorting out volunteers; their prior 
withdrawal would be an admission that they were sent offi-
cially as units. 

Feb. 28 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 610 
539 Developments in the London committee and in Anglo-

Italian relations make continuance of aid to Franco uncer-
tain; this fact should be used to move Franco to action and to 
obtain concessions desired by Germany. 

Mar. 2 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division lila 612 
540 In a review of agreements signed with Nationalist Spain it 

is stated that the aim of future negotiations should be to give 
the principles of these agreements more concrete form. 

:Mar. 4 The .Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 613 
541 Franco said that guerrilla resistance and the failure of the 

local commander at Teruel had delayed his operations; he 
thought his present strategic plans would end the war before 
the issue of volunteers became acute. 

Mar. 4 The .Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 615 
542 Franco stated that his forces had taken 14,500 prisoners at 

Teruel but had found very few foreigners among them. 

Mar. 9 The .Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 615 
543 Mussolini replied amiably to Franco's explanations of his 

military situation and said he hoped the Italians would still 
give good service before they had to be withdrawn. 

Mar.10 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division Ilia 615 
544 The view of the Ambassador in Spain is endorsed that no 

pressure should be applied to conclude favorable agreements 
with Spain; ideological affinity should be relied on and nego-
tiations for German aims undertaken as opportunity offers. 

CBAPTJ:a VI. CoNTINlJED Am TO FRANco AND NEGOTIATIONS FOB A TREATY: 

1938 
Mar. Ui 

545 

Mar. 17 
546 

Mar. 17 
547 

MARCH 16-DECEMBEB 19, 1938 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
The Spanish Ambassador expressed alarm over reports that 

the French Government was about to undertake active inter
vention on the side of Red Spain. 

The Ambassador in France to the Foreign Ministry 
France is reported to have decided on precautionary military 

dispositions on the Pyrenees frontier and in the western Medi
terranean. 

Memorandum for the Fiihrer by the Foreign Minister 
Magistrati said that Italy would answer French intervention 

with troops and equipment in Spain with similar measures on 
a large scale. . 

620 

621 

621 
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Mar. 21 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 622 

548 Ciano, accordin~ to Magistrat~ replied to British protests 
of the bombing of arcelona that rench intervention m Spain 
would brin"Italian retaliation; Ribbentrop said that he did 
not believe ranee would embark on such an adventure. 

Mar. 22 The Supreme Command of the Wehrmacht to the Foreign Minutry 623 
549 It is considered doubtful that it is within French military 

capabilities to undertake intervention in Spain with troops. 

Mar. 23 The .AmbasBador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 624 
550 Stohrer warns that bombing attacks on civilian populations 

as at Barcelona will increase resistance; Slaniards on both 
sides would ultimately blame Germany and taly. 

Mar. 24 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 626 
551 The German command, which had no planes over Barcelona, 

reports that Franco is indignant at the bombing, which was 
done on Mussolini's order by Italian planes from Majorca. 

. Mar. 25 Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Political Department 627 
552 The Italians were informed that, in view of the French reac-

tion, Franco would be requested not to use German forces 
within 50 kilometers of the French-Spanish frontier. 

Mar. 26 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 627 
553 The Vatican has intervened with the Italian Embassy to use 

its influence against further air raids on open cities; the Italian 
Ambassador has told Rome that such raids were politically 
unwise. 

Mar. 30 The Director of the Political Department to the Embassy in Spain 628 
554 Franco is to be urged to continue his operations against Cata-

Ionia and not to halt them in favor of offensives elsewhere, not 
even against Madrid. 

Mar. 31 Memorandum by the Director of the Political Department 628 
555 Italy has agreed to request Franco not to allow Italian 

troops to approach closer than 50 kilometers to the French 
frontier. 

Mar. 31 The Charg~ d' Affaire& in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministru 629 
556 Although ~artial agreement has been obtained on the latest 

plan for wit drawal of volunteers, there appear to be doubts 
that it could actually be made to work. : . 

Apr. 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 630 
557 Canaris reports that Franco raised cautiously the question 

of the removal of the Condor Legion if military devel1ments 
continue favorable; he appeared to desire a free han and a 
minimum of military cooperation in peacetime. 

Undated Memorandum for the Fuhrer by the Foreign Minister 631 
558 Ribbentrop considers the time has come to clarify future 

political relations with Franco; he submits a draft treaty 
designed to bind Franco to the Axis and to insure that Franoe 
and England could obtain no military support from Spain. 
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Apr. 6 Memorandum b~ an OJ!U;ial of the Foreign Minister'• Secretarit.at 634 

559 The Filhrer t ought the draft treaty would be of little value 
and would prefer a commercial treaty; he stated his desire to 
get troops and air forces out of Spain at an early date; they 
could not learn more there and were needed in Austria. 

Apr. 6 The Foreiqn Minister to the Embassy in Spain 635 
560 Franco IS to be sounded out on a political treaty which would 

provide for close association of Spain with the Axis but would 
not compromise her relations with other powers. 

Apr. 6 The Director of Hismt.a to the Ambassador in Spain . 637 
561 The Ambassador is provided with arguments to use against 

too great restrictions on foreign capital in Spanish mining 
enterprises. . 

Apr. 7 The AmbaBBador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 638 
562 Franco agrees not to interrupt his present offensive and also 

not to use foreign volunteers in the vicinity of the French 
frontier. 

Apr. 7 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Great Britain 639 
563 The prospects for an early Franco victory make it un-

necessary to impose any further obstacles to the Non-Inter-
vention Committee's plan for withdrawal of volunteers. 

Apr. 8 Memorandum by the State Secretary 640 
564 Weizsl!.cker asked Magistrati to obtain the Italian reaction 

to Franco's recent remark that he could soon dispense with 
foreign troops; Germany would like to withdraw her air forces 
to use in expanded training at home. 

Apr. 8 Memorandum by the State Secretary 640 
565 Former Alnbassador Faupel advised close contact with the 

Falange as a basis for future policy in Spain; Weizsicker does 
not share this view because of the Falange's anticlerical 
tendencies, which he thinks Franco will reject. 

Apr. 8 The AmbaBador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 641 
566 From assurances offered by Franco on the new mining law, 

Stohrer got the impression there would be no percentage 
limitation on foreign participation. 

Apr. 8 The Ambassador in St!in to the Foreign Ministry 641 
567 Franco ap~rs to ve in mind retaining the equipment of 

the Condor gion, especially planes, when the personnel is 
sent home; thus far, hiS views on postwar military cooperation 
are unsatisfactory. 

Apr. 8. The State Secretary to the Emba&y in Spain 642 
568 The draft of a political treaty with S~n is sent for the 

Alnbassador's personal information; the hrer has not yet 
decided whether it should be taken up with Franco; · 

Apr. 11 The AmbaBBador in Spain to the State Secretary 642 
569 Stohrer thinks that some of the articles in the draft treaty 

should be given more specific content and that provision 
should be made fo'l' promotion of cultural relations. 
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Apr. 11 The Deputy Director of the Political Department to the Bmbaasy 643 

570 in Spain · 
The Italian Charg6 d'Affaires reports that Italy· has not 

yet received any indication from Franco that he desires with-
drawal of Italian troops. 

Apr. 12 The AmbaBBador in Spain to the Foreign Mini8try · 644 
571 Instructions are requested as to whether the recall of German 

troops from St>ain should be taken up in the Ambassador's 
next talk with Franco. 

Apr. 14 Memorandum by the State Secretark 644 
572 W eizsicker told the Spanish bassador, who expressed 

anxiety over the possibility of French military intervention in 
Spain, that this was hardly possible without British approval, 
which was not likely to be given. 

Apr. 22 Memorandum by the Ambassador to Spain 644 
573 A reliable source reports: Barcelona has been encouraged 

by heavy shipments of war mat6riel; the strategic menace of 
a Nationalist Spain motivates French attempts to delay a 
Franco victory; the American Ambassador is supporting the 
Reds. 

Apr. 25 The Charg6 d'Affaires in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 646 
574 England seems reconciled to a Franco victory; hints are 

received that German influence should be exerted for a moder-
ate peace, including autonomy for Catalonia. 

Apr. 27 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 647 
575 Asked for his view as to when the Condor Legion might be 

recalled, Foreign Minister Jordana replied that he hoped the 
Germans could remain until final victory was assured. 

Apr. 30 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 647 
576 According to the Italian Ambassador, Franco, far from 

discussing the recall of Italian troops, bas recently spoken of 
further uses to which they would be put. 

Apr. 30 Memorandum by an Ojficial of the Economic Policy Department 648 
577 Of the 338 million RM expended in military aid to Spain 

to the end of March, 100 million should be recovered in ore 
deliveries and another 100 million covered by investments 
for which Spain would make funds available. : . 

Apr. 30 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 651 
578 The Nationalist advance has been halted on all fronts, 

partly by weather, partly as a result of new military supplies 
obtained by the Reds. 

Apr. 30 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 651 
579 A letter from Franco to the Italian commander, General 

Berti, is transmitted; Franco objects to the Italian desire to 
withdraw troops from operations and not to have Italians 
used north of the Ebro. 

May 4 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 653 
580 The Spanish Foreign Minister stated that recent huge ship-

menta of arms from France were the only thing that made 
further Red resistance possible. 
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May 4 The Ambauador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 653 

581 Franco has altered his view and, in expectation of further 
tough resistance, would like to retain the Condor Legion for the 
present. 

May 4 The AmbtJSsador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 654 
582 In an atmosphere of mutual confidence and friendship 

Franco indicated his entire agreement to negotiation of a polit-
ical treaty with Germany; adherence to the Anti-Comintern 
Pact he did not consider practical in view of British pressure. 

May 7 The State Secretary to the Foreign MinistrK 655 
583 The Ambassador in Spain is to be aut orized to commence 

negotiations for a treaty at once; he may inform his Italian 
colleague in general but without giving details of the treaty 
draft. 

Mav 12 Memorandum by the State Secretary 655 
584 W eizsicker assured the Spanish Ambassador that the recall 

of German troops from Spain was not, in deference to Franco's 
change of mind, being considered for the present. 

May 16 The AmbtJSsador in the United States to the Foreign Ministry 656 
585 The movement in Congress for repeal of the embargo on 

arms for Spain has been -checked by the President and the 
Secretary of State;' the British attitude and internal political 
forces played a role. . 

May 19 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 657 
586 Factional disunity has reappeared in the wake of recent mill-

tary checks; Franco still holds all parties in careful balance, 
though clerical inftuence has gained; pending outcome of the 
social struggle, Germany should not be identified with the 
Falange. 

May 19 The AmbtJSsador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 664 
587 Jordana stated that he and Franco approved the German 

draft treaty in substance but preferred a secret agreement; they 
also thought the moment inappropriate, as they were now 
counting on British pressure to stop French aid to Red Spain, 

May 31 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 567 
588 Stohrer has requested opportunity to make a d~marche with 

Franco concerning a proposed new mining law which is under-
stood to limit foreign participation to 25 percent. 

May 31 The AmbtJSsaaor in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 667 
589 Instructions are requested as to whether Franco can be in-

formed that Germany would accept a secret protocol in place of 
the political treaty the Spaniards are reluctant to conclude. 

May 31 The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Spain 668 
590 Germany's aim in seeking a treaty would not be attained if 

it were kept secret; it will be better not to press the Spaniards 
but to await a more opportune moment. 

June 1 Memorandum 668 
591 The efforts of Hisma to obtain mining concessions for Ger-

many are reviewed, and an aide-m~moire asks that Spain give 
full consideration to these rights in her new mining law. 
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June 2 Memorandum by an Official of Political Division I 670 

592 Keitel has told the Filhrer that a decision is urgent on the 
Condor Legion; if it remains in Spain, it must have new equip-
ment; Hitler replied that the Italians would have to be sounded 
out first as to their intentions. 

June 4 Memorandum by the State Secretary 671 
593 On the basis of military advice that Franco has no prospect 

of completing military operations before winter, Weizsii.cker 
advises that the German and Italian military effort be main-
tained at present levels with adequate replacements. 

June 4 The British Ambassador to the State Secretary 674. 
594 England re~uests that Germany exercise influence on Franco 

to halt the in iscriminate bombing of towns and villages. 

June 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 674 
595 Exceptions for German interests are included in the new 

mining law, according to the Spanish Foreign Minister; it will 
be shown to the Germans before publication but not before it is 
signed. 

June 6 Memorandum by the Ambassador in ~ain 675 
596 Stobrer in a heated interview with ordana protested sharply 

against Franco's refusal to receive him while the new mining 
law was under consideration and also the failure to reveal its 
text to Germany before the signing. 

June 8 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 681 
597 According to Attolico, Mussolini has no present intention of 

recalling Italian troops from Spain; therefore, the German 
effort cannot be liquidated either, though it might be tacitly re-
duced. 

June 9 Memorandum by the State Secretary 682 
598 The Spanish Ambassador cited Red crimes as sufficient reply 

to British efforts to halt Nationalist bombings but hinted that 
it was the Axis air forces and not Franco who were responsible 
for the bombings. 

June 9 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 683 
599 Ciano stated that he had rebuffed the British suggestion that 

Italy influence Franco to halt aerial bombings; he confided that 
Italian pilots and technicians were again being sent to Spain in ~ . 
"little groups of two to three hundred." 

June 9 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the State Secretary (Ea:cerpt) 684 
600 Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax pointed out very cautiously 

and discreetly that the possible participation of German volun-
teers in the bombings in Spain had a bad effect on British 
public opinion. 

June 10 Memorandum by the Forei~n .IIfinister 684 
601 Ribbentrop told the ritish Ambassador that Germany 

could not give advice to Franco on aerial bombings, which were 
an inevitable hazard of war and not to be compared with the 
half million murders for which the Reds were responsible. 

June 10 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 685 
602 Grandi favors acceptance of a new British plan for sorting 

out volunteers in Spain; the Russians would likely block it any-
way and could be blamed; he is also concerned that Chamber-
lain should have a show of success to forestall the return of Eden. 
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lune 10 The Amba&sador in Spain to the Foreign Miniatry 687 

603 Despite the uncooperative attitude of the Spaniards in keeP-
ing the new mining law secret, the law itself appears loose 
enough, so that, if it is rightly applied, German interests can be 
secured. 

June 11 Min'UU by the Head of Political Division Ill a 689 
604 The commander of the Condor Legion told the State Secre-

tary that either new equipment should be supplied or the unit 
should be withdrawn; the latter decision would have serious 
military consequences. 

June 11 The State Secretary to the British Amba&sador 690 
605 While supporting every effort to humanize the war in Spain 

Germany rejects a one-eided approach to Franco as this would 
be interference in his conduct of the war, the more so in view 
of the inhumanities practiced by the Reds. 

June 11 Memorandum by the State Secretary 691 
606 On the basis of military advice and in deference to Italian 

views, the Foreign Minister will recommend to the Fuhrer 
that the Condor Legion remain in Spain and be reequipped; 
the War Ministry concurs. 

June 13 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 691 
607 Magistrati explained that acceptance of the British plan for 

withdrawing volunteers did not mean Italy was prepared to 
leave Spain, but in view of the Anglo-Italian agreement of 
April 16 disagreement with England on Spain had to be 
avoided. 

June 13 Memorandum by an Ojficial of the Economic Policy Department 692 
608 An industry representative requested intervention with the 

Spanish Government against its change in the peseta-pound 
rate, which had led British-owned pyrites mines in Spain to 
raise prices to German buyers. 

June 16 Memorandum by the Head of Political Diviaion lila 694 
609 The Supreme Command was assured that the tighter naval 

patrol envisaged in the new British plan accepted by Germany 
would not endanger supplies for the Condor Legion, since 
Russian opposition or Franco's delays would prevent the plan's 
coming into operation. 

June 16 The Under State Secretary to the Emba&sy in Spain 695 
610 The decision to provide replacements for the Condor Legion 

has been made; Franco should be told that this involves con-
siderable sacrifice by Germany. 

June 17 The Under State Secretary to the Emba&sy in Great Britain 695 
611 Germany will accept the British plan but will not make up 

payments refused by Russia; this presupposes withdrawal of 
German and Italian volunteers before the plan could be imple-
men ted. 

June 18 The Amba&sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 696 
612 Stohrer wishes to know whether replacements for the Condor 

Legion are sent at Franco's request or on German initiative, 
as this will determine whether he can ask compensation. 
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June 20 The 8tats 8ecrstary to the Embaa311 in Spain 696 

613 It is not intended to ask direct compensation for reinforce-
ment of the Condor Legion, but Franco might be reminded of 
Germany's standing wishes when he is informed of the deci-
sion. 

June 20 Minute by the Head of Political Division lila 697: 
614 Through military channels Franco has re~ested closer coop-

eration in military training; the success of ermao training in 
Spain is tending to displace the Italian influence. 

June 20 The .Ambaasador in the 801Jiet Union to the Foreign Ministry 698 
615 Soviet press comment and reported remarks by Litvinov sug-

gest that Russia is prepared to liquidate the Spanish ad-
venture on the basis of a compromise peace which would get 
all foreigners out of Spain. 

June 23 Memorandum by the State Secretary 699 
616 In a discussion of possible advice to Franco on the British 

withdrawal plan, Attolico said that Italy wished to get her 
troops out of Spain but did not wish to leave Franco in the 
lurch; he displayed less than his usual concern for Franco and 
less hostility toward England, however. 

June 28 Memorandum by the State Secretary . 700 
617 Weizsiicker told the Spanish Ambassador that it would be 

more appropriate if Franco rather than Germany would deny 
that German planes bombed British ships at Valencia on orders 
from Berlin. 

June 28 Memorandum from ths Spanish Embassy 702 
618 To ease Chamberlain's concern and calm British opinion, 

which believes German planes attack British ships on orders 
from Berlin, Spain is prepared to designate a neutral harbor. 

June 29 Memorandum by the State Secretary · 702 
619 Attolieo denied that Mussolini had sent a telegram to Prime 

Minister Chamberlain concerning bombing of British ships 
but admitted the Italians had discussed the matter in Londop., 
a fact which Weizsacker notes is embarrassing for Germany. 

June 29 Memorandum by the State Secretary . 703 
620 Weizsacker warned the Spanish Ambassador that the rumors 

allowed to circulate in Spain that German fliers were carrying 
out willful destruction would have to be silenced. . .. 

June 29 Memorandum by an Official of Political Division I 704 
621 The military authorities state that the bombings of Red 

Spanish harbors were carried out under general orders of Franco 
and that it was not possible to distinguish the nationality of 
ships attacked. 

June 30 Memorandum by the Foreign Minister 705 
622 Ribbentrop told Attolico that it was unfortunate that the 

impression had been allowed to arise, in part assisted by the 
Italian press, that German fliers were mainly responsible for 
the bombings in Spain. 

June 30 The State Secretary to the Embaasy in Spain 706 
623 Franco is to be told that Germany expects that the Spanish 

authorities will see to it that the odium for the bombings is 
not shifted to the German fliers. 
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1une~3o The Ambanador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 708 

624 The Spaniards have asked to man several squadrons of the 
Condor Legion with Spanish crews; the German air commander 
advised Berlin that, il this is accepted, they should remain 
under German command. 

luly 1 Memorandum by the State SeaetaT?I 708 
625 Weizsicker told Attolico that if, as a result of Italian SUP-

port for the British withdrawal plan, it actually came into 
operation, the German volunteers would be removed from 
Spain at once. 

luly 1 The AmbiJ8BOOor in Spain to the Foreign MinistT?I 709 
626 The Spanish Reds are relying on international events to 

permit reaching a compromise peace; the discontent of the 
Falange with Franco's regime offers some basis for this possi-
bility. 

luly 2 The State Seaeta'1J to 1M Emb1J8811 in Spain 712 
627 The Spanish proposal to man several squadrons of the Con-

dor Legion with Spanish fliers is to be accepted but on the con-
dition that they remain under German command. 

luly 5 Minute by the Head of Political Division Ilia 712 
628 A German officer who has served at Franco's headquarters 

expressed high regard for his energy and political skill; he 
thought the influence of the Church was on the increase. 

luly 5 The AmbiJ8sador in Great Britain to the Foreign MinistT?I 713 
629 According to Grandi, Italy, with a view to strengthening 

Chamberlain's position, has advised Franco to stop bombing 
British ships in Spanish harbors. 

.July 5 Memorandum by the AmbiJ8sador in the Soviet Union 713 
630 Having involved itself in Spain reluctant~ and mainly at 

the urging of foreign Communist parties, the olitburo appears 
now to have decided to prepare opinion for a Red defeat. 

.July 6 The State Secretary to the EmbiJ8sy in Italy 715 
631 Germany does not intend to advise Franco against accepting 

the British withdrawal plan but, if he accepts it, will inform 
him that German volunteers must be removed before the sort-
ing out of volunteers begins. 

.July 6 The AmbiJ8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 716 
632 On informing Franco of the new replacements for the Condor 

Legion, Stohrer took occasion to remind him that Germany 
hoped for a liberal interpretation of the new mining law on 
behalf of German interests. 

.July -7 The AmbiJ8sador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 718 
633 Ciano ~romised to consult Germany on the question of 

advising ranco as to his attitude toward the British with-
drawal plan; with new military operations impending, he pre-
ferred not to hurry the matter. 

.July 9 Memorandum by an Official of the Economic Policy Department 719 
634 The director of Hisma believes that majority control in 

Spanish mining enterprises can be insured despite the 40 per-
cent limit on foreign participation. 
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July 13 Memorandum by the Under State Seeretary 720 

635 To the Spanish Ambassador's request for advice on a reply 
to the Non-Intervention Committee, W oermann answered that 
Germany wished first to hear Franco's views. 

July 13 The Amba3sador in Spain to ths Foreign Ministry 720 
636 Jordana asked for advice on Spain's reply to the British with-

drawal plan, which he thought might be awkward for the 
Nationalists; he would like to gain time but not to seem to 
sabotage the plan. 

July 14 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 722 
637 Chamberlain's sosition and the continuance of his "realis-

tic" policy de~n on the success of the withdrawal plan for 
volunteers in pain; Franco should be careful not to acquire 
blame for its failure as this would strengthen the anti-Axis party 
in England. 

July 15 Ths Amba8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 725 
638 Jordana said that, in order to strengthen Chamberlain, the 

British plan must be accepted in principle but skillful reserva-
tions must be found because they cannot dispense with the 
Condor Legion for the present. 

July 16 Ths Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 726 
639 To Franco's urgent request for advice on the London with-

drawal plan, Italy suggests he be told to accept in principle 
and then raise questions and objections later. 

July 19 The Amba8sador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 727 
640 Italy has suggested to Franco certain objections which he 

might raise to the London plan and has advised him not to 
hurry his answer. 

July 21 The State Secretary to the Emba8sy in Spain 728 
641 Germany endorses the Italian advice to Franco; after ac-

ceptance in principle he should formulate his reservations so 
that British opinion would not blame him and the Axis for 
failure of the plan. 

Aug. 2 The Deputy Director of the Economic Policy Department to tke 729 
642 Embassy in Spain 

Negotiations are to be ~ened to get funds which are owed 
on account of war mat6ri deliveries made available for Ger-
man investment in Spain. 

~ .. 
Aug. 4 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Mini&try 729 

643 The sum of 15 million RM has been requested to be made 
available by the Spanish Government in pesetas for investment 
in mining companies. 

Aug. 11 The Under State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 730 
644 While not wishing to raise any objections to the draft note 

containing the proposed Nationalist reply to the London com-
mittee, Germany feels it could have been more accommodating. 

Aug. 11 The Under State Secretary to the Emba8sy in Great Britain 730 
645 Difficulties are to be expected in the London committee when 

Franco's reply to the British plan is reeeived; the draft ia 
decidedly negative and demands immediate granting of bellig-
erent rights. 
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Aug. 11 TM Uruler State S«selaTfl eo 1M Embaay in Italy 731 

646 Agreement has been reached with the Italian Embassy in 
Berlin that no objections are to be raised to the Nationalist 
draft note. 

Aug. 11 Memorandum by the AmbtJBatJdor in Spain 731 
647 Majority German control is desired in four of five mining 

companies which have been set up by Hisma; if Spain refuses 
to make exceptions to the 40-percent foreign ownership rule, 
dummy shareholders will be employed. 

Aug. 11 The Ambaasador in Spain to the Foreign Miniatry . 733 
648 Total Italian volunteers who would be affected by the with-

drawal plan numbered 40,075 on July 1, 1938, and 8,000 others 
have arrived since that date. · 

Aug. 12 Memorandum by the Under State SeeretaTfl 733 
649 Certain concessions were made to Italian views in consider-

ing·the advice which ought to be given Franco on his draft reply 
to the London committee. 

Aug. 12 The Uruler State SeeretaTfl to the EmbtJBay in Spain 734 
650 It should be made clear to the Spaniards that Germany 

assumes that the statement in the reply to the London com-
mittee-that no lien on Spanish territory or economy will be 
permitted-is not meant to preiudice German-Spanish economic 
negotiations. · 

Aug. 14: The AmbaatJdor in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 735 
651 Spain may halt non-military imports from Germany unless 

an additional credit of 25 million RM is given to cover urgently 
needed plane motors and artillery ammunition. 

Aug. 20 The AmbaaatJdor in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 735 
.. 652• The Foreign Minister gave assurances that the statement 

about no liens on Spanish territory or economy in the reply to 
London was only intended to counter Red propaganda and 
would not prejudice close economic cooperation between Spain 
and Germany. 

Aug. 22 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 736 
653 W oermann promised the Spanish Ambassador that Germany 

would give press and diplomatic support as far as possible in the 
difficulties raised by the reception of the Spanish note in 
London. · 

Aug. 22 The Ambaasador in Spain to the Foreign Miniatry 736 
654 Mussolini has demanded from Franco efforts to bring the war 

to an early end; Italy would send several new divisions if she 
were permitted a strong in.tl.uence on the command. 

Aug.27 The Director of HiBma to the AmbaaatJdor in Spain 737 
655 Bernhardt has delivered a strong warning to the Spaniards 

that failure to act promptly and favorably on German mining 
interests was raising grave doubts in Germany as to Spain's real 
desire for cooperation and friendship. 

Sept. 8 The Chargi d' Af!airea in Spain to the Foreign Mini8tTfl 739 
656 Franco is reported to be very much concerned about the crisis 

over Czechoslovakia and has begun work on fortifications at the 
Moroccan and Pyrenees borders. 
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Sept. 12 The Chargl d'Affaires in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 740 

657 The Spanish Nationalists fear that a European war will cut 
them off from German and Italian aid, while Red Spain would 
obtain extensive military support from France, England, and 
Russia. 

Sept. 16 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 741 
658 Jordana expressed grave misgivings over the effect of warlike 

developments in central Europe on the Spanish National 
cause; France would invade Catalonia at once in the event of 
war. 

Sept. 19 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 741 
659 W oermann told the Spanish Ambassador that Spanish ex-

pressions of concern over the war danger sounded as if Germany 
was held responsible for wanting to precipitate a war. · 

Sept. 19 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 742 
660 Military reverses and internal dissension have made pessi-

mism predominant in Nationalist Spain; if the military stale-
mate continues, there may be a revival of efforts for a compro-
mise peace. 

Sept. 21 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 746 
661 Franco is understood to have expressed fears to his ministers 

that a peaceful solution of the Sudeten problem might be at the 
expense of Spain, taking the form of intervention by the 
powers. 

Sept.22 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 746 
662 Italy intends to send home a division of trooJ's after the 

present Ebro operations; the men are disqualifie for further 
combat, and it would be a good-will gesture to the Non-Inter-
vention Committee. 

Sept.23 Memorandum b~ the Ambassador in Spain . 746 
663 Stohrer told ernhardt that Spain had already been asked to 

crovide 15 million RM in pesetas for German investment; the 
atter requested that no demands for exceptions to the 40-per-

cent rule on foreign ownership be put for the present. · 

Sept.25 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 747 
664 Franco complained of the absence of contact with Berlin 

during the Czech crisis; as a friendly power, he should have been 
informed on political and military intentions in case of war. 

~ .. 
Sept.26 The Director of HiBma to the Ambassador in Spain 748 

665 Franco expressed concern over the decline in German arms 
deliveries and over the likelihood of French intervention in 
Spain in case of a general war. 

Editors' Note 
Documents contained in volume II concerning diplomatic 

contacts with Spain during the last days of the crisis over 
Czechoslovakia. 

Sept.28 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 749 
666 Jordana conveyed that Spain would reply to an Anglo-French 

query on her policy in case of war with a promise of neutrality; 
he thought this was also in Germany's interest and would be 
relieved to know that Germany approved. 

875667--liO-VOL, III~ 
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TAe Head of Politicol Division Ilia to the EmbGBsy in Great Sept. 28 750 

667 Britain 
In accordance with a request of the Nationalists, Germany 

would oppose in the London committee the suggestion that 
the League of Nations assist in the removal of volunteers. 

Sept.28 The Conaul at Tetu4n to the Foreign Ministry 751 
668 Countermeasures including arming of the Riffs, have been 

taken in Spanish Morocco against alleged French troop con-
centrations. 

Sept.28 TAe Under State Secretory to the EmbGBsy in Spain 752 
669 Woermann told the Spanish A.Inbassador that Germany 

would understand Spain's remaining neutral in a European war 
but expected her not to negotiate on this with England and 
France and also expected a neutrality benevolent to Germany. 

Sept.30 TAe AmbGBsodor in Spain to the Foreign Minist'l. 753 
670 Jordana said that France and England, not pain, had taken 

the initiative in the discussion of Spanish neutrality. 

Sept.30 TAe AmbGBsador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 753 
671 Stohrer sug~sts that following settlement of the Czech crisis 

consideration e given to rapid and extensive arms deliveries 
to Franco. 

Oct. 2 The Ambassador in Spain-to the State Secretary · 753 
672 Franco cannot gain a military victory without a large new 

Axis military effort; the alternative, a peace by mediation of 
the powers, which many on both sides in Spain desire, would 
not necessarily be harmful to German interests. 

Oct. 3 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 757 
673 Woermann told the Spanish A.Inbassador that Germany 

would not discuss Spain with other powers without consulting 
Franco and had not done so at Munich; he added that Spain's 
hasty declaration of neutrality had left a "nasty taste" in 
Berlin and Rome. 

Oct. 5 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division Ilia 758 
674 A compromise peace would result in a weak Spain which 

would not be in Germany's strategic interest vis-a-vis France 
and England, but further aid to Franco sufficient to end the 
war must be on the basis of agreed military plans and a clear 
commitment on concessions desired by Germany. 

Oct. 6 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 760 
675 Jordana urged that the end of the Czech crisis offered an 

opportunit1 to end the Civil War by military means if Ger-
many and taly would provide additional aid. 

Oct. 7 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division Ilia 761 
676 Further aid to Franco to achieve a quick victory, to be fol-

lowed by a rebuilding of Spanish power in association with the 
Axis, would seriously alter the balance of power to the dis-
advantage of France and England. 

Oct. 10 TAe AmbGBsador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 764 
677 The violent rejection by Spanish Nationalist leaders of the 

idea of mediation, which gained currency following the recall of 
some Italian volunteers, need not be taken too seriously. 
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The Foreign Mini8try to the Embassiea in Spain, Italy, Great 765 Oct. 12 

678 Britain, France, the Soviet Union, ami the United States, the 
Legation in Portugal, and the Comulats at GenetJa 

Italy has explained thAt the withdrawal of 10,000 men from 
Spain was not a concession to England but was by agreement 
with Franco, whose victory Italy still desired. 

Oct. 14 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Mini8try 767 
679 Franco might consider, in the light of rumors of mediation 

by the powers, demands for compensation for new arms aid as 
a pretext to abandon him; an informal reminder on Spain's 
uncooperative response to former demands might be in order, 
however. 

Oct. 15 The Under Stats Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 768 
680 No d4marche should be made to Franco on concessions to 

Germany until a decision has been made on the extent of 
further arms aid. 

Oct. 15 Memorandum by ths State Secretary 768 
681 Weizsii.cker told Canaris, who aaid the Wehrmacht favored 

meeting Franco's additional arms requests, thAt the present 
line agreed with Italy called only for maintaining existing units 
at full strength. 

Oct. 18 The Economiu Minister to ths Foreign Minutry 769 
682 In the view of the Economics Ministry any further military 

aid to Franco should be given only on the condition that Ger-
man majority control in mining companies under the Mon-
tana development project be guaranteed. 

Oct. 19 Memorandum by the Ambassador in S~in 771 
683 Jordana said thAt payments to the ontana minin~project 

of sums owed to Germany had been approved by the abinet; 
the decree only awaited formal signature. 

Oct. 19 The Ambassador in Spain to ths Foreign Mini8try 771 
684 Military victory by Franco remains impossible without 

more outside aid; a mediated peace might be accepted by the 
Nationalists but not if it restored a parliamentary regime or the 
monarchy. 

Oct. 20 Memorandum by the Head o~ Political Division lila 775 
685 The Military Attach6 in pain, reporting details of Franco's 

arms requests, which he said were in part approved by the War 
; t" Ministry, was told that the decision on further aid remained 

open pending discussion with Italy. 

Oct. 22 Memorandum by ths Under State Secretary 777 
686 A favorable decision on additional military aid to Franco is 

indicated since failure to give it would mean that he would be 
obliged eventually to seek a compromise peace. 

Oct. 27 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 779 
687 Canaris doubts Franco's claim that the additional arms re-

quested by him would bring a military decision; they might 
brina a tactical victory under the impact of which the powers 
coul mediate a peace favorable to the Nationalists. 
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Nov. 2 Memorandum by the State Secretary 780 

688 The Spanish Ambassador stated that his Government had no 
disposition to cooperate further with the Non-Intervention 
Committee on withdrawal of volunteers. 

Nov. 2 The Director of HiBma to the Ambassador in Spain 781 
689 Representations should be made against the extension to 

Morocco of the law limiting foreign ownership in mines, since a 
wholly German-owned company was being set up there. 

Nov. 3 Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain 782 
690 Stohrer told Jordana that favorable action on the latest 

arms requests would be facilitated if he could report in Berlin 
that Spain was taking a more cooperative attitude on economic 
concessions to Germany. 

Nov. 7 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 784 
691 Franco is to be told that acknowledgment of the debt for 

previous deliveries and exceptions to the mining law to permit 
majority control by German capital in some mines are abso-
lute conditions to full compliance with his latest arms requests. 

Nov. 11 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 787 
692 Franco and Jordana made a favorable impression with their 

promises to meet the German conditions attached to further 
arms aid, but only limited ~eliveries should be made until more 
concrete results are obtained. 

Nov. 12 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 788 
693 The memoranda presented to the Spanish Nationalist 

Government setting out German demands for exceptions to the 
mining law are transmitted. 

Nov. 12 The Consul at Geneva to the Foreign Ministry 792 
694 The contaets of League of Nations officials with Franco's 

representatives on the subject of refugee relief in Red Spain 
suggest that British and French plans to ~et Spain into the 
League after a Franco victory may succee • 

Nov. 13 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 793 
695 General von Richthofen, the Condor Legion commander, has 

advised Gorin~hat to win the war in Spain the Legion needed 
to be tripled, t t this could be done, and that it would be use-
ful to German rearmament. 

Nov.14 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 794 
696 The Secretar}rGeneral of the Non-Intervention Committee 

after a visit to ationalist Spain believes that a new plan foe 
withdrawal of volunteers will be needed. 

Nov. 18 Minute by the Head of Political Diuision lila 795 
697 The FUhrer has decided against General von Richthofen's 

proposal to send more units to Spain. 

Nov.19 The Ambauador in Spain to the F~ Ministry 795 
698 Jordana stated that the Spanish vemment had decided 

to accept German demands for majority control in Hisma 
mining enterprises; he also promised orientation of Spanish 
policy toward Germany politically and economically after 
the war. · 
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1938 
Nov. 19 The Ambaasador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 796 

699 Recent local gains by the Whites have not broken the 
military stalemate; if Franco cannot force a decision with the 
new arms being sent him, Germany must be ready to adjust 
her policy quickly to a compromise peace, bases for which 
exist on both sides. 

Nov. 21 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 802 
700 The Spanish Alnbassador presented a note conveying the 

Spanish decision to authorize German majority control in 
certain mines as exceptions to Spanish law; Woermann told 
him that new &riDS deliveries would now get under way very 
soon. 

Dec. 3 Memorandum by the Head of Political Difliaitm lila· 803 
701 The Non-Intervention Committee, following the frustra-

tion of the withdrawal plan which would have interfered with 
continued militar~, must be kept alive as a £latform for 
diplomatic aid to co and as a means of tying own French 
and British policy. -

Dec. 18 Memorandum by the Ambaasador in Spain 804 
702 Very satisfactory concessions have been won from Spain by 

negotiation in the last year; among other aiiDS still to be pur-
sued, a long-term guaranty of ore imports from Spain and 
participation in economic reconstruction seem most important. 

Dec. 19 The Spanish Foreign Ministry to the Embaasy in Spain 808 
703 In a note IJerbale the Ministry gives formal acknowledgment 

of approval for German capital participation up to 75 percent 
in certain mining enterprises. 

Dec. 19 Memorandum by the Ambaasador in Spain 809 
704 Berlin's dissatisfaction with Franco in the Czech crisis should 

be cleared up or it will cloud future relations; he did inform 
Germany belatedly of his neutrality commitment to France 
and England, but the allegation that he promised to intern 
the Condor Legion is not proved. · 

CHAPTER VII. THE CATALONIAN CAMPAIGN AND THE END OJ' THE w .AR: 

1938 
Dec. 23 

705 

Dec. 29 
706 

Dec. 29 
707 

DECEMBER 23, 1938-MARCH 31, 1939 

Memorandum by the State Secretary 
The Spanish Alnbassador stated that Franco would write 

to the Ftihrer to dispel misunderstanding over the Czech 
crisis, that the story that Spain promised to intern Axis vol
unteers was false, and that Spain was ready to discuss a 
political treaty. 

Memorandum by the Head of Political Division lila 
Axis suceesses of the last year have taught the Spaniards 

that the best hope for a strong Spain lies in close association 
with the Axis; the April draft of a political treaty should be 
taken up again without substantial change. 

Memorandum by the Head of Political Division Ilia 
The initiative taken by the Spaniards themselves for a 

political treaty improves the prospect for attainment of certain 
objectives recently outlined by Alnbassador Stohrer. 

811 

811· 

813 
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1939 
Jan. 4 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 814 

708 The Ambassador to Spain was instructed at a conference 
with the State Secretary to resume negotiation of a treaty of 
friendship with Spain on the basis of the earlier draft; Italy 
would be informed only when agreement in principle was 
attained. 

Jan. 6 Minute by tlwl Head of Political Dillirion llltJ 815 
709 The Foreign Ministry rejected a suggestion of the Condor 

Legion's commander to return 1,000 men to Germany on the 
ground that this should be done at a moment when it could 
be politically exploited; the FUhrer supported this view. 

Jan. 10 Memorandum by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 816 
710 Postwar economic aims of Germany in Spain are a debt 

settlement, guaranteed ore deliveries, and a major part in re-
construction; it is suggested that Spanish officials be invited 
to Berlin to facilitate negotiations. 

Jan. 14 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 817 
711 Franco's preoccupation at the front delayed until yester-

day completion of his message to the FUhrer. 

Jan. 14 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 817 
712 Mussolini reported meager results from Chamberlain's visit; 

the Duce had taken a strong line on Spain, warning that 
French aid to the Reds would be met with drastic measures 
by Italy. 

Jan. 20 Memorandum by tM Deputy Director of the Cultural Policy 818 
713 Department 

Completion of negotiations for a cultural agreement, which 
have had a relatively smooth course, is near at San SebastiAn; 
with the increase of clerical influence it would have been more 
difficult later. 

Jan. 23 Memorandum by the Head of Political Division lila 818 
714 Franco has given the commander of the Condor Legion a 

convincing account of his neutrality policy during the Czech 
crisis and of his intentions for the future; he considers Germany 
a better partner for Spain than England, France, or Italy. 

Jan. 23 The Ambassador in Spain to tlwl Foreign Ministry 820 
715 The unsatisfactor}' sentiment of the broad masses in Spain 

toward Germany might be improved if food shipments were 
made and followed by skillful propaganda exploitation. 

Jan. 24 Agreement Between the German Reich and Spain for Intellectual 821 
716.. and CuUural Cooperation, Signed at Burgos January B4, 

1939 
The principle of reciprocity is emphasized in outlining an 

extensive program of cultural exchange activities. 

Jan. 25 The Foreign Ministry to the Embassies in Italy, Spain, Japan, 826 
717 and the Soviet Union, and tlwl Legation in Hungary 

Japan has urged that Spain be pressed for early adherence to 
the Anti-Comintem Pact, since British influence would work 
against it after the end of the Civil War; Italy has advised 
postponement of the issue. 
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1939 
TM Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry Jan. 25 827 

718 The only difficulty which seems likely to develop in the 
negotiations for a treaty of friendship ia the Spanish desire 
not to make the treaty public except by agreement at a later 
date. 

Jan. 28 Memorandum by the State Secretary 827 
719 Weizsacker replied to Attolico's query that no agreement 

bad been reached on publication of the treaty with Spain, but 
Germany favored publication. 

Jan. 28 TM Ambassador in Spain to the State Secretary 828 
720 Spain will probably agree to eventual, though not immediate 

publication of the treaty; negotiations should be completed 
quickly as cabinet changes and a less favorable Foreign Minis-
ter may follow the successful Catalonian campaign. 

Jan. 31 TM Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 829 
721 The Italian Ambassador has instructions to approach Spain 

on her accession to the Anti-Comintem Pact, provided the 
German Embassy ia similarly instructed. 

Feb. 1 TM Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry . 829 
722 To the Japanese Minister,. who inquired whether adherence 

to the Anti-Comintern Pact had been discussed with Spain, 
Stohrer acknowledged only informal explorations which 
revealed that Spain wished to delay, 

Feb. 1 TM State Secretary to the Embassy in Sfain 830 
723 Authorization is given to join the talian Ambassador in 

extending an official invitation to Spain to join the Anti-
Comintern Pact. 

Feb. 1 TM State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 830 
724 Hungary ia not to be associated with Germany, Italy, and 

Japan in extending an invitation to join the Anti-Comintem 
Pact. 

Feb. 2 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 830 
725 The Foreign Minister agreed to omit mention of the proto-

cols of July 1937 in the treaty of friendship, as Italy was not 
informed of them. 

Feb. 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 831• 
726 Jordana, speaking for Franco, provisionally declined the 

invitation to join the Anti-Comintem Pact; he feared provok-
ing England and France to last-minute aid for the Reds which 
would prevent final victory. 

Feb. 6 Memorandum by an Official of Political Division lila 832 
727 Arrangements were made at a conference of interested 

ministries for relief shipments to Barcelona. 

Feb. 9 Memorandum by the State Secretary 834 
728 The Spanish Ambassador stated that it was his Govern-

ment's view that Spain should await the end of the Civil War 
before joining the Anti-Comintern Pact. 

Feb. 9 Memorandum by the State Secretary · ' 834 
729 Ciano conveyed through Attolico in a somewhat "laconic" 

manner his hopes for the success of the German-Spanish 
negotiations for a treaty of friendship. 
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1939 
Feb. 9 The Foreign Ministry to t.he Embassy in Spain 835 

730 Information is requested on Anglo-French mediation activi-
ties in connection with the surrender of Minorca to the 
Nationalists. 

Feb. 10 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 835 
731 The British did assist in arranging the Minorca surrender 

but have made no general mediation proposal to the Spanish. 

Feb. 12 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 836 
732 The Foreign Minister stressed the value of obtaining de jure 

recognition from France and England to effect the final capitu-
lation but denied that Spain "was approaching its former foes 
with open arms., 

Feb. 13 The Ambassador in Spain to t.he Foreign Ministry 838 
733 The Foreign Minister stated that he had strenuous objec-

tions to adherence to the Anti-Comintern Pact so long as the 
difficult negotiations with England and France for de jure 
recognition were in progress. 

Feb. 15 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 838 
734 There is agreement with Italy on the importance of pressing 

Spain's adherence· to the Anti-Comintem Pact; this aim 
should suffer no disadvantage through the parallel discussion 
of the treaty of friendship. 

Feb. 16 Memorandum by the State Secretary 839 
735 The Spanish Ambassador presented memoranda on the 

recent conversations of Jordana with French Senator B6rard. 

Feb. 16 Memorandum by the State Secretary 839 
736 Weizsicker assured the Spanish Ambassador that he had 

not made himself persona non grata by failure to follow protocol 
in the delivery of Franco's letter to the FOhrer. 

Feb. 16 The Ambassador in Great Britain to the Foreign Ministry 840 
737 Out of consideration for American opinion Enfland will 

let France take the lead in recognizing Franco; the rench are 
seeking a commitment from Franco to send volunteers home 
at once and to issue an amnesty. 

Feb. 17 The Ambassador i~ Spain to the State Secretary 841 
738 Franco has delayed receiving the German and Italian Am-

bassadors in the matter of the Anti-Comintern Pact because 
he wishes neither to decline nor to accept the invitation at 
present. 

Feh-18 The Foreign Ministry to the Embassies in Italy, France, and 843 
739 Spain and at the Holy See 

According to the Spanish Ambassador, the Vatican has 
protested to Spain concerning the German-Spanish cultural 
agreement. 

Feb. 19 The Ambassador in Spain to t.he Foreign Ministry 843 
740 With military victory near, the political picture among the 

Nationalist factions remains confused; the Falan~e has lost 
ground and the monarchists have gained, but ranco and 
Minister of Interior Serrano Suiier may wish to prolong their 
personal power. -
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Feb. 20 The Ambassador in Spain to the. Foreign Ministry . 852 

741 Spain has decided to join the Anti-Comintern Pact but asks 
that the signing be kept secret until the end of the war; Franco 
has also approved the text of the German-Spanish treaty of 
friendship. 

Feb. 22 The State Secretary to the Ambassador in Italy . 852 
142 The Italians have been particularly insistent on including 

Spain in the Anti-Comintern Pact, from what motives is not 
entirely clear-certainly not from envy of the German-Spanish 
treaty. 

Feb. 23 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain . 853 
143 Spain's offer to sign the Anti-Comintern Pact is to be taken 

up at once; Franco is to be told that secrecy need not be main-
tained beyond his next major victory which would mark the 
virtual end of the war; France and England would be more, 
not less, inclined to recognize him. 

Feb. 24 The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Minutry 854 
744 An informant in the Palazzo Chigi reports that the Italian 

satisfaction with events in Spain is great· it is felt that to pre-
serve Spain's close association with the Axis and the strategic 
advantages of that connection for Italy Franco must remain 
as Chief of State. 

Feb. 26 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 855 
745 Jordana stated that in negotiations with France for de j"~re 

recognition Spain bad won all her demands and accepte no 
conditions. 

Feb. 26 The Ambassador in Spain to the State Secretary · 856 
746 Stohrer infers from a conversation with Franco that it was 

Jordana who opposed adherence to the Anti-Comintern Pact, 
that Franco himself may not even oppose early publication. 

Mar. 1 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 851 
141 The commander of the Condor Legion has been asked to 

anticipate a suitable date for withdrawal from S&,a.in; agree-· 
ment with Franco and the Italians would need to obtained. 

Mar. 1 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 851 
748 Franco has refused to consider early announcement of Spain's 

adherence to the Anti-Comiatern Pact on the ground that more ... 
fighting remains and France and England, if alarmed by this 
new policy,·would still be in a position to harm his cause. 

Mar. 1 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 858 
749 Jordana adinitted that Franco had sent a personal communi-

cation to Chamberlain but denied that its contents bad been of 
any political importance. 

Mar. 2 Memorandum by the State Secretary 859 
150 Weizsii.cker told Attolico that the German-Spanish treaty of 

friendship would not be signed before Spain's adherence to the 
Anti-Comintern Pact; Attolico stated unequivocally that Italy 
was not negotiating a similar treaty. 
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Mar. 2 TM SIGle Seaelary to the Emb'"311 in Spain 860 

751 Iustructious are given as to the formalities of Sfain•s adber-
ence to the Anti-Comintem Pact; the question o her partici-
pation in the commissious visualized under the original pact is 
to be avoided. 

Mar. 4 MemorGndum by the Foreiga Minister 861 
752 Ciano notified that Japan's demand for immediate an-

nouncement of Spain's adherence to the Anti-Comintem 
Pact was strengthening the opponents of the pact in Spain; it 
was agreed to ask Japan to let Franco determine the date of 
publication after his victory. 

1\lar. 11 Memor11ndum by tJ&e. Head of Political Divirior& lll11 862 
753 The approaching enCJ. of the Civil War in Spain and reports 

of a French commercial delegation in Burgos suggest that 
preparations should be made to negotiate a commercial treaty 
with Spain before other states do so. 

Mar. 11 TM Amballaador in Sp11in to the Director of the Economic Policy 863 
754 Dep11rbn611l 

Before economic negotiations with Spain are begun, decisions 
should be made on debt reduction and on the future of the 
Hisma organization; on the latter point, the views of other 
businessmen should be obtained in addition to those of Bern-
hardt. 

Mar. 13 TM AmbiJiaador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 865 
755 In an exchange of views with Mussolini Franco stated that, 

until her recovery was complete, Spain would have to be 
neutral in a European war, that Germany and Italy should 
agree as to bow they would share in building up Spain militarily, 
and that there was no question of restoring the monarchy for 
a number of years. 

1\lar. 15 TM Ambll88ador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 866 
756 Spain desires economic negotiations at once so that Ger-

many's role in reconstruction and in future Spanish trade may 
be clarified before negotiations are taken up with other 
countries. 

Mar. 15 TM AmbMsador in Spain to the Foreiga Ministry 867 
757 In outlining the economic questions which should be negoti-

ated between Spain and Germany, the Minister of Commerce 
made it clear that Spain's reconstruction needs would be so 
great that other countries beside Germany and Italy would be 
asked to participate also. 

1\lar. 17 Memor11ndum by the Head of Political Dimion lll11 870 
758 Spain has rejected the Japanese-pro~ text of the pro-

tocol for Spain's adherence to the Anti- mintem Pact on the 
ground that it ~uts Spain on the same plane as Manchukuo and 
Hungary; Berlin has asked Tokyo to modify the text. 

1\lar. 18 TM Director of the Economic Policy Department to the EmbMay 871 
759 in Sp11in 

The Economics Ministry is reluctant to enter into negotia-
tions which might alter the present satisfactory arrangements 
for trade with Spain and urges that a pretext be found for delay. 
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Mar. 18 The Under State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 872 

760 Japan has agreed to drop references to Manchukuo and 
Hungary in the protocol for Spain's adherence to the Anti-
Comintern Pact. 

Mar. 19 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 872 
761 After a futile effort to obtain Spanish acceptance for the 

addition to the protocol text desired by Japan, the Japanese 
Minister received instructions to conform to Spanish wishes. 

Mar. 20 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministr~ 873 
762 In Stohrer's view the fear of the Economics inistry that 

negotiations with Spain would affect adversely existing trade 
arrangements is unfounded; Spain should be given no:!&retext 
for beginning comprehensive talks with France and ngland 
first. 

Mar. 20 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 874 
763 The Military Attach6 has been pressed by the Italian mili-

tary to consider plans for obtaining a decisive influence by the 
Axis, before other countries do so, on Spanish military training, 
weapons, and arms industry after the war. 

Mar. 22 The Ambassador in Spain to the Director of the Economic Policy 876 
764 Department 

Stohrer urges that plans for participation in Spain's recon-
struction be coordinated in Berlin; the separate projects for 
plane and arms industries which have been reported may lead 
to a waste of resources. 

Mar. 23 Memorandum by the Director of the Economic Policy Department 877 
765 In view of reports of an imminent Red surrender, the sending 

of a delegation to Spain for the preliminary talks on new post-
war trade arrangements is urgent. 

Mar.23 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 877 
766 Marshal Petain's mission as Ambassador following French 

recognition of Nationalist Spain got off to a bad start because. 
of French handling of Red refugees and failure to return ships 
and other equipment which fell into French hands. 

Mar. 27 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 880 
767 The ceremony accomplishing Spain's adherence to the Anti-

Comintern Pact took place inconspicuously in accordance with • the Spanish desire to preserve secrecy for the present. 

Mar. 27 Protocol Signed at Burgos on March S7, 1939 sst 
768 Spain adheres to the pact against the Communist lnterna- · 

tional of November 25, 1936. 

Mar. 28 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 882 
769 The German-Spanish treaty of friendship is to be signed on 

March 31; the Italian Ambassador has been informed of its 
contents. 

Mar.29 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 882 
770 The consent of the Spanish Government to announcement of 

its adherence to the Anti-Comintern Pact is to be requested· 
the fall of Madrid provides the occasion of a deciSive military 
victory which Spain had wished to await. 
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Mar. 30 

771 

Mar. 31 
772 

Mar. 31 
773 

DECEMBER 23, 1938-MABCH 311 1939--Continued 

Bub)ee& 

The Staf.e Secretary ta the Embassy in Italy 
Italy is to be approached concerning a joint withdrawal of 

volunteers from St>ain; the German military authorities would 
like to recall the Condor Legion at once. 

The Ambassador in Spain ta the Foreign Ministry 
The Foreign Minister was reluctant to agree to immediate 

announeement of Spain's membership in the Anti-Comintem 
but consented to obtain Franco's decision as soon as possible. 

German-Spanish Treaty of Friendship Signed at Burgoa on 
March 81 1989 

Spain and Germany agree to consult and inform each other 
continuously concerning their common interests, to lend mu
tual diplomatic support, and to refrain from aiding a third 
party against the other treaty partner. 

Paga 

883 

883 

884 

CBA.PTEB VIII. GERMAN WITHDRAWAL Faou SPAIN: APRIL 2-JvLY 8, 1939 

1939 
Apr. 2 

774 

Apr. 3 
775 

Apr. 3 
776 

Apr. 3 
777 

Apr. 4 
778 

·._, 
Apr. 4 

779 

Apr. 4 
780 

The Ambassador in Italy to the Foreign Ministry 
Ciano stated that Italy would be in no hurry to withdraw her 

troops from Spain, in fact ljaw some advantage in leaving them 
there for a time; he had no objection to an immediate German 
withdrawal, however. 

The Foreign Minister to the Embassy in Spain 
All reasons for delay in announcing Spain's adherence to the 

Anti-Comintem have disappeared; reluctance can only be due 
to certain elements in the Spanish Government; immediate 
consent is to be demanded, as the tense political situation re
quires this step. 

The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry · 
Jordana stated that Franco shared his objections to immedi

ate announcement of Spain's adherence to the Anti-Comintem. 

The Ambassador in Spain ta the Foreign Ministry 
Franco told Canaris that he needed a delay of 2 or 3 weeks 

before announcing Spain's membership in the Anti-Comintem; 
he hoped that by then France would hand over Red war 
matiriel and merchant vessels. 

The Ambassador in Spain ta the Foreign Ministry 
Stohrer does not believe the Spaniards are attempting to 

evade their commitment on the Anti-Comintem but will make 
another attempt in accordance with instructions. 

The Staf.e Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 
France would be more, not less, ready to make the concessions 

Franco seeks if Spain's adherence to the Anti-Comintern were 
announced; energetic representations are to be repeated and 
action within the week insisted upon. 

Memorandum by an Official of Political Division I 
The Wehrmacht still desires the earliest possible withdrawal 

of the Condor Legion; factors determining the date are cere
monial parades in Madrid and Berlin and the question of how 
much equipment should be brought back. 

887 

887 

888 

889 

889 

890 

890 
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1939 
A,r. 4 The AmbaSBador in Spain to the Foreign Mini3try 891 

81 Jordana insisted that negotiations with France for return of 
Spanish gold, the fishing fleet, and Red arms would be preju-
diced by announcement of Spain's joining the Anti-Comintern 
but promised to ask Franco and the Council of Ministers once 
more. 

A,r. 5 The Under State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 892 
82 It is to be pointed out in support of the German argument 

that full and correct accounts of Spain's entry into the Anti-
Comintern have already appeared in the foreign press. 

I 

Undated Memorandum by an Ojjicial of the Economic Policy Department 892 
783 Total German expenditures in Spain approached 500,000,000 

RM; various methods for calculating the Spanish debt to 
Germany and for effecting partial recovery are suggested. 

Apr. 6 Memorandum by an Ojjicial of the Economic Policy Department 895 
784 The del~ation named for economic talks with Spain is to 

treat the paniards chivalrously, not to appear to demand 
payment for German blood expended, and not to appear as 
competing with the Italians. 

Apr. 12 Memorandum by the Under State Secretary 896 
785 The FUhrer has scheduled reception of the Condor Legion in 

Berlin on June 5, so that departure from Spain would not take 
place before May 25. 

Apr. 14 Memorandum by the Ambassador in Spain 896 
786 In view of the numerous concessions won by Germany in the 

last year-far more than Italy obtained-Btohrer urges that 
no more demands be put and that a generous tone be adopted 
in economic talks and efforts for military cooperation; hu-
manitarian efforts to win the Spanish people, still largely Red, 
are also indicated. 

Editor111' Note 
Goring's visit to Rome on April 16, 1939, and German-

Italian discussions of possible Axis use of Spanish bases in a 
general war. 

Apr. 27 The AmbaSBador in Spain to the State Secretary 900 
787 Stohrer conveys confidentially reports of efforts by the 

German military and the Propaganda Ministry delegation in 
Spain to undermine his position. • 

May 2 The State Secretary to the Emba~~~sy in Spain 902. 
788 Goring would welcome an invitation to Spain to participate 

in the victory parade. 

May 2 The State Secretary to the Embasl!ly in Spain 902 
789 The Spaniards doubt that they can insure Goring's safety 

and also fear a slight to the Italians; a Franco-GOring shipboard 
meeting is under consideration. 

May 5 The State Secretary to the Embas81J in Spain 903 
790 Goring will probably meet Franco on a German ship off the 

Spanish coast; preparations should be made in case Franco, as 
is unlikely, asks Goring to visit Spain. -•. 
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May 5 The Ambassador in Spain to the Stale Secretary 903 

791 Having learned that he was excluded from arrangements for 
the Goring visit, Stohrer informs Weizsicker that he will resign 
his post unless the Embassy's authority over press, military, 
and other agencies, as normal in a peacetime mission, is 
restored. 

May 6 The State Secretary to the Ambassador in Spain 904 
792 The Propaganda Ministry has consented to recall its Special 

Staff from Spa.in. 

May 8 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 905 
793 Stohrer learned belatedly that Bernhardt had been negotiat-

ing for some time for the Goring visit; the Spaniards refused at 
first but under renewed pressure consented to a private Franco-
Goring meeting. 

May 8 The Stale Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 906 
794 Stohrer is to summon General von Richthofen and Bernhardt 

to tell them most distinctly that negotiations with the Spanish 
Government are the business of the Ambassador alone; he is 
to inform the Spanish Government that he is taking over all 
arrangements for the Goring visit. 

May 9 The State Secretary to the Embassy in Spain 907 
795 Lack of discipline among )ler representatives in Spain injures 

Germany's prestige; Bernhardt is to be warned of serious con-
sequences for himself, and a full report is to be made after 
Goring's visit. 

May 9 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 907 
796 Stohrer spent several hours persuading Franco to alter his 

~ans once more and to arrange to be at Goring's disposal on 
ay 11. 

May 10 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 908 
797 Bernhardt has been excluded from any dealings with the 

Spaniards on Goring's visit, but the latter has designated him 
as interpreter; Stohrer will not attend the meeting unless 
ordered by Berlin to do so. 

May 10 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 909 
798 Stohrer reviews the bungled negotiations for Goring's visit, 

on which no final arrangements have yet been made, blaming 
Bernhardt for unauthorized interference and Jordana for not in-
forming him. 

May 10 The Ambassador in Spain to the Forei~Ministry 911 
799 Goring refused to come to Saragossa and Franco to come to 

the coast; Stohrer told the perplexed Jordana that he would 
take no responsibility if the meeting did not take place, and 
that it was preposterous for GOring to cruise off the coast with-
out meeting Franco. 

May 10 The Ambassador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 912 
800 Franco rejected GOring's last suggestion for a meeting place; 

the press publicity had turned a private meeting into a political 
action; for this, time would be needed for preparations and 
Italy would have to be informed in advance. 
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May 10 

801 

Undated 
802 

May22 
803 

June 2 
804 

June 9 
805 

June i6 
806 

June 22 
807 

July 2 
808 

Undated 
809 

July 7 
810 

Subject 

Th4 Amboaaador i• Spain to 1M Foreign Ministry 
Bernhardt bas also intervened in the matter of Spanish 

representation at the Condor Legion's victory parade in Berlin, 
having invited General Queipo de Llano on his own authority. 

Th4 Foreign. Minister to Field Marshal Goring (DroJt Let.W) 
In a letter ultimately not sent. G6ring is rebuked for at

tempting to arrange a visit to_ S.Pain through private charmel.s, 
circumventing the Foreign Ministry, and doing injury to 
Germany's and the FUhrer's prestige; Bernhardt's recall is 
demanded. 

Th4 A~ in Spain to tke Foreign Ministry 
The farewell parade of the Condor Legion was a bn1liant oc

casion, with cordial expressions of friendship among the Span
ish, Italian, and German comrades in arms. 

The AmbGBsador in Spain to the Foreign Min~ 
The staff of the Propaganda Ministry in Spam is being re

organized but in effect without meeting the objections to its 
personnel and activities. 

Th4 Ambassador in lt.aly to tM State Secretary 
Serrano Suiier left the impression on his Rome visit that he is 

more violently anti-British and anti-French than the Axis 
leaders; he also failed in his speech at a formal dinner to make 
any mention of German aid in the Civil War. 

Th4 State Secretary to State Secretary· Hanke of tM Propagancl4 
Ministry 

The Propaganda Ministry is requested to liquidate its entire 
Special Staff in Spain as previously agreed. 

The AmbCJBsador in Spain to the Foreign. Ministry 
A reported plan to remove the Special Staff and its Spanish 

employees to Germany and to continue press and propaganda 
work for Spain and South America from there would also 
jeopardize the uniformity of Germany's Spanish policy. 

The Ambasaador in Spain to the Foreign. Ministry 
A part of the Special Staff has set itself up in Madrid in 

violation of the Propaganda. Ministry's promises; its imme
diate recall is necessary unless the Spaniards are to beeome 
aware of quarrels among the Germans. 

Memorandum by an Official of the Economics Ministry 
In preliminary talks covering debt settlement and new post

war trade arrangements the Spaniards were cooperative but 
vague as to the form of future economic relations; application 
of the debt to new German investment is not desired; a survey 
of present German firms indicates their prospects are good. 

The AmbaBBador in Spain to the Foreign Ministry 
The Propaganda Ministry Attach6 remained under the im

pression that he could continue in Spain indefinitelyi _he was 
enlightened, but he should be instructed by his own Ministry 
to leave. 
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Subjee& 

TAe Amba3sador iA 8pu.iA to the ForeigA Miniatry 
The Spanish Govemment has finally authorized the supply

ing of up to 6 million RM in machinery and materials to a 
German firm operating ·in Morocco. 

Editor_, Not. 
Bitler's judgmen- on Spain and Germany"s role in the 

Spanish Civil War as stated to Ciano on September 28, 
1940. 
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Appendix I 

ORGANIZATION OF THE GERMAN FOREIGN MINISTRY 
SEPTEMBER 1936 1 

THE REICH FOREIGN MINISTER 

Baron von Neurath 

' THE STATE SECRETARY 01' THE FOREIGN MINISTRY 

Acting: Ministerialdirektor Dr. Dieckhoff 

Protocol Department 
Diplomatic corps in Berlin, foreign consuls in Counselor of Legation Minister 

the German Reich, audiences with the von Biilow-Schwante. 
Fuhrer and Reich Chancellor, ceremonial, 
decorations: 

Internal German affairs (German Section): Counselor of Legation Minister 
von Biilow-Schwante. 

PERSONNEL AND BUDGET DEPARTMENT (PEBS.) 

Director of Department: 
Deputy Director of Department: 

Head of budget and financial affairs: 
Special duties: 

Pers. H Organization of the foreign service, 
training for the foreign service, per
sonal data of higher officials, of hon
orary consuls, experts, etc., infor-
mation center: 

Pers. M Personal data on other officials and em
ployees, organization and efficiency 
of the working of the Ministry: 

Pers. R Preparation and general administra
tion of the budget, and general 
questions relating thereto: 

Pers. B Salaries and wages, welfare and main
tenance, travel and removal ex
penses of officials and employees of 
the foreign service and other per-
sons: 

Ministerialdirektor Dr. Priifer~ 
Counselor of Legation Dr. 

Dienstmann. 
Counselor of Legation Schellert. 
Counselor of Legation (un

assigned) Schroetter. 
Counselor of Legation Dr. 

Mayr. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Scbmidt-Rolke. 

Counselor of Legation Kamrn• 
ler. • 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Bischof. 

Pers. D Administration of funds for official re- Counselor of Legation Dr. 
quirements: Hempel. ----

1 This organization plan has been translated and condensed from a German 
Foreign Ministry organization circular of September 1936, filmed as serial1780, 
frames 406764-78. A similar table of organization for Dec. 1, 1937 is printed in 
vol. I; for June 1, 1938, in vol. II; and for Feb. 15, 1939, in vol. IV. 
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. Library: 
Political archives, historical section: 

Dr. Holleck-Weithmann. 
Dr. Frauendienst. 
Counselor Selchow. 
Counselor Gautier. 

Cipher and communications: 
Language services: 

POLITICAL DEPARTMENT (POL.) 

Director of Department: Acting: Minister Baron von 

Pol. I 

Pol. II 

Pol. Ill 

Pol. IV 

Pol. V 

Pol. VI 

Pol. VII 

Pol. VIII 

Weizsli.cker. 

A. European Section 

Head: Minister Dr. Woermann 

League of Nations, military ques
tions, armaments, aviation, de
fense: 

Western Europe (Great Britain, 
Ireland, British possessions-un
less dealt with elsewhere
France-North Mrica, Morocco, 
Tunis-Belgium, Netherlands, 
Switzerland, Luxembourg): 

Southern Europe (Spain, Portugal, 
Vatican): 

Southeast Europe (Albania, Bul
garia, Greece, Italy, Libya, Yugo
slavia, Austria, RumAnia, Czecho
slovakia, Hungary): 

Eastern Europe 
(a) Poland, Danzig: 

{b) Soviet Union: 

Scandinavia and bordering states 
(Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Ice
land, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, 
Lithuania-Memel Territory): 

Counselor of Legation von 
Kamphoevener. 

Counselor of Legation von 
Rintelen. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Dumont. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Heinburg. 

Counselor of Legation von 
Lieres und Wilkau. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Schliep. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. von 
Grundherr. 

B. Extra-European Section 

Head: Minister Dr. von Erdmannsdor1f 

Near and Middle. East (Egypt, Ethi
opia, Mgbanistan, Arabia, Ceylon, 
Cyprus,· Palestine, South Africa, 
Syria, Turkey, India, Iraq, Iran, 
Sudan): 

East Asia and Australia (Japan, 
Japanese mandated territories, 
China, Manchukuo, Mongolia, 
French Indochina, Siam, Straits 
Settlements, Malay States, Nether
lands East Indies, Philippines, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Sea' 
territories) : 

Counselor of Legation Pilger. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Rohde. 
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Pol. IX 

Pol. X 

America 
(a) North America (United States 

with possessiolll!--ilXcept Phil
ippines; Canada): 

(b) Central and South America, 
Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Re
public: 

Colonial questions; Mrica, except 
Union of South Mrica; colonial 
policy: 

Counselor of Legation ~itner. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Poensgen. 

Counselor of Legation Gunzert. 

EcoNoMic PoLicY DEPARTMENT (W) 

Director of Department: 
Deputy Director of Department: 
Directly subordinate to Director of Department: 
Leader of delegation for negotiation of com

mercial treaties: 
W I General section for questions concern-

ing economics and finance: 
W II Western and Southern Europe-except 

Great Britain and Italy-
France, including colonies, protec
torates, and mandated territories, 
Portugal, including colonies, Spain, 
including colonies: 
Belgium, including colonies and 
mandated territories, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, including colonies, 
Switzerland: 

W lll Southeast Europe with Italy and Near 
East (Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, 
Italy with colonies, Yugoslavia, 
Austria, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Mghanistan, Egypi, 
Arabia, Ethiopia, Cyprus, Iraq, Iran, 
Palestine, Sudan, Turkey): 

W IV Eastern Europe (Danzig, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Memel, Poland, 
Soviet Russia) : 

W V Northern Europe (Denmark, Finland, 
Iceland, Norway, Sweden); monop
olies: 

W VI Great Britain, Dominions and British 
possessions except Canada (Australia, 
Ceylon, Great Britain, British India, 
Ireland, New Zealand, South Mrica): 

W VII East Asia (China, J'apan, Manchukuo, 
Siam): 

Ministerialdirektor Dr. Ritter. 
Counselor of Legation Benzler. 

Counselor of Embassy Dr. Hem-
men.·. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. Knoll. 
.t".· 

Counselor of Legation Sabath. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. Win
gen. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. Clo
dius. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Schnurre. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 'fan 
Scherpenberg. 

Counselor of Legation RUter. 

Counselor of Legation Dr. Voss. 
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W VIII 

yv IX 
wx 

America 
(a) North America including Can

ada and Mexico (Canada, Cuba. 
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Li
beria, Mexico, United States, 
also trade promotion): 

(b) South America including Central 
America (Argentina, ·Bolivia, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Hon
duras, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uru-t 
guay, Venezuela): 

Shipping: 
Reich Office for Foreign Trade (eco

nomic news and information service; 
chambers of commerce abroad): 

Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Davidsen. 

Counselor of Legation Fricke. 

Counselor of Legation Bleyert. 
Counselor of Legation Dr. 

Bozenick. 

LEGAL. DEPARTMENT (R) 

Director of Department: 
Deputy Director of Department: 

RI 

RII 

R III 

RIV 

RV. 

R Vi 

International law, cooperation in con• 
clusion of treaties: 

'l'rade treaties and ' concessions. 
International traffic law except in
ternational motor vehicle traffic. 
Extraterritorial rights. Custom • 
matters affecting German and 
foreign diplomats. Taxation laws: 

Nationality. Constitutional and ad· 
ministrative law. Ecclesiastical 
law. Penallaw: 

Compulsory military service. Com
pulsory labor service: 

Labor law. International aspects of 
German Labor Front and the 
Strength through Joy organization. 
International Labor Office: 

Consular jurisdiction in matters of 
civil law· and lawsuits. Interna-· 
tionallegal protection and legal aid 
in civil matters. International pri• 
vate law: 

Ministerialdirektor Dr. Gaur. 
Counselor of Legation Dr. 

Barandon. 

Counselor of Legation Albrecht. 

Counselor of Legation Busch. 

Counselor of Legation Siedler. 

Consul (unassigned) Dr. Sethe. 

Counselor of Legation ROdiger. 

Secretary of Legation von 
Haeften. 

CULTUBAL PoLicY DEPARTMENT (KuLT.) 

Director of Department: 
Deputy Director of Department: 

Minister Dr. Stieve. 
Counselor of Legation Dr. von 

Twardowski. 

Kult. A Position of German racial groups Counselor of Legation Lang-
abroad and of minorities in the mann. 
Reich: 
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Kult. B Economic questions relating to Ger- Counselor of Legation Dr. 
manization: Schwager. I 

I 

Kult. E Emigration and repatriation. Settling Counselor of Legation Dr. 
abroad. Germanism in Russia. Kundt. 
Inquiries abroad about Reich Ger-
mans and foreign nationals: 

Kult. W General cultural policy. Scientific Counselor of Legation Dr. 
relations with foreign countries: Roth. 

Kult. S German educational system abroad. Counselor of Legation Dr. 
Youth movement: Bohme. 

Kult. H Administration of funds of depart- Counselor of Legation Dr. 
ment: Roth. 

P:aESS DEP A.BTMENT (P) 

Director of Department: 
Deputy Director of Department: 

Southeast Europe (Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, 
Yugoslavia, Austria, Rumania, Czecho
slovakia, Hungary); German minorities: 

Western Europe-except Netherlands and 
Switzerland (Belgium and colonies, France 
and colonies, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, 
Vatican, League of Nations), also Detd8che 
diplomatisch-politische Korrespondenz: 

East and Near East (Baltic States-Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania-Danzig, Poland, Soviet 
Russia, Egypt, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Iran, Palestine, Syria, Turkey) : 

England with Dominions, protectorates and 
colonies, Portugal, Spain, United States of 
America, Central and South America: 

Scandinavia (Denmark, Iceland, Norway, 
Sweden, Finland) : 

Far East, also Netherlands and Switzerland 
(China, Japan, Siam, India, Netherlands 
Indies, Netherlands, Switzerland); currency 
matters: 

Reporting on the press: 

Minister Aschmann. 
Counselor of Legation -Wolf. 

Counselor of Legation Wolf. 

Counselor of Legation- Braun 
von Stumm. 

Consul (unassigned) Dr. 
SchOnberg. 

Secretary of Legation von 
Strempel. 

Secretary of Legation Dr. 
Schiemann. 

Counselor of Legation (unas
signed) Dr. Katzenberger. 

Dr. Schacht. 



Appendix II 

LIST OF GERMAN FILES USED 

The following table Identifies the German file from which each document has 
been derived. The documents of the Foreign Ministry were bound into volumes 
by the Germans. The documents in these volumes have been microfilmed, and 
each film of a file has been identified by a film serial number, while each page of 
the documents has been identified by a frame number stamped on the original at 
the time of filming. The documents published in this collection are identified by 
the film serial number and frame numbers in the upper left-hand corner of each 
document. By reference to the following table of fUm serial numbers the loca
tion in the German Foreign Ministry archives of the copy of the document used 
in this publication may be determined. 

Film Serial 
Num1Jera German Title of File 

33 Reich Foreign Minister: Memoranda on Visits of Foreign Statesmen. 
43 DiemtiJtelle Ri1J1Jentrop: Confidential Reports. 
47 Pol. geleim: Spain. 
54 State Secretary: Memoranda on Visits of Non-Diplomatic Personages. 

100 German Embassy in Italy: Mackensen's Papers. 
109 State Secretary: Anglo-Italian Relations. 
136 State Secretary: German-Spanish Relations. 
137 Under State Secretary: Spain. 
139 State Secretary: Czechoslovakia. 
168 Under State Secretary: Spain. 
307 Under State Secretary: Non-Intervention. 
309 Under State Secretary: Non-Intervention. 
322 Economic Policy Department: Wiehl, Spain. 
332 Economic Polley Department: Clodius, Spain. 
336 Economic Polley Department: Clodius, Spain. 
395 State Secretary : Memoranda on Visits of Diplomats. 
424 State Secretary: Non-Intervention Committee. 
428 State Secretary: Non-Intervention Committee. 
435 State Secretary: Non-Intervention Committee. 
442 State Secretary: Correspondence of State Secretary with German 

Diplomatic Representatives Abroad. 
-462 German Embassy in Spain : Secret Papers on Anti-Comintern Pact. 
472 State Secretary: Correspondence of State Secretary with German 

Diplomatic Representatives Abroad. 
485 State Secretary: Memoranda on Visits of Diplomats. 
586 State Secretary: Non-Intervention Committee. 
614 State Secretary: Visit of GOring to Spain, April-May 1939. 
629 Pol. III: Spain, Political Relations of Spain with Germany. 
630 Pol. III: Spain, Political Relations of Spain with Germany. 
632 State Secretary: Non-Intervention Committee. 
643 Pol. III: Spain, Political Relations of Spain with Germany. 
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Film Serial 
NumberB (Jerman Title of Fi.Ze 

650 Pol. III: Spain, Political Relations of Spain with Germany. 
654 Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
660 Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
665 Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
666 Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
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667 Pol. III: Spain, Control Plan, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms 

682 
690 
696 

701 
860 

1534 
1547 
1557 
1568 
1573 
1588 
1606 
1629 
1758 
1759 
1810 

1819 
1877 
2128 
2129 
2130 
2134 
2442 
2646 
2650 

2655 
2661 
2662 
2666 
2685 

28n 
2929 
2937 
2938 
2946 
2948 
3162 
3174 
3176 
3204 

Embargo. 
Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Pol. III: Spain, German Diplomatic and Consular Representation in 

Spain. 
German Embassy in Italy: Secret Papers. 
State Secretary: German Foreign Minister's Visit to London, 
Reich Chancellery: Spain, 1935--1939. 
Pol. IV: Italy, Political Relations of Italy with Spain. 
Pol. geheim: Spain, 
Pol. geheim: Spain. 
Pol. geheim: Spain. 
Pol. geheim: Spain. 
Pol. geheim: Spain. 
Pol. Ill: Spanish Morocco, Internal Politics. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo. 
German Embassy in the Soviet Union : Spain, Political Relations of 

Spain with the Soviet Union. 
German Embassy in France: Spain. 
State Secretary: Shelling of Cruiser Lelpsig. 
German Embassy in Italy: Secret Papers. 
German Embassy in Italy: Secret Papers. 
German Embassy in Italy : Secret Papers. 
State Secretary: Memoranda on Visits of Diplomats. 
Pol. II: England, Political Relations of England with Spain, 
Pol, III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
German Embassy in France: Spain. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo. 
Economic Policy Department : Clodius, Spain. 
Economic Policy Department : Wiehl, Spain. 

.. 
German Embassy in Spain: Secret Papers on Sudeten German Ques-

tion and Central European Crisis. 
Political Department: Treaties, 1936-1944. 
State Secretary: GOring's Trip to Spain. 
German Legation in Portugal: Spain and the Spanish Civil War. 
Economic Policy Department: Spain, Industry, Mining. 
German Embassy in Spain : Secret Papers, Montana. 
German Embassy in Spain: Secret Papers, Condor Legion. 
Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, 
Economic Policy Department: Clodius, Spain, 
Economic Policy Department : Wiehl, Spain. 
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Film Serial 
Number• 

3205 
3206 
3207 
3242 

8253 
3357 
3359 
3360 

8361 

3362 

3363 

3364 

3366 
3367 
3368 
3369 

. 3370 
3371 
3372 
3373 
3374 
3376 
3406 
3414 
3416 
4078 
4445 
4446 
4793 
5194 
5205 
F3,6, 

8,14,19 

Germ4n Title ot File 
Economic Policy Department: Treaties. Spain. 
German Embassy In France: Spain. 
German Embassy in Spain : Nationalist Uprising. 
Secretariat of the Foreign Minister: Spanish Non-Intervention Ques-

tion up to the Case of the Leipllig. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-lnterv!!lltion Agreement. Arms Embargo. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non--Intervention Agreement. Arms Embargo. 
Pol. II: England, Political Relations of England with Spain. 
PoZ. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo, New 

Control Plan. 
Pol. Ill: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Economic Policy Department: Spain, Industry, Mining. 
Pol. IV: Mediterranean (Nyon) Agreement. 
German Legation in Portugal: Non-Intervention Agreement. Arms. 

Embargo. 
Economic Policy Department: Wiehl, Spain . 
German Legation in Portugal : Delivery of Arms to Spain. 
German Embassy in Spain: Non-Intervention Policy. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement. Arms Embargo. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement. Arms Embargo, 
German Embassy in Spain: Morocco. 
Pol. II: France, Political Relations of France with Germany. 
Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Pol. III: Spain, Non-Intervention Agreement, Arms Embargo. 
Pol. III: Holy See, Relations of the Holy See with Spain. 
German Embassy in Spain: Papers on Montana. 
Pol. III: Spain, Internal Politics, Parliament and Parties. 
Ha. Pol. ge.heim: Trade In War Materiel: Europe. 
German Embassy in Spain : Secret Papers. 
Cultural Policy Department: Treaties. 
German Foreign Ministry Film of Files of the Reich Foreign Min

Ister's SE:Cretariat. 



Appendix III 

LIST OF PERSONS 1 

ALBA AND BEBWICK, Duke of, Jacobo Maria del Pilar Carlos Manuel Fitz-James 
Stuart, agent of General Franco's government in Great Britain, 1937 ; Am
bassador in Great Britain, 1939. 

ALvAREz DEL V .. uo, Julio, Spanish Socialist leader and journalist; chief political 
commissioner of Republican Army, 1937; Foreign Minister, 1936-1937, 1938. 

AscHMANN, Dr. Gottfried, Minister, Director of the Press Department of the 
German Foreign Ministry, 1933-1939. 

ATTLEE, Clement Richard, British Labor M.P. since 1922; Leader of the Labor 
Party since 1935; Leader of the Opposition, 1935-1939. 

ATTOLICO, Dr. Bernardo, Italian Ambassador in Germany, 1935-1940. 
AzA.NA DtAZ, Manuel, Spanish Republican leader; President of the Council of 

Ministers, February-May 1936; President of the Republic, May 1936. 
BALDWIN, Stanley, Earl Baldwin of Bewdley, British Prime Minister, 1935-1937. 
BABTIANINI, Giuseppe, Italian Under Secretary of State in the Italian Foreign. 

Office, 1936-1943 .. 
BENZLEB, Felix, Counselor of Legation, Deputy Director of the Economic Policy 

Department of the German Foreign Ministry; Consul General at Amster
dam, 1937-1940. 

BERNHARDT, Johannes, German merchant in the Spanish zone of Morocco; or
ganizer and director of Hisma (Bee Editors' Note, pp. 1 ff.). 

BETHKE, Friedrich, department head in the German Economics Ministry ; di
rector of Rowak (Bee Editors' Note, pp. 1 ff.). 

BISMARCK, Otto Christian, Prince von, Counselor of the German Embassy in 
Great Britain, 1928-1936; Deputy Director of the Political Department of 
the Foreign Ministry, 1936-1939. 

BLOMBERG, Werner von, Field Marshal, German War Minister and .Commander 
in Chief of the Wehrmacht,1935-1938. 

BLuM, Leon, President of the French Socialist Party, President of the Council 
of Ministers, June 193~une 1937; Vice President of the Cabinet, June 
1937-January 1938; President of the Council, March-April1938. 

BoHLE, Ernst Wilhelm, Gauleiter and Head of the Auslandsorganisation of <the 
Nazi Party, 1933-1945; also State Secretary in the German Foreign Ministry, 
1937-1941. . 

CABANELLAS, San Miguel, Spanish General, member and for a time president of 
original Junta of National Defense set up at But·gos, July 25, 1936. 

CADoGAN, Sir Alexander, Deputy Under Secretary of State in the British Foreign 
Office, 1936; Permanent Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
1938-1946. 

CAN ARis, Wilhelm, German Admiral, in the Secret Intelligence Branch of the 
Reichswehr, 1934; later head of the Intelligence Service of the OKW. 

CARLS, Rolf, Rear Admiral, Commander of German tl.eet off Spanish coast, 1936. 

1 The biographical details given relate principally to the period and subjects 
covered by the documents in this volume. 
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Ca'•lO!fR.&Ill. Nenlle. British Con..ooerntive lLP .. 191S-19t0; leader of the 
Consen-atil"e Parcy; Prime lliniiter. 1007-19-tO. 

CB:AU~EJU"B. Camme. President of Radical Socialist Group of the French Clam
ber; )linister of State in BllDD cabmet. ~1931; President of the ColiDcll 
oUiinLczten. ~une 22_1937-J"anoary 15.193S, and ~anll&l71S-llarch 10.1938; 
nee President of Council of llinisters and llinister of Coordination in 
Daladier cabinet.193S-1939; llinister of State.1~1940. 

Cmi.Bro:N. Yiseotmt, A.retas Akers-Douglas. British Ambassador in the Sonet 
Cnion. 1933-193S.. 

CBIL1'01'1"0 Sir Henry Getty. Brifuh .Ambassador in SpaiD. 1~1938. 
CmacB:Iu. lr'mston Spencer. British Liberal and Con..ooervatil"e lLP. since 

1900. 
~o • 0oKrEuAzzo. Count Galeuzo. &On-in-law of llussolini; Italian Foreign 

llinister. ~19Ja 
OoxPA5YB. Luis. Spanish :Republican, leader of Catalonian Left. President of 

Catalonian Government (Generalidad}. ~1009. 
~.Charles. French Ambassador in Great Britain, 1~1940. 
Cor. Pierre, French Radical Socialist Deputy from 1923; llinister for Air in 

BllDD cabinet, 1936--1.937. and in Chautemps cabinet. 1931-1a38; lliniiter of 
Commerce. .January-April 1938.. 

Ca.L."'IIOL.~ VL-.count, Robert Arthur .James Cecil. ParliamentaiT t:nder Sec~ 
tary of State for Foreign .A1fairs in the British Forelgn Oflice. 1935-1!)38. 

D•uou:a., Edooard, French Radical Socialist Depucy since 1919; llinister of 
NatioDal Defen..<oe. 1~1938; President of the Council of llinisters and llin
ister of Natiolllll Defense. April193S-llareh 1910. 

Dl!uo8, Yvon. French Radical Socialist DeP1Jl7 since 19'::!t ; Foreign llin.ister in 
mlDD cabinet, 1.93&--1937. and in two Chautemps cabinets. 1937-1938.. 

DnrcxB:OFF. Dr. Hans Heinrich. Director of the Political Department of the Ger
man Foreign llinist.rT. April-August 1936; Acting State &>eretary. Augu...<:t 

· ~Apri11937; Ambassador in the Cnited States.llay193r; was reailled 
to Berlin for mn.sultation :Xovember 1938 and did not return to his post_ 

I>DE&I:5. Dr. Herbert von. German Ambas1>ador in ~apan. 1933-1938, and in Great 
Britain. )Jay 193S-Av.,'"1L<:t 1009. 

DOL~ Alexander von. Secretary of Legation in Political Division I of the Ger
man Foreign llinist:ry, 1006; in the Emba..;ogy in Great Britain, 1931; in the 
Protocol Department of the Foreign llini..«try, 193S; Collll..<oelor of Legation. 
193S; llini-czter, 1939. 

Dlnlo:n, Dr. Karl, Counselor of Legation. bead of Political DiTision m of the 
German Foreign llinist:ry.1~1937. 

Du llomD-EcKAn. Count. Collll..<:elor of the German Legation in Portugal; later 
in Political Division m of the Foreign llinL«try. 

DJE!r. Anthony. British Con..c;errative li.P. since lreS; Secretary of State for 
Foreign A1fairs. ~1938. 

:£mll4Nl'SDOIO'F. Otto von, bead of the E:rtra-European Section of the Political 
Department of the German Foreign llinb-tty, 1936-1937; llinister in 
Hnngary, May 193i-Jol7 19U. 

F.&"CPI!I.o WDbelm. Lieutenant General (Ret.). bead of lbero-Amerikaniscbes In
stitut; German Charged" A1faires in SpaiD. :XOTember 1~Febru&r"J' 1931; 
Ambassador to the Spanish :Xation.alist Government. February-..~ptember 

1007. 
Fo8s'lD, Dr. D .. Counselor of the German Emba.s:s]' in France. 1936-1933.. 
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FRANCO y BAHAMONDE, Francisco, Spanish General, Chief of the General Staff, 
1935 ; Chief of State, October 1, 1936. ; 

FRANco, Nicolas, brother of General Franco, at head of General State SeCretariat 
(political department) of the Spanish Nationalist Government; later Am
bassador in Portugal. 

FBANCQis-PoNCET, Andre, French Ambassador in Germany, 1931-1938; Ambas
sador in Italy, 1938-1940. 

FuNCK, Baron von, Colonel (General Staff), Military Attache of the German 
Embassy in Spain. 

GAUB, Dr. Friedrich, Ministerialdirektor, Director of the Legal Department of 
the German Foreign Ministry. 

GoEBBELS, Dr. Josef, German Minister of Propaganda, 1933-1945; Gauleiter of 
Berlin. 

GoRING, Hermann Wilhelm, Field Marshal, National Socialist member of the 
German Reichstag from 1928 ; President of the Reichstag from 1932 ; Min
ister President of Prussia and Reich Minister for Air from 1933; Com
mander in Chief of the Luftwaffe from 1935; Commissioner for the Fonr Year 
Plan, 1936. 

GRANDI, Count Dino, Italian Ambassador in Great Britain, 1933-1939. 
HALIFAX, Viscount, Edward Wood; British statesman; Lord Privy Seal, 1935-1937; 

Lord President of the Council, 1937--38; Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, 1938-1940. 

HASSELL, Ulrich von, German Ambassador in Italy, November 1932-February 1938. 
HEBEB.LEIN, Dr. Erich, Counselor of the German Embassy to the Spanish Na

tionalist Government. 
HEMMING, Francis, British official; secretary of the Economic Advisory Council; 

secretary of the Non-Intervention Committee. 
HENDERSON, Sir Nevile, British Ambassador in Germany, 1937-1939. 
HEss, Rudolf, German National Socialist leader, member of the Nazi Party from 

1920; chairman of the Central Committee of the Party from 1932; Bitler's 
Deputy, 1933-1941; member of the Reichstag; Minister without Portfolio, 
1933-1!H1; member of the Secret Cabinet Council, 1938-1941. 

BEssE, Prince Philip of, German nobleman, son-in-law of the King of Italy, 
employed as a special envoy between Bitler and Mussolini. 

HEYDEN-RYNSCH, Dr. Bernd Otto, Baron von der, ·counselor of Legation, official 
in Political Division I of the German Foreign Ministry. · 

BrrLER, Adolf, German National Socialist leader, Ffthrer and Chancellor of the 
German Reich, 1933-1945. 

HooosoN, Sir Robert, British diplomat, appointed agent to the Spanish Na-
tionalist Government, November 1937. ~ • 

HOYNINGEN-HUENE, Dr. Oswald, Baron von, German Minister in Portugal, 
1934-1944. 

HULL, Cordell, United States Secretary of State, 1933-1944. 
JAGWITz, Eberhard von, official of the Auslandsorganisation; leading figure in 

the organization of Rowak; Under State Secretary in the German Economics 
Ministry. 

JoRDANA, Count Francisco Gomez, General, President of the Junta Tecnica, 1938; 
Vice President and Foreign Minister of the Spanish Nationalist Government, 
1938-1939. 

KEITEL, Wilhelm, General, Chief of the Wehrmachtsamt in the. Reich War Min
istry, 1935-1938; Chief of the OKW, 1938-19-!5. 
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KINDELAN DuANY, Alfredo, Lieutenant General, Commander of Spanish Nation
alist Air Force In the Ci"rtl War; Minister for Air In the Nationalist Govern
ment of Janua17 30, 1938. 

KOcHER, Dr. Otto Carl Albrecht, German Minister in Switzerland, 1937-1945. 
KoBDT, Dr. Erich, First Secretary of the German Embassy in Grt'at Britain, 

1936-1938; head of Ribbentrop's Secretariat (Biiro RAM), 193~1941. 
KOTZE, Herr, Counselor of Legation on the staff of German Foreign Minister von 

Neurath. 
KRAUEL, Dr. Wolfgang, German Consul at Geneva. 
L&.)(](EBS, Dr. Hans, State Secretary and Chief of the Reich Chancellery, 1934-

1937; Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich Chancellery, 1937-1945; member 
and Executive Secretary of the Secret Cabinet Council, 19~19-15. 

I.ANGENIIEill, Adolf P., German National Socialist Ortsgruppenleiter of Tetunn 
area of Spanish Morocco; a leading flgnre in early negotiations for German 
assistance to Franco ( aee Editors' Note, pp. 1 ff.). 

LABoo Cn&n.ERO, Francisco, Spanish Socialist and trade-union leader; President 
of the Council of Ministers, 1936-1937. 

LAvAL, Pierre, French statesman, Senator, 1926-1940. 
l..t:Blro'N, Albert, President of the French Republic, 1932-1940. 
~ov. Maxim Maximovich, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs of the 

Soviet Union, 1930-1939. 
llicKENSEN, Hans Georg von, son of Field Marshal von l\IackenFen; German 

Minister in Hungary, 1933-1937; State Secretary in the Foreign Ministry, 
Berlin, 1937-1938; Ambassador in Italy, April !~September 1943. 

MA.o.u Y PI:Bs, Antonio. Marquis de, Spanish Nationalist Ambassador in BP.rt• .. 
1937-1940. 

1\IAGISTRATI, Count Massimo, Counselor of the Italian Embassy in Germany. 
MA.rsiY,Ivan Mikballol'"ich, Soviet Ambassador in Great Britain, 1932-1943. 
l\I.ABcH OBDINAS, Juan, Spanish Industrialist with interests in many fields of the 

Spanish economy ; deputy In the Cortes during the Republican period; sup
porter of and large contributor to Franco's Nationalist mo\'"ement. 

'MaJA, Jose. Spanish General in charge of defense of Madrid, October 1936: 
Commander in Chief of Loyalist forces; participated in coup d.'~tal of March 
1939, ·wmch overthrew Negrin government and prepared capitulation. 

Mn.c:a:, Erhard, General, Gernian Secretary of State for Air, 1933-1945. 
MoLA Y VmAL, Emilio, Spanish Nationalist General; one of original members of 

Junta of National Defense; Commander of Nationalist northern armies; 
Jdlled in airplane accident, June 3, 1937. 

MOLO'l'Ov, Vyacheslav Mikbailol'"ich, chairman of the Council of People's Commis-
881'S of the Soviet Union, 1930-194L 

MoBB.ISON, William Shepherd, British Conl'"ersative lii.P.; Minister of Agriculture 
and Fisheries, 1936-1939; first chairman of the Non-Intervention Committee, 
September1936. 

Musi!OLINY, Benito, founder of the Italian Fascist Party; Head of the Govern
ment and Prime Minister, 1922; Commander of the Armed Forces, 1938. 

Nro&fN, Dr. Juan, Spanish Socialist leader; Minister of Finance, 1936; President 
of the Council of Ministers, 1937-1939; MiniSter of National Defense, 
1~1939. 

NEUUT:a:, Constantin, Baron von, German Foreign Minister, June 2, 1932-Feb
ruary 4, 1938; Reich Minister and President of the Secret Cabinet Council, 
1~1945.. 

NBWTOl'l', Basil, Minister in British Embassy in Germany, 1935-1937; Minister In 
Czechoslovakia,1937-1939. 
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OLIVEIRA SALAZAR, Antonio de, President of the Portuguese Council of Ministers 
since 1932; also Minister of Foreign Affairs and of War, 1936. 

PERTH, Earl of, Sir Eric Drummond, British Ambassador in Italy, 1933-1939. 
PtTAIN, Henri Philippe, l\Iarshal of France; Ambassador in Spain, 1939-1940. 
PHIPPS, Sir Eric, British Ambassador in Germany, 1933-1937; in France, 1937-

1939. 
PLEsSEN, Dr. Johann, Baron von, Counselor of the German Embassy in Italy. 
PLYMOUTH, Earl of, Ivor Miles Windsor-Clive, British Parliamentary Under 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 1936-1939; chairman of the Non· 
Intervention Committee. 

PRIETO, Indalecio, Spanish Socialist leader ; Minister of Marine and Air in Largo 
Caballero cabinet, 1936-1937; Minister of National Defense in Negrin 
cabinet, 1937-1938. 

PRIMO DE RIVERA, Jo~ Antonio, Spanish Rightist leader, son of General Miguel 
Primo de Rivera (Dictator of Spain 1923-1930) ; founder of Falange, 1932; 
in prison at Alicante at outbreak of Civil War; executed by Loyalists, 
November 20, 1936. 

QUEIPO DE LLANo, Gonzalo, Spanish General; Inspector General of Carabineers 
at beginning of Civil War; occupied Seville for Nationalists; in charge of 
operations in Andalusia. 

QUINoNEs DE LEON, Jose Maria, Spanish Ambassador in France during last years 
of monarchy; agent of Nationalist Government. 

RAEDER, Erich, Admiral, Commander in Chief of German Navy, 1935--1943. 
RrBBENTROP, Joachim von, German National Socialist leader; Ambassador-at· 

large, 1935-1938; Ambassador in Great Britain, 1936-1938; Reich Foreigp 
Minister, February 4, 1938--1945. 

RrcHTHOFEN, Baron von, German General, Chief of Staff, Condor Legion, January 
1937-0ctober 1938; Commander, Condor Legion, November 1, 1938. 

RINTELEN, Emil von, Counselor of Legation, Head of Political Division II in the 
German Foreign Ministry. 

Rfos, Fernando de los, Spanish Republican leader; Ambassador in the United 
States, 1936-1939. 

RIPKEN, Dr., Secretary of Legation; official of the Economic Policy Department 
of the German Foreign Ministry. 

RITTER, Dr. Karl, Ministerialdirektor in the German Foreign Ministry,1924--1937; 
Ambassador in Brazil, 1937-1938; Ambassador on special assignment in 
the Foreign Ministry, 1938--1945. 

RoosEvELT, Franklin Delano, President of the United States, l'llarch 4, 1933-
April 12, 1945. 

SABATH, Hermann Friedrich, Counselor of Legation, an official of the EconMDic 
Policy Department of the German Foreign Ministry. 

SANGRONrz Y CASTRO, Jose Antonio de, Marquis de Desio, Chef de Cabinet in the 
Spanish Nationalist Ministry of Foreign Affairs; later Ambassador in France 
and in Italy. 

ScHACHT, Dr. Hjalmar, President of the German Reiehsbank, 1933-1939; Minister 
of Economics, 1934-1937. · 

ScHMIDT, Dr. Paul, Director of the Press Department of the German Foreign 
Ministry, 1939-1945. 

ScuwENDEYANN, Dr. Karl, Counselor in the German Embassy in Spain at out
break of Civil War; later head of Political Division Ilia (Spain and Portu-
gal) in the Foreign l'llinistry. · · 

SELZAY, Dr. Eduard von, Secretary of Legation and Press Attache in the German 
Embassy in Great Britain. 
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SCHUI.I:NBUBO, Friedrich Wemer, Count von der, German Ambassador in the 
Soviet Union, October 1934-June 1941. 

SEBBANo, Sub:B, Ramon, brother-in-law of General Franco, lawyer; Minister of 
Interior, Press, and Propaganda in the Spanish Xationalist Government of 
lanuary 30, 1938. 

SPBBBI.E, Hugo, German General of Aviation, Commander of the Condor Legion, 
November 6, 1936-0ctober 31, 1937. 

STAI.Il'f, losef Vissarionotich, Ge~eral Secretary of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, member of the Politburo and 
Orgboro since 1922.. 

S'l"OJIBF!B. Dr. Eberhard von, German Ambassador in Spain, September 1937-
lanuary 1943. 

SUANCES Y FEBNANDE.Z, Juan, Minister of Industry and Commerce in the Spanish 
Nationalist Government. 

VEITH, General, In command of the German air force in Spain. 
VIOL& DI C.&:u:PALTO, Count Guido, Italian Ambassador to the Spanish Nationalist 

Government, 1931-1939. 
VoELCKEBS, Hans Hermann, Counselor of tbe German Embassy in Spain, 1933-

1936, and Charge d'Affaires, April-November 1936. 
VOLKllA.NN, Hellmuth, German General of Aviation, Commander of the Condor 

Legion, November 1, 1937-November 1, 1938. 
WAllLDlONT, Walter, German General, on special mission in Spain, July-Decem

ber 1936; later Deputy Chief of the Operations Statr in tbe War Ministry 
and Supreme Headquarters of tbe Webrmacht. 

WEIZsACKEB, Ernst, Baron von, Director of the Political Department of the Ger
man Foreign Ministry, 193~1938; State Secretary, 193~1943. 

WICU"DlCJ[, Johannes, Count von, German Ambassador in Spain, 1926--1936; Am
bassador in France, April 1936--September 1939. 

W'IEBL, Emil Karl Josef, Director of the Economic Polley Department of the 
German Foreign Ministry, 1937. 

WILBEBG, Hellmuth, German General of Aviation, head of Sonderstab Win the 
War Ministry and in the Supreme Headquarters of the Webrmacht. 

WoaKA.l'fl!l', Dr. Ernst, official in the German Foreign Ministry, 1933-1936; Coun
selor of Embassy in Great Britain witb the rank of Minister, 1936--1938; 
Ministerialdirektor and Director of the Political Department of the Foreign 
Ministry with the title of Under State Secretary, 19~1943. 

WoBLTHAT, Helmut, official of the German Economics Ministry; appointed by 
GOring to collaborate in the Four Year Plan, 1938; on economic mission 
in Spain, 1939. 

WuCBEB, Dr. Theodor, Ministeiialdirektor in the German Ministry of Finance. 



Appendix IV 

LIST OF GERMAN ABBREVIATIONS 1 

AA, Auswiirtiges Amt, German For
eign Ministry 

AGK, Ausfuhrgemeinschaft fiir 
Kriegsgeriit, Export Cartel for War 
Materiel 

AO, Auslandsorganisation, Foreign 
Organization of the Nazi Party con
cerned with German nationals liv
ing abroad 

DNB, Deutsches Nachrichtenbiiro, 
German News Agency, owned by the 
Ministry of Propaganda 

e.o., ex officio ; where this precedes the 
file number, it indicates a draft for 
which there are no preceding papers 
(see zu) 

g, geheim, secret 
g Rs, geheime Reichssache, top secret 
Ha Pol, Handelspolitik, Handelspoli-

tische Abteilung, Economic Policy 
Department of the Foreign Minis
try; renamed Wirtschaftspolitische 
Abteilung between March and June 
1938 

Kult., Kulturpolitische Abtellung, Cul
tural Policy Department of the For
eign Ministry 

NSDAP, Nationalsozialistische Deut
sche Arbeiterpartei, National So
cialist German Workers' Party, the 
full title of the Nazi Party 

OKH, Oberkommando des Heeres. 
High Command of the Army; Su
preme Headquarters of the Army 

OKM, Oberkommando der Kriegsma
rine, Supreme Command of the 
Navy 

OKW, Oberkommando der Wehr
macht, Supreme Command of the 
Wehrmacht; Supreme Headquar
ters of the Wehrmacht 

Pol., Politische Abtellung, Political 
Department of the Foreign Minis
try ; subdivided according to geo
graphical areas, each designated by 
a Roman numeral, e. g. PoL IV 
(see appendix I) 

Qu, Quirinal; thus "Rom (Qu)" in 
addresses to distinguish the Ger
man Embassy to the Kingdom of 
Italy from that to the Holy See 

RAM, Reichsaussenminister, Reich 
Foreign Minister 

RM, Reichsminister, Reich Minister; 
any member of the Reich Cabinet 
but in Foreign Ministry documents 
usually the Reich Foreign Minister ; 
reichsmark 

St.S., Staatssekretiir, State Secretary; 
the Permanent Head of a Reich 
Ministry 

U.St.S., UD.terstaatssekretiir, Under 
State Secretary 

v.,von 
W, Wirtschaftspolitische Abtellug, 

Economic Policy Department of the 
Foreign Ministry 

zu, to, in connection with ; where this 
precedes the file number, it indi
cates that the previous papers on 
the subject have this file number. 

• This list includes such German abbreviations as are found in the text of 
documents appearing in this volume. For an explanation of a number of other 
terms appearing in Foreign Ministry documents see voL I, pp. 121.5-1220, and 
VOL II, pp. 1061-1070. 
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